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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the potential of developing a tractable 

model for solvation of large systems within a quantum  chemical framework. Candidate 

com putational methods are reviewed ranging from ab initio quantum  mechanics to the 

more straightforward force field methods. Existing methods for modelling solvation 

are also reviewed. Based on the dual criteria of reasonably capturing the central 

physical features of solvation and retaining a computationally tractable method, the 

Virtual Charge Model (VCM), a continuum model, is selected for development within 

the CNDO framework. The strengths and weaknesses of the VCM are addressed 
and its shortcomings are found to be due to the use of solvatons (virtual charges) 

to simultaneously effect both polarisation and dielectric attenuation. The apparent 
success of the VCM in predicting relative protonation energies of solvated amines is 
also found to be fortuitous, and due to the cancellation of large errors. Removing this 
physically unreasonable coupling, while retaining physically meaningful results, proves 

to be a formidable challenge. On the basis of the analysis of the VCM behaviour, a 

new solvation model, the Virtual Charge Model with Explicit A ttenuation (VCMX) is 

proposed. The complex thermodynamic behaviour of substituents on amine basicities 
and alcohol acidities are used as strict benchmark calculations. Preliminary studies on 

some other systems of biological interest, glycine, the glycyl dipeptide and isoGuanine, 

are presented. The method requires refinement, but the inherent viability of the 

VCMX is demonstrated.
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C hapter 1
1

IN T R O D U C T IO N

1.1 T he Im portance o f Solvation

The complex and subtle phenomenon of solvation critically affects the behaviour of 

chemical systems. There is a wealth of published data on the relevance of solvation to 

the structure, dynamics and function of chemical species in general (see e.g. [1] [2]). 

The most ubiquitous solvent is water and, from a biological point of view, it is also the 

most im portant. W ater is intimately involved in the maintenance of macromolecular 

and supermolecular structures, such as those formed by combinations of peptides, 

nucleotides, carbohydrates, and lipids [3]. In effect, biology is a condensed medium 
phenomenon, dominated by processes which occur in aqueous or lipid environments. 

The accurate simulation of solvation is, therefore, clearly central to the development 
of reasonable models for biological simulations.

A ttem pts at accurate solvation simulations are hampered by two interconnected 

problems - the system size and the complex m,olecular environment. The issues of 
system size are compounded in large biological macromolecules. The scale of the 

problem may be illustrated by the following example - the single DNA molecule of an 

E. colt chromosome may contain thousands of nucleotides and have a molecular weight 

of more than  10  ̂ base pairs [4]. When considering a quantum  chemical calculation 

with a minimum basis set on all 20 atoms of the base-pair yields ~  10^ orbitals, 

and 10^  ̂ integrals to be evaluated within ab initio quantum  mechanics. Assuming 

an integral per cycle, at a rate of IGfiop per second, the simTilation would still take 

3 X 10^  ̂ years. This is 20 times longer than  the history of the universe! Consequently, 

the task of making biological solvation tractable has long been of considerable interest 

in the literature (see e.g. Richards et al. [5]).

The complex molecular environment within a solvent also deserves some con

sideration. Unlike a gas, a liquid is a set of strongly interacting particles, and so 

interactions cannot be neglected. It differs from a crystal in its irregularity of str\ic- 

ture, and the absence of short range translational symmetry, thereby precluding some
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sim plifications based on periodicity. Consequently, liquids and solvents are consider

ably more difficult to  describe bu t they  cannot be ignored.

1.2 A pproaches to  Sim ulation of Solvation

Sim ulation of hquids in solvation can be achieved either by explicitly including large 

num bers of solvent molecules (supermoleciile or ensemble trea tm en ts) or by repre

senting the  effect of the  solvent th rough use of the dielectric constan t (continuum  

models). T he advantage of the  former type is the  ability to  include specific effects, 

such as hydrophobicity  in the  case of nonpolar molecules or H-bonding of the solvent 

to  the  solute, which is particu larly  im portan t in the case where w ater is the  solvent. 

T he disadvantage of explicitly including solvent molecules is the cost.

T he a lternative approach of modelling the  solvent as a  “dielectric continim m ” 

has the  draw back of lack of solvent structu re . This prohibits the  sim ulation of di

rectional effects, as in H-bonding. T he approach’s m ain advantages, however, are its 

simplicity, and its associated low cost. For example excluding solvent molecules in 

a quantum  chemical sim ulation drastically  reduces the  size of the  required basis set. 

Nevertheless, it allows the  response of a polarisable solute to  a  polarising solvent.

For quan tum  chem ical sim ulation of solvent effects on biological macromolecules 

the continuum  approach is the only trac tab le  option. T he developm ent of approxi

m ate, yet reasonable, models will be explored in this study. Several such m odels exist 

b u t all are flawed. A new model is proposed in this study  th a t  seeks to  build on the 

s treng ths of continuum  models while redressing some of the  flaws. Form ulation and 

im plem entation of th is new m odel proves to  be difficult and challenging.

1.3 O verview  of P resented  Work

In this thesis a new continuum  solvation model, which gives im proved representation 

of the effects of solvation is presented.

In general, sim ulation of solvated system s has two requirem ents:

1. Reliable sim ulation techniqTies which will correctly reproduce experim ental be

haviour can generally be divided into th ree categories - ab initio  quan tum  me

chanics, sem i-em pirical quan tum  mechanics and m olecular mechanics. A more 

detailed overview of these sim ulation techniques is given in C hap ter 2.
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2. Solvation models must further incorporate the effects of the environment in the 

simulation. A number of solvation models are considered in Chapter 3. Solvation 

models may be conveniently divided into one of two categories. The first type 

are essentially statistical supermolecular treatm ents like molecular dynamics, 

Monte Carlo and free energy perturbation techniques which simulate the solvent 

molecules explicitly. The second type are continuum models based on Born’s [6] 

or Onsager’s [7] theories.

W ith a view to ultim ately modelling complex biological macromolecules, simple 

systems are considered. The complex behaviour of amines in solution presents a chal

lenging “test case” for solvation models. Even the prediction of the correct solvation 

free energies is beyond the scope of most solvation models. Consequently, basicities 
are not always calculated for a broad range of amines - often just the methylamines are 

investigated. This is reflected in the review of amine solvation contained in Chapter 

4. Amine solvation is adopted as a benchmark for any modified models proposed.

An analysis of the ability of various solvation models to predict amine basicities 

placed the focus on the Virtual Charge Model [8] and the Solvent Shielded Virtual 
Charge Model [9]. These models meet the requirement of qualitatively predicting 
the correct trends for the internal energies of amine solvation and protonation. The 

simplicity of these models, combined with their apparently reasonable behaviour, make 
them obvious candidates for investigation. Analysis of the component parts of the 

internal energies is presented in Chapter 5. This is the first such analysis and the 

“reasonable behaviour” of the two models is shown to be fortuitous. The flaws in 

the models are identified and analyzed, on the basis of which a framework for an 

“improved” model is developed.

The new solvaton model is presented in Chapter 6. The essential difference 

between this and previous models is the separation of the phenomena of polarization 

and attenuation. The motivation is to get a physically more reasonable model. This 

has several key advantages over the VCM:

• Analysis of the magnitudes of the opposing polarizing and attenuating compo

nents is easily performed. This facilitates the understanding of the role each 

plays in solvation.

•  The exposure of atoms to the solvent can be modelled by the inclusion of solvent 

shielding. Separately modelling polarization allows inclusion of solvent shielding
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in a system atic way. This is clearly necessary in systems where not all atoms 

are equally exposed to the solvent medium.

• The model was extended to calculate free energies of solvation, unlike earlier 

models which tended to calculate internal energies.

This new model - termed Virtual Charge Model with Explicit A ttenuation 

(VCMX) - is then systematically and thoroughly analyzed, and compared to other 

continuum solvation models. These encompass quite a variety of methods and it is 

useful to relate them  to each other, particularly those th a t are widely used. Considera

tion of fundamental electrostatics leads to a deeper understanding of the relationships 

between the different continuum solvation models considered. One of the main prod
ucts from this work is a “Unified Theory of Solvation” .

In Chapter 7 the VCMX model is encoded within the semi-empirical quan

tum  chemical techniques tha t were presented in Chapter 2. An implementation of 

the VCMX within the simplest semi-empirical technique - CNDO (see glossary for 
acronym) - was adopted for the purposes of testing and evaluation. The VCMX was 
then further developed by incorporation within other less approximate semi-empirical 
codes supported by the GEOMOS package [10]. The results validate the general viabil

ity of the approach adopted for modelling solvation, but also dem onstrate a surprising 
and fundamental difficulty in appropriately parameterizing the model.

Some illustrative applications of the VCMX to the prediction of conformer and 

tautom er equilibria are presented in Chapter 8. Peptides were chosen because they 

serve as reasonable models for proteins and, being stabilized by hydrogen bonds, are 

expected to be sensitive to solvation. Dependence of the keto ^  enol equilibrium of 

isoguanine is explored with a view to interpreting its non-inclusion in the nucleotide 

alphabet used in replicating biological systems. These examples are representative of 

larger biological macromolecules, which continuum solvation models are most suited 
to handle.

The study concludes with a brief summary of the key developments and con

tributions of this work. A ttention is drawn to a number of key directions for future 

refinement and development of the implemented model.
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5

IN VACUO SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

2.1 Introduction

Any attempt, to simulate solvation must first take account of the physical and electronic 

structure of the solute molecule. All theories which describe the gas-phase molecular 

structure of the sohite are, therefore, possible candidates to form the basis of a solva

tion model. Various gas-phase simulation techniques are outlined in this chapter, with 

a view to assessing their applicability in the development of a new solvation model.

The main objective of any modern theory of molecular structure is to provide 

some insight into the various laws governing the chemical constitution of molecules. 
This is usually couched in terms of the more fundamental universal physical laws 

governing the motions and interactions of the constituent atomic nuclei and electrons. 
In principle such theories can aim at a precise quantitative description of the structure 

of molecules and their chemical properties, since the underlying physical laws can be 
understood in terms of quantum  theory based on the Schroedinger equation.

to ta l ^ t o t a l ^  to ta l (^’l )

The complete Hamiltonian, T i .to ta i, includes nuclear and electronic kinetic energy op

erators and electrostatic interactions between all charged particles. In practice, the 

complete Hamiltonian is not used when trying to solve the Schroedinger equation for 

molecular systems. The mathematics proves intractable for all but the most simple 

systems, and so several approximations need to be made for the system to become 

tractable.

Simulation techniques commonly apply the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 

which writes the to tal wavefunction, total ,  £ls the product of the wavefunction for the 

electrons, 't ,  and the wavefunctions for the nuclei, 'I'nuc-

to ta l  =  (2.2)

Since the nuclei are typically tens of thousands of times heavier than  the electrons,
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Figure 2.1; Diagram illustrating the relative com plexity of in vacuo simulation methods

their velocities will be very much less than those of the electrons. Consequently, the 

electrons will see stationary nuclei, and the miclei will see an averaged electron dis
tribution. Thus, the nuclei can be treated adiabatically leading to a separation of 

electronic and nuclear co-ordinates in the many-body wavefunction. The correspond

ing electronic Schroedinger equation is:

(2.3)

where £'g_ is the electronic energy of the system.

The “Adiabatic Principle” reduces the many-body problem to the solution of 

the dynamics of the electrons in a particular frozen-in configuration of the nuclei. The 

electronic Hamiltonian, and electronic wavefimction, 'Î , are defined differently (§2.2 

- §2.6) within the various simulation techniques.

The effect of the electrons on the nuclei can be examined by use of the nuclear 

Schrodinger equation, where the nuclei move on the potential energy STirface defined 

by the electrons, or, more frequently, by ignoring quantum  effects altogether, and 

treating the system as a classical “ball-and-spring” model. The la tter approach is
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taken in m olecular mechanics, as shown in Section 2.7. T he various scenarios for the 

u tilization  of th e  Schrodinger equation are illustrated  in F igure 2.1.

T he te rm  ab initio ( “from the  beginning” ) is used to  describe rigorous quantum  

m echanical sim ulation techniques which use little  or no approxim ations. T he three 

techniques which fall into this category will be exam ined first - D ensity Fimctional 

T heory (§2.2), G eneralized Valence Bond theory (§2.3), and H artree-Fock molecular 

o rb ita l theory  (§2.4). Semi-empirical molecular orb ital schemes - the m ain focus of 

th is chap ter - are then  considered (§2.5). F urther sim plifications to  th e  molecular 

o rb ita l m ethod are briefly discussed in Section 2.6. Finally, an  overview of molecular 

mechanics is presented in Section 2.7.

T he purpose of th is review is to  determ ine the most su itab le  cand idate  for the 

development of a  new solvation model. The prim ary concerns are the  com plexity of 

the models, and, therefore, the cost of employing them .

2.2 D en sity  F un ction al T heory

Density Functional Theory (D FT) is an exact theory (in principle) of electronic struc

ture, based on the  electron density d istribu tion  p{r), instead of the m any electron 

w avefunction 'I '( ri, r 2 , r s , ...) of Hartree-Fock (HF) m ethods. Since its inception it 

has become increasingly useful for understanding  and determ ining th e  groim d sta te  

density, p{r), and energy, E,  of any system  consisting of nuclei and electrons [11]. 

Furtherm ore, recent increases in com putational power have led to  the  incorporation 

of solvation models w ith in  D FT  (see e.g. [12] [13] [14]).

The chief building blocks of the  trad itional H F m ethods (see Section 2.4.1) 

are single-electron orbitals, (j>j, and m any electron wave functions, constructed 

from them . T he chief elem ent of the D FT  is the electron density, n (r) , and, in the 

K ohn-Sham  version [15], the  ficticious single-particle orbitals,

For the  sim plest class of system s, n  nonrelativistic, in teracting  electrons in a 

non-m agnetic s ta te  w ith  H am iltonian , 7i, composed of a sum  of the  kinetic energy 

operator, T ,  the “external po ten tial” (usually due to the nuclei) expression, V,  and 

the  interelectronic repulsions, G:

n = T + v + G (2.4)
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where

The starting  point of DFT is the Hohenberg and Kohn lemma [16] : The 

specification of the ground state  density, p[r) determines the external potential v[r) 

uniquely (to within an additive constant C). Since p(r) also determines n by integra

tion, it determines the full Hamiltonian Ti. and, implicitly, all properties determined 

by 7i. Using this lemma, a minimal principle for the energy of functional p{r) can be 

derived. For a given v{r),  the energy functional of p{r) is defined as follows:

Ev { r ) [ p { r ) ]  =  I v{r)p{r)dr  +  (^-'[/9(r)], (T +  U)'^[p{r)])

=  v{r)p{r)dr +  F[p{r)] (2.6)

The minimal principle is

Ev{r)[p{r)] >  E^ r̂)[po{r)] =  E^- (2.7)

where po{r) and Eg- are the electron density and electronic energy of the ground state. 
The equality holds in (2.7) only if p[r) =  Poir).

The elementary contributions to F[p{r)] take the form [15]:

F[p{r)\ =  T5 [/?(r)] +  +  Ey,c[p{r)] (2.8)

where Ts[p{r)\ is the kinetic energy of a noninteracting system with density p{r) in 

the appropriate ■O(r), and the next term  is the classical expression for the interac

tion energy. The remaining £'xc, the exchange correlation energy, is defined by equa
tion (2.8). E x c e p t fo r a  u n ifo rm  e le c tro n  gas, th is  is n o t th e  sam e  as th e  

e x c h a n g e -c o rre la tio n  e n e rg y  o f t r a d i t io n a l  H F  m e th o d s  [11] [17]. Ignoring 

Exc, the physical content of the theory becomes the same as th a t of the Hartree-Fock 

(HF) approximation.

E v [ p { r ) ]  can be transformed into a new set of self-consistent Kohn-Sham (KS) 

equations [15]:

+  v(r) +  j  +  v^c{r) -  =  0 (2.9)
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P{r) = Y. \<t>j{r)\'
j = i

«xc(>') =  6E^c[p{ r ) ] / Sp{ r )

(2 . 10)

( 2 , 11)

These differ from the HF equations by the inclusion of the exchange correlation poten

tial Vxcir). The local equations (2.9-2.11) must be solved self-consistently, calculating 

Vxc in each cycle from equation (2.11), with an approximation for Excipif)]- The KS 

equations are, in principle, exact, providing th a t the exact Exc is used in equation 

(2.11). Thus the only error in the theory is due to the approximation of Exc- The 

groimd state  electronic energy is given by

Ee- = “  / '̂’y-c{'r)p{r)dr + Exc[p{r)] (2 .12)

where the 6j and p are the self-consistent quantities.

Historically, for practical purposes, the local density approximation (LDA) was 

used as a good approximation for Exc[p{r)].

E k c ^ W ) ]  = j  ^xc[p{r)]p{r)dr  (2.13)

where exc[p(?')] is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a imiform interact
ing electron gas of density p, a quantity th a t is accurately known (~  0.1%). The KS 

orbitals in the LDA are usually very close to Hartree-Fock orbitals. While quite suc

cessful for geometries and vibrational frequencies, the LDA is known to overestimate 

the binding energies of molecules substantially [18] [19].

Currently, it is customary to separate £ ’xc[p(r)] into two parts - a pure exchange 

term Ex[p{r)], and a correlation term,£'c[p(’")]- Each of these energies is often written 
in terms of the energy per particle, ex[/)(r)], and ec[p{r)].

Exc[p{r)] =  Ex[p{r)]  +  Ec[p{r)] =  |  p{r)ex[p{r)]dr  +  |  p{r)ec[p{r) ]dr  (2.14)

The exchange and correlation energies are then assumed to be dependant not only 

on the electron density, but also on the derivative of the density, and approximated 
by Gradient Corrected techniques. Popular expressions for €x have been derived by 

Perdew and Wang (PW86) [20] and Becke (B) [21]. Various expressions for Cc have 

been derived by LeeYang and Parr (LYP) [22], Perdew (P86) [23] [24], and Becke
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(B95) [25]. Combinations are usually denoted by the associated acronyms - BLYP, 

BP86, etc. Such gradient correction methods usually perform much better than local 

spin density approximated methods [26].

In traditional HF methods, an arbitrary level of accuracy can, in principle, be 

obtained for any system, given a sufficiently powerful computer. D FT depends on 

an adequate knowledge of the exchange correlation energy functional Exc[p{'f')] and 
there is no known systematic way to achieve an arbitrarily high level of accuracy [11], 

Hence, Kohn concludes [11] th a t traditional methods are preferable when dealing with 

few atom systems, <  5 — 10, and when high accuracy is required, while DFT is 

preferable when >  5 — 10 and less accuracy is required.

The computing time in DFT, for a system of many atoms w ith no geometric 

symmetries, grows roughly like or [27] with bcisis size M . This is better than 

with traditional methods where computing time grows as [28]. Thus, the DFT is 

attractive for many-atom systems although the present upper bound is M  ~  100 — 200 
[11]. The cost and complexity of DFT makes it inappropriate for the development of 

a new solvation model. Another popular ah initio molecular simulation technique - 
Generalized Valence Bond Theory - will now be discussed.

2.3 G eneralized Valence B ond T heory

The generalized valence bond theory has become more widely applied since the PS- 

GVB program [29] was released, and by combining with the Finite Difference Poisson- 

Boltzmann solvation model (§3.5.6), has been applied to simulation of solvent effects 
in biological systems [27] [30]. A brief overview of the method is provided below.

Although it is possible to obtain good estimates of the electron correlation 

energy by either DFT (§2.2) or HF-MP2 (§2.4.4) techniques, both of these methods 

suffer from the same defect; it is not always possible to obtain a clear physical and 

chemical interpretation of the results of the calculation [31]. The valence bond model, 

puts the physical interpretation as a top priority but pays a price in the complexity 

of its implementation.

The most intuitively familiar model of molecular electronic structure which 

gives a satisfactory qualitative and quantitative picture of both stable bonds and 

bond-breaking is the famous Heitler-London non-polar covalent model. This valence 

bond (VB) model quantifies the idea of the actual chemical structure of a molecule.
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being a  “resonance hybrid” between classical structu res, 'I', by constriicting a 

m ultideterm inan t wavefunction:

N
$  =  ^  (2.15)

K=1

It is one of the  m ost basic assum ptions of chem istry th a t a  complex molecu

lar electronic s tru c tu re  can be thought of as a  series of environm ent-insensitive sub

struc tu res w ith  a  large degree of autonomy. In particu lar, for m any molecules the 

s tru c tu re  is envisioned as pairs of electrons (inner shells, lone pairs and bond pairs) 

and th is idea can be transla ted  into a  quantum  m echanical model in which each 

separate  pair (or group) has its own wavefunction. Hence, each determ inan tal wave

function, '!', is described by the  antisym m etrized product of a set of core and valence 

pair electron wavefunctions.

'I' =  (2.16)

Notice th a t the  expression is general enough to  have different pairs described by differ

ent expansion lengths and, in particu lar, inner shells, lone pairs and, generally, the less 

v ital parts  of the m olecular electronic s truc tu re  may well be described by a one-term  

expansion,

T ^core

'̂ core= n [ M W )  (2.17)
i = \

where are orthogonal spatial orbitals.

A pplying the  Perfect Pairing  (P P ) restriction [32] [33] in which each bonding 

pair of valence electrons is w ritten  in term s of local orbitals yields

T^pairs

p a irs  =  n X  [a(3 -  «/?] (2.18)
1 = 1

where a and j3 are spin eigenfunctions. The key point is th a t each pair of local orbitals 

■01 and ip2 are non-orthogonal] the inter-atom ic overlap is essential for the description 

of bonding a t short inter-nuclear distances, while the sym m etric na tu re  of the  spatial 

factor m ust be present to  ensure correct dissociation behaviour. However, a strong 

orthogonality  restric tion  is applied which forces orbitals of different pairs to  be m utally 

orthogonal. This is, of course, a  constrain t, bu t, if the assum ption of sem i-autonom ous 

groups of electrons is realistic, then  it is no t an onerous constraint.
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Finally, by expanding each local orb ital pair as the  sum  and difference of two 

m utally  orthogonal natural orbitals (NOs), (fi and (p2

-Ipl = 'tp2 = -  C2^V2 cl + 4  = 1 (2.19)

it is easy to  show th a t

^ p a i r s

'^pairs =  n  +  C2i^2i^2i] X [a!5 -  «/?] (2.20)
i=\

T he NO pairs <pi, are generally localized between a pair of atom s w ith of the 

“bonding” type, and having more “antibonding” character.

Com bining th e  VB model, the P P  restric tion, and its NO extension, results in 

the Generalized Valence Bond  (GVB) m odel of m olecular electronic s truc tu re  [34] [35]. 

Self-consistent GVB calculations using the pseudospectral in tegration m ethod [36] [37] 

[38] [39] which scales as (where M  is the  basis size) are generally perform ed using 

the PS-GV B code [29]. Since the  dom inant correlating orbitals have been solved self- 

consistently, the  GVB w avehm ction often allows [40] [41] an  accurate description of 

the wave function to  be obtained w ith reduced application of correlation methods. 

Recent calculations are usually done a t the  L M P2/cc-pV TZ (-f) level [42] [27]. i.e. 

using D unnings [43] trip le-zeta  correlation-consistent basis set, excluding f fvmctions 

on second row elem ents and d functions on hydrogen.

The GVB m ethod is extrem ely well suited to  the calculation of charge distri

butions, uniform ly reducing the  large errors in the  dipole m om ent (~0 .5  D in un

favourable cases [44]) present in gas phase HF calculations to, in m ost cases, substan

tially  less th a n  half th is  size while requiring only a  m odest increase in com putational 

cost [27]. Greeley et al. have reported  detailed tim ing and accuracy com parisons w ith 

GAUSSIAN 92; these show th a t for 30-50 atom  molecules, PS-GV B is of the order of 

3-6.5 tim es faster (depending upon w hat sort of com puter is used and the  basis set) 

for com parable accuracy in HF calculations [45]. Of course, since the GVB model is 

m,ulti-structure by definition  ( th a t is, equivalently m ulti-determ inant), correlation en

ergy is not com puted separately  and, if an explicit evaluation of the  correlation energy 

is required, a HF calculation using th e  sam e orb ita l basis m ust be done to  provide a 

baseline.

The com putational com plexity of th is m ethod, and its associated cost, once 

again make this m ethod inappropriate  for developing a new solvation model.
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The oldest, and, therefore, the most widely applied gas-phase simulation tech
nique is that of the HF method, which will now be discussed below.

2.4 Ah Initio M olecular O rbital M ethods

These methods start by applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to the Schroe- 
dinger equation, as described in Section 2.1. The electronic Hamiltonian of equation 
(2.3) is given by

- i n  n  N  y  n n - i

n  = + (2.21)
 ̂ i = \  i=l 0=1 i = l  j > i

The electronic wavefiinction, 'I', is then simplified by applying the one-electron  ap 
p rox im ation . This allows the mapping of the interacting many-electron system onto 
a system of non-interacting electrons moving in an effective potential due to all the 
other electrons. Hartree [46] proposed using a product of n orthonormal one-electron 
wavefunctions, 'ipi to describe a wavefunction of n electrons:

VI/ =  n  (2.22)
1 = 1

This product of one-electron molecular orbitals (MO’s), however, does not obey Pauli’s 
principle, The overall wave function is not anti-symmetric. Fock’s contribution [47] 
was in describing the wave function with a single Slater determinant, which a priori 
obeys Pauli’s principle:

^ ( 1, 2, 3, ...n) = 4rl^(l)V'(2)V'(3)...V^(n)i (2.23)

It is also a property of the wave equation that two different solutions -0, and xl)j are
mutually orthogonal. This condition can be combined with normalization in the single 
statement:

I  -ipi-ipjdT = 6ij (2.24)

Here, 6tj is the Kronecker delta symbol; unity if z =  j ,  and zero otherwise.
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2.4.1 H artree -F o ck  E qua tio n s

The many-electron Hamiltonian operator may be considered as being approximated 
by a modified many-electron Hamiltonian-type operator T{l ,2 , . . .n )  which can be 
written as a sum of “effective” one-electron Hamiltonian operators F{i). The operator 
jT (l,2 ,...n) may be employed in a Schroedinger-type equation for the system under 
consideration,

J^( l ,2 ,3 , . . .n )^ ' ( l ,2 ,3 , . . .n )  =  e ^ ( l ,  2, 3, ...n) (2.25)

for which the solutions now factor into a product of orbitals such as equation (2.23) 
with each of the individTial orbitals satisfying a one-electron Schroedinger equation 
of the form below. These equations are sometimes called the Hartree-Fock equations, 
and F  is often called the Fock operator.

F(l)i/;(1) =  ei-0(l) (2.26)

where Cj is the orbital energy, described by;

(2.27)

where

(2.28)

= I  ̂ *(1)̂ ;(2)^^,(1)̂ ,(2)<5 (2.29)

and

nl2

E
i = l

n /2

2H,, + ^  (J,, -  K,,) E
1= 1

(2.30)

The quantity ej, often referred to as an orbital energy or a one-electron energy, is 
essentially the energy of an electron in ipi interacting with the core and the other 2n — 1 
electrons. The total electronic energy E^- is not equal to the sum of the one-electron 
energies because the sum of the one-electron energies includes each electron-electron 
interaction twice.
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The various terms in the above equations can readily be given an approximate 

physical significance. The one-electron integral Ha represents the energy of an electron 

in a molecTilar orbital -0̂  in the field of the bare nuclei, and this is multiplied by 2 since 

there are two electrons in each orbital. The two-electron integral J,j represents the 

interaction of the smoothed-out charge distributions ^-^d These Coulomb

integrals give the value th a t the to tal electron-electron repulsion would have if all 

electrons moved independently in the orbitals to which they are assigned i.e. the net 

average repulsion field due to all the electrons in the molecule. The exchange integrals, 

Kij, remove the “self-interaction” term  included in this average sum.

For closed shell systems, equation (2.30) becomes:

n / 2

E , - = Y .
2 = 1

n / 2

2H,, +  £  [2Ji  ̂ -  lU,)
j=\

E
1= 1

(2.31)

Here, the exchange term  prevents two electrons being found a t the same point in space 
[48]. This is a result of the Pauli principle and reflects the energy stabilization due to 

the partial correlation of electrons of parallel spin - known as Fermi correlation. No 
accoiuit is taken of spatial correlation between electrons with opposite spin - Coulomb 
correlation.

In the full Hamiltonian, H, the electron repulsion is exact - it is simply the sum 

of all the inter-particle repulsions. In the Fock matrix, this is replaced by Coulomb, 

Jij, and exchange, Kij, terms. The details of the electron distribution which depend 

on the point-by-point repulsions between the electrons can not be obtained from the 
energy and electron density obtained within the HF model - the distributions of the 

electrons are uncorrelated. This can be overcome by the application of Configuration 

Interaction, Moller-Plesset, and Coupled Cluster techniques described in Section 2.4.4.

It should also be noted th a t there is an im portant qualitative difference between 

the one-electron Fock operator, F, and the one-electron Hamiltonian, H. The Fock 

operator is itself a fvmction of the MOs. To circumvent this problem, an iterative 

approach is used, and the resultant orbitals are described as self-consistent, tha t is, 

consistent with their own potential field (the self consistent field (SCF) method).

2 .4 .2  H a r tre e -F o c k -R o o th a a n  E q u a tio n s

The molecular orbitals (MOs) previously described in Section 2.4.1 can be further 

approximated [49] [50] as the simple sum of atomic orbitals (AOs) 0^, /j. = l ,2 ,...n .
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associated with the various atoms of the molecule, with appropriate linear weighting 

coefficients

where the c^i are numerical coefficients which may be of either sign and may be real 

or complex numbers. Molecular orbitals may be obtained to essentially any accuracy 

desired by appropriate adjustm ent of the number of basis functions, (f)̂ , employed 

in the linear combination of atomic orhitals{LCAO) expansion. Under the LCAO 
approximation, the density m atrix is given by

(2.32)

OCC

(2.33)

and the SCF-MO equations of section 2.4,1 become:

(2.34)

J i j  —  ^  c ^ ^ c ^ j C y j C f j j [ i ^ t . u \ X a ) (2.35)

(2.36)

where

(2.37)

The Fock m atrix expressed in terms of atomic orbitals is

(2.38)

and the corresponding electronic energy for the closed shell systems [equation (2.31)] 

of interest in this study is

(2.39)
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2.4 .3  B asis  S e ts  a n d  S u p e rp o s itio n  E r ro r

The precision of the wave function of the molecular system depends first of all on the 

quahty and flexibility of the basis set. Two types of basis functions are normally used 

- the Slater type orbital (STO) and the Gaussian type orbital (GTO) - see Table 2.1. 

The serious com putational difficulties in carrying out ab initio calculations often leads 

to the use of a minimum basis set i.e. including in the LCAO expansion (2.32) only 

occupied, or partially occupied, orbitals. Considerable improvement in the accuracy 

of calculations can be achieved by making use of the DZ basis set, where each orbital 

corresponds to two functions of the same type, but with different values of the Slater 

exponents.

The Slater functions are physically more realistic, and their use allows the 

construction of basis sets better than  GTOs. However, calculation of the Coulombic 

two-electron integrals (2.37) with STOs demands more com putational resources. To 

overcome these difficulties, each STO is approximated by a few GTOs, as briefly 

described in Table 2.1.

The use of a truncated basis (basis sets of the isolated molecules) leads to an 
error in determining the interaction energy due to the so-called basis set superposition 
error (BSSE) associated with the use of different basis sets to calculate the energies 

of molecules A, B, and AB [51] [52]. Obviously, the main cause of BSSE is the 
incompleteness of the basis sets in expansion (2.32). One of the most common methods 

used to eliminate BSSE is called the counterpoise method [53]. The idea consists of 

calculating the energies E a b , E a , and E b in the same AO basis, namely, in the basis 
of the AB complex.

E^nt =  E a b  -  Ê r̂  -  4 ""^  (2.40)

W ithout using this scheme the calculations overestimate the stabilization energy of 

complexes. Obviously, the wider the original basis, the less the superposition error. 

Numerical estimates may be found, for example, in the work of Leclercq et al. [54], 

whose conclusions are as follows; the changes in equilibrium distances, force constants, 

and dipole moments when using the counterpoise method are comparable with those 

resulting from expansion of the basis set or when taking correlation effects into account.
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DZ

DZD

DZP

double basis set.

Two basis functions are chosen for each atomic orbital, 

double C basis set, with polarization functions on heavy atoms, 

double C basis set, with polarization functions on all atoms.

S T 0-3G minimal orbital basis set.

Each STO is approximated by a linear combination of 3 GTOs.

4-31G double C type basis set.

Internal STOs near the nucleus are approximated by 4 Gaussian orbitals.

For the valence shell, each orbital is approximated by two GTO contractions 

which contain 3 and 1  Gaussian orbitals respectively.

6-31G* 6-31G basis set, with polarization d-type functions for each 73-GTO. 

Corresponds to a DZD basis set.

6-31G** 6-31G* basis set, with polarization p-type functions for each s-GTO. 

Corresponds to a DZP basis set.

Table 2.1: Abbreviations for some of the more common basis sets.

2 .4 .4  E le c tro n  C o rre la tio n

The Hartree-Fock energy is not as low as the true energy of the system. The physical 

reason for the Hartree-Fock energy being too high, is th a t the Fock operator F  treats 

each electron as though it were moving in a time averaged potential field due to other 

electrons. The dispersion, or London, forces arise as a result of the intermolecular 

interdependence of the movement of electrons and, therefore, cannot be, in principle, 

described in terms of the one electron approximation, i.e. the HF method. This is 

why, in order to consider them, it is necessary to go beyond the HF approximation. 

To account for the energy of electron correlation, the following procedures are now 

widely used: the m ethod of configuration interaction (Cl), the perturbation theory of 

Moller-Flesset (MP), and Coupled Cluster (CC) techniques.

As the HF solution usually accoimts for ~99% of the correct energy, electron 

correlation methods normally use the HF wavefunction as a starting point for im

provements [55]. The other configurations are generated by replacing occupied MOs
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in the HF wavefunction with unoccupied, virtual MOs i.e. create slater determinants 

which are singly (S), doubly (D), triply (T), or quadruply (Q) excited.

All correlation methods should have certain desirable characteristics [56]:

•  A unique to tal energy for each electronic state  should be provided.

•  The potential energy surface should be continuous as the geometry changes.

• The resulting energy should be variational i.e. provide an Tipper bound to the 

exact energy.

• Most importantly, they should be size consistent (size extensive) i.e. have addi

tive energies for infinitely separated systems [57].

2.4.4.1 C onfiguration Interaction

The m athem atical idea of Cl is quite obvious - allow the Cl wavefunction to be a 

linear combination of the HF wavefunction, 'I'o, and excited wavefunctions, 'I'j, each 
corresponding to a different orbital occupation scheme i.e. different configurations.

$  =  Co'I'o +  <^i^'i +  C'2 '̂2 +  -- (2-41)

The corresponding energy is minimized as a function of the linear mixing coefficients 

Ci- Including all possible excited states is only feasible for molecules containing few 

valence electrons. The m ethod is generally tnm cated  to CI with all single and double 
excitations (CISD) [58]. The major deficiency of the technique is th a t the CISD energy 

is not size consistent.

Quadratic Configuration Interaction (QCI) is a size consistent CISD technique 

suggested by Pople et al. [56]. The conventional linear equation (2.41) of CI theory 

is modified, by introducing new terms th a t are quadratic in the configuration coef

ficients. Since it is now realized tha t three-electron correlations, though expensive 

computationally, are crucial to quantitative accTiracy. This lead to the introduction of 

a non-iterative treatm ent of triple excitations - the QCISD(T) technique [56]. QCISD 

scales as M®, QCISDT scales as M®, and QCISDTQ scales as with basis size M. 

Consequently, levels beyond QCISD or QCISD(T) are rarely applied.
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2.4 .4 .2  M o lle r-P le s se t T h e o ry

The laboriousness of the Cl method has led to wide adoption of the MP perturbation 

theory methods for taking electron correlation into accoimt. These methods are easier 

to algorithmize, their realization does not demand vast computer resources as they 
are not iterative. Furthermore, they allow the influence of different orders of the 

perturbations theory on the various properties under study to be taken into account. 

The solution of the complete multi-electron problem is solved by perturbations of the 

Hartree Fock solution: the wavefunction and the energy to be found are expanded 

into the series based on A

$  ^(0) +  . (2.42)

E  =  + . . .  (2.43)

The self-consistent optimization of the HF wavefunction prevents direct mixing be
tween the single excitations and Thus, the only contribution to the second
order (MP2) and third order (MP3) correlation energies is from double excitations. 
Higher orders (e.g. MP4) have contributions from single, double, triple and quadruple 

excitations.

Analysis of the trends in MP2, MP3, and MP4 energies shows th a t for many 

systems the convergence of perturbation theory is slow or oscillatory, indicating th a t 

higher order terms are im portant [59]. This is especially true where the effects of 
correlation are large, corresponding to a large perturbation.

The non-iterative nature makes the MP methods com putationally inexpen

sive despite the rate limiting step of MP2 scaling as M^, MP3 scaling as M®, and 

MP4(STDQ) scaling as M^ with basis size M. However, because these methods are 

not applying a variational procedure, there is no guarantee th a t the energy will be an 

upper bond to the exact energy.

The canonical MP2 approach described above is contam inated by BSSE, which 

artificially lowers the energies of compact structures compared to more extended ones 

[42]. Pulay and Saebo [60] have carried out studies on the water dimer which demon

strate th a t the local MP2  (LMP2) perturbation approach (which describes in terms 

of local orbitals) effectively removes basis set superposition energy (BSSE) from the
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correlation energy in binding calculations. They showed th a t conventional MP2 cal

culations corrected by the counterpoise procedure overcorrected the binding energy 

by 0.5 kcal/mol. Such LMP methods also hold the promise of a near-linear scaling 

with basis size, but are not widely used as yet.

2 .4 .4 .3  C o u p le d  C lu s te r  T h e o ry

QCISD can be regarded as a simplified approximation of the Coupled Cluster (CC) 

theory [61] [62]. In fact, the success of QCISD(T) eventually lead to the adoption 

of the CC method, which is becoming increasingly popular. Starting with the HF 

wavefunction, 'I', the CC method [63] [64] is based on

and Ti, T2 , T3  and T4  are the operators which generate the linear combinations of all 
single, double, triple and quadruple excitations.

The CCSD level of theory, first implemented by Purvis and B artlett [65], is 
now commonly employed. The cost of the CC techniques scales analagously to the 

Cl methods. CCSD scales as M ^ CCSDT scales as M ^ and CCSDTQ scales as 
with basis size M. Consequently, levels beyond CCSD or CCSD(T) are rarely applied. 

In comparison with CISD, CCSD has shown to be superior for calculating energies, 

equilibrium structures and infrared intensities in a variety of molecules.

S tandard coupled cluster theory is based on a single determ inant HF reference 

wavefunction, Hence, it suffers form the same problem as MP theory - it works 

best if is sufficiently good. However, CC appears to be more tolerant of a poor 

reference function than  MP methods [6 6 ] [67].

In terms of accuracy, with a medium size basis set the following order is often 

observed [28]:

(2.44)

where

T = Ti +  T2 +  T3 T4... (2.45)

HF <C MP2 < CISD < MP4(SDQ) ~  CCSD < MP4 < CCSD(T)
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HF methods are, in general, possible with M~5000, MP2 is fairly routine with M~800, 

while MP4 or CCSD(T) are limited to M~300-400.

Finally, it should be noted th a t all of the above are single determ inant methods. 

Multi-Configuration Configuration State Function (MCCSF) is a m ethod th a t allows 

both the HF LCAO coefficients and the Cl expansion coefficients to be optimized 

simultaneously. Calculations using only a small subset of the systems orbitals (e.g. 

HOMO and LUMO) are known as Complete Active Space SC F  (CASSCF) [68]. Such 

methods are im portant when simulations of molecular dissociation or photochemical 
reactions are of interest.

2 .4 .5  A p p lic a tio n  to  S o lva tion

The cost of simTilations which inchide correlation effects rapidly becomes prohibitively 

expensive, given the current state  of computational hardware. Application to solvation 
modelling is, therefore, limited to very small systems. Nevertheless, the HF and other 

ah initio approaches will become increasingly accessible. However, for the purposes 
of this study - developm,ent of a new solvation model - a more approximate gas- 
phase simulation m ethod would be appropriate. The more approxim ate semi-empirical 
methods are described below.

2.5 S em i-E m pir ica l M olecu lar O rbital M e th o d s  

2.5.1 G e n e ra l A p p ro a c h

Two difficulties are encountered diiring ab initio simulations - enormous computer 

time expenditure and a strong dependence of the results on the basis set dimension. 

As previously stated  in the Introduction (Figure 2.1), the semi-empirical architecture 

incorporates a firm foTuidation in quantum  mechanical theory, yet is tractable enough 

to tackle systems of the order of hundreds of atoms. Typical models include CNDO, 

INDO, MNDO, etc. (see glossary for definitions of acronyms).

The most difficult and time-consuming part of LCAO SCF-MO calculations is 

the evaluation and handling of a large number of electron repulsion integrals [equation 

(2.37)], many of which have values near zero. The situation is simplified by means 

of the z e ro -d iffe re n tia l o v e rlap  a p p ro x im a tio n  [69], whereby electron repulsion 

integrals involving the overlap distributions are assumed negligibly small. The various 

levels of approxim ate self-consistent methods differ mainly in the extent to which
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the zero-differential overlap (ZDO) approximation is invoked in electron repulsion 

integrals.

At this level, the evahiation of many difficult integrals is avoided, and some 

use of experimental da ta  is made in selecting values of others. Molecular properties 

are no longer derived directly from the principles of qiiantum mechanics, but rather 

correlations within experimental data  are interpreted.

There are two broad philosophies about the use of param eters in molecular 

orbital calculations. Firstly, there are methods such as CNDO and INDO, which use 

param eters based on ab initio calculations and attem pt to reproduce what a more 

costly rigorous calculation would have produced. Alternatively, empirical parameters 

are introduced so as to ensure agreement with experiment. The more empirical line 

is followed by Dewar et a/., in his variants - MINDO/3, MNDO and AMI. These 
techniques are now considered in detail.

2.5.2 C om p lete  N eg lec t o f D ifferential Overlap

The most elementary theory retaining the main features of electron repulsion is the 
com.plete neglect o f differential overlap m ethod (CNDO), introduced by Pople, Santry, 
and Segal [70]. Only valence electrons are treated explicitly, the inner shells being 
treated as part of a rigid core, so th a t they modify the nuclear potential in the one- 

electron part of the Hamiltonian.

In simplifying the HFR equations (§2.4.2), the basic approximations of the 
CNDO m ethod are;

•  Neglect the overlap integrals 5^^ in normalizing the molecular orbitals.

•  Neglect all differential overlap involving two-electron integrals - whence the name 

CNDO. This simplifies equation (2.37)

I  —  =  i i M X a )  =  i f J . n \ X X ) 6 i , J x a
■> ^12

Three- and four-centre integrals are avoided with the corresponding reduction 

in the number of integrals from ri^ to n^.

• Reduce the remaining set of Coulomb-type integrals to an average electronic 

repulsion, which depends only on the nature of atoms A and B containing the
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orbitals, rather than on the orbitals themselves.

(/i/y,|AA) =  7 a s  a , X e  B

• Neglect monatomic differential overlap in the electron-core interaction integrals: 

i f i \VA\ i^)^0 f o r  / i / z y

• Off-diagonal diatomic core m atrix elements are taken to be proportional to the 

corresponding overlap integrals:

is the resonance integral and is a measure of the possible lowering of energy 

levels by an electron being in the electrostatic field of two atoms simultaneously. 
It is a semi-empirical param eter which depends only on the nature of atoms A 
and B, The constant K =  1.0 if both A and B have atomic weights less than or 
equal to tha t of Fluorine, and a value of 0.75 otherwise.

In the CNDO/2 method, two further simplifications were added:

• The electron-core integral are related to the electron-electron integrals by

Va b  =  Z b I a b

The use of Slater orbitals in calculating Vab  was responsible for the under

estim ated bond lengths and overestimated dissociation energies calculated by

• The one-centre term  describing the energy of an electron in orbital 0^ in the bare 

field of the core of its own atom, is calculated using ionization potentials 

and electron affinities.

This differs from the CNDO/1 formula, which were determined from ionization 

energies only.

^  a , X E B

where

(2.46)

CNDO/1,
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Applying these approximations to the ab initio formula (2.38) gives rise to the

approximate CNDO/2 equivalents for F  and H:

^  Z a J ab  (2-47)
S(/A)

=  /55b V  (2-48)

and

7a a

+  E  {Pb b - Z b ) i a b  (2.49)
B{^A)

= -\P f^u lAA  (2.50)

Py-AVB ~  P' ÂB̂ fJ.i' ~  ^PfiulAB (2.51)

Again, as in the HF method, the electronic energy is given by;

Ee- = \ Y .  (2-52)
 ̂ f i v

and the to tal energy of the system is obtained by adding the core-core repulsion, Ca b '-

Etotai =  E,- + Cab  =  + L E — (2. 53)
A b < a ^ a b  Ta b

CNDO/2 predicts reasonable bond lengths, partial atomic charges, and dipole 

moments, for both polar and non-polar molecules [71] [69] [72]. For a description of 

H-bonding, CNDO/2 is almost as good as ah initio HF models [73], and better [74] 

than the MNDO semi-empirical model (§2.5.4.1). It is also successful in predicting 

rotational barriers [75], and bending force constants [76].

The limitations of the CNDO/2 model were examined by De Bruijn [77]. These 

limitations are d^ie to the inappropriate application of the approximations within the 

model to the specific systems described below. The neglect of one-centre monatomic 

differential overlap is responsible for an inability to distinguish energetically between 

states of different multiplicity. In other words, CNDO/2 fails to represent open shell
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systems correctly [78]. Also inherent in the approximations is the neglect of two-centre 

monatomic differential overlap. This means the system cannot model dipole-dipole 

interactions [79], which are given by:

[  0 * (l)0 j,( l)— 0^(2)0^(2)o?r =  {ij.ai â \>̂b (̂ b ) (2-54)
 ̂ ^ ^12

Systems of these types are not examined in this study. Furthermore, CNDO/2 has a 

long history of success with the inclusion of solvation [80] [81]. Consequently, CNDO/2 

is a possible candidate for use in the development of the new solvation model.

Less approxim ate semi-empirical models have been developed, and those based 

on the interm ediate neglect of differential overlap will now be discussed.

2.5 .3  In term ed iate  N eg lect o f D ifferential O verlap

Interm,ediate Neglect o f Differential Overlap (INDO) [78], differs from CNDO/2 only 
in its retention of one-centre monatomic differential overlap i.e. the exchange integrals, 

which may be quite large. The Modified INDO  (M INDO/3) of Dewar [82], differs only 
from INDO in the form of the empirical parameterisation.

Application of the ZDO at this level to the overlap integral and two-electron 

integrals can be summarised by:

, {ij.a Ĵa \>̂a (̂ a )Sabcd  f o r  all orbitals on a
=  <; | \  A X A A  ̂  ̂ ^{^^Al^A\>^c>^c)0AB0cD0 ,̂u0\a othevwise

which, as in CNDO, results in the neglect of all 3 and 4 centre integrals. The following 

CNDO-level assTimptions are also incorporated:

• The two-centre two-electron Coulombic integrals depends only on the nature of 

atoms A and B containing the orbitals, rather than  on the orbitals themselves.

( /y,//,|a a ) =  -fAB A, X e  B

• Neglect monatomic differential overlapping the electron-core interaction inte

grals.
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• The electron-core integrals are related to the electron-electron integrals by

Va b  =  Z b ^a b

•  Off-diagonal diatomic core m atrix elements are taken to be proportional to the 

corresponding overlap integrals:

HHU — P a b S^i/ /i  G A , X G B

The first three of these assumptions ensure the rotational invariance of the basis set 

in INDO and MINDO methods. Application of the above assumptions yields the 

equivalent INDO and MINDO equations for the Fock components for Slater s- and 

p-orbitals:

^ r 1 1
= Y . ZbI ab + Y .  H  ^sb7/ib(2.56)

b ^ a b ^ a

f o r  t-iA 7  ̂ ua (2.57)

-  i^PtxXlAB fo r  B  (2.58)

INDO calculates the CoTilombic repulsion integrals using Slater orbitals, and 

approximates the resonance integrals by equation (2.46), as in CNDO. and 
the exchange integrals are determined by the Condon-Shortley param eters, determined 

from atomic spectra. M INDO/3, on the other hand, determines and the exchange 

integrals by using the formulae of Oleari et al. [83], also based on atomic spectral 

data. The two-centre integrals are given by the Ohno-Klopman formula:

l A B
 ̂ _ 1 1

A B  ' ' (2.59)
J A A  I b b )  

and the repulsion integrals by

{ h . + h s ) f ( R A B )  (2.60)

These param eters are based on reproducing heats of formation, bond lengths and 

stretching force constants.
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The differences in their param eterization lead to different characteristics in the 

two methods. INDO is successful in reproducing spin densities, molecular geometry, 

and dipole moments. It fails to reproduce correctly ionization potentials, heats of 

formation, and electronic transition energies. MINDO/3, though highly successful at 

predicting typical molecular properties (e.g. molecular geometries, chemical reactivity) 

may fail unexpectedly [76]. In particular, heats of formation of arom atic hydrocar

bons were too positive, and those of compounds with triple bonds too negative; bond 

angles are often subject to quite large errors [84]. The M INDO/3 m ethod leads to 

many more mistakes when used to calculate systems with an intermolecular hydrogen 

bond. In a number of cases [85] [86] the minima corresponding to intermolecular com

plexes exhibit vmrealistically large interfragment distances (~0.7-0.9nm), and either 

the binding energies are very small or binding is completely absent. Again, neither 

INDO nor MINDO give the correct heat of formation for molecules containing adjacent 

atoms with unpaired electrons due to the approximation of all two-centre two-electron 

integrals by j a b  [79].

The most complex of the semi-empirical frameworks, NDDO, which includes 
all two-centre two-electron integrals are described in the following section.

2.5 .4  N eg lec t o f  D ia tom ic  D ifferential Overlap

The least approxim ate of the ZDO methods is Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap 
(NDDO) (see e.g. [76]). Only 3- and 4-centre two-electron integrals are neglected, by 

application of the ZDO as follows:

(2.61)
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This yields for Slater s- and p-orbitals:

+  X! (2.62)
B ^ A  X bctb

Ffi^i/A ~  2^t^A<^A [^{ l^A^A\ fJ 'A^A)  i f^AfJ -Al^A^A)]

+  I ]  X] P\B<TBi Ĵ’Al'A\>‘B(^B) f o r  flA 7  ̂ t̂ A (2.63)
B:^A  A g t T B

Uj-a ><a \ĵ b (̂ b ) fo r  A  ^  B  (2.64)
X a <̂ B

Each two-centre two-electron repulsion integral, 7 ^b, of CNDO or INDO is 

replaced by 22 different integrals, {̂ iai â \^b (̂ b ), within the NDDO approximation. 
This makes it exceedingly difficult to parameterize, but there are currently three widely 

used variants: MNDO, AM I, and PM3.

2.5.4.1 M N DO

Modified NDDO  (MNDO) [84] calculations take about 20% longer than  MINDO/3. 
MNDO is superior to INDO in th a t the directional properties of chemical bonds are 

taken into account, not only through resonance integrals, but also through two-centre, 
two-electron integrals. Consequently, calculations using MNDO indicate better agree

ment with experimental data  in all those cases (except H-bond simulations) where 

M INDO/3 was found to be insufficiently accurate [84] [87].

However, activation energies calculated by MNDO tend to be too large, ster- 

ically crowded molecules are too imstable, and four membered rings are too stable 

[84]. A certain tendency to overestimate repulsion between H-bonded molecules is 

also found in the MNDO scheme. Frequently, the MNDO results are even worse than 

those of the more approxim ate CNDO/2 scheme [74]. For example, the MNDO method 

predicts a two well potential energy surface for the linear complex H3N...HOF where 

the second minimum corresponds to a ‘false’ state w ith the proton transferred from 

the ammonia molecule. For the same system, experimental da ta  and the CNDO/2 
and M NDO/H (a MNDO variant specifically calibrated for correct Hydrogen bond 

representation) calculations point to existence of only one minimum on the poten

tial energy surface. A comparative estimate of the CN DO /2 and the MNDO methods
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when studying the properties of systems with hydrogen bonds (with the dimers (H2 0 ) 2  

and (HCN ) 2  as examples) was given by Scheiner [88]. Neither CNDO/2 nor MNDO 
gives results similar in accuracy to those of ab initio calculations in the minimal basis 
[74|.

2.S.4.2 A M I

The semi-empirical methods CNDO/2, M INDO/3, MNDO often lead to erroneous 
results when studying H-bond complexes. This situation paved the way to the devel

opment of different variants of these schemes intended solely to describe H-bonds e.g. 
M INDO/H, M NDO/H.

The Austin Model 1 (AMI) [89] method, as a development of the NDDO 
scheme, allows better description of intermolecular interaction to be achieved, pro

viding measurable estim ates of intramolecular effects. The main shortcoming of the 
MNDO method, i.e. overestimating the repulsion energy of atoms separated by dis

tances longer than  the sum of the van der Waals radii, is overcome in the AMI method 
by adding a Gaussian function to the expression for core repTilsion.

Cab  =  Z a Z b 1ss[1 +  i= (̂A) +  F{B)]  (2.65)

and

F{A)  =  e x p { -a A R A B )  + KA,exp[LA,{RAB ~  M a^^]
i

F{B)  = e x p i - a s R A B )  + Y ,  F^B^exp[LB,{RAB ~  M^J^]
i

where the Gaussian param eters K ,  L,  and M  were all optimized.

According to de Bruijn’s investigation [90], there are three main causes of the 

incorrect description of H-bonds in the MNDO and M INDO/3: an incorrect core 

repulsion, incorrect P — S  proportionality in the formula describing the interaction of 

neighboring atoms (/?^  ̂ =  and neglecting all corrections for non neighboring

/5’s. While the first cause is eliminated in the parameterizations of the M NDO/H, and 

AMI method, the other two causes remain, which necessitates caution and rigorously 

testing when using the calculation results of these schemes. Frequently, this results in 

H-bonds with approximately the right strength, but with the wrong geometry [28].
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The AMI scheme does provide improved activation energies and descriptions of 

hypervalent molecules compared to MNDO. However, it calculates alkyl groups to be 

too stable by ~ 8  kJ/m ol per CH2 group. Similarly, nitro compoimds are systematically 

unstable.

2.5 .4 .3  P M 3

The MNDO and AMI param eterization was done by hand. Stewart [91] made the 

process autom atic, resulting in an MNDO method denoted by Parametric Method 

number 3 (PM3). It contains 18 parameters for each atom. It is essentially the 

AMI m ethod with all the param eters fully optimized. Known problems of this model 

include: hydrogen bonds being too short by ~0 .lA ; prediction of sp^ nitrogens to 

be pyramidal; and the charge on nitrogen atoms is often of “incorrect” sign and 

“unrealistic” magnitude [28].

In general, the calculated average error decreases in the order M ND0>AM 1 

>PM 3. However, AM I tends to give more “realistic” values for atomic charges than 
PM3, especially for compounds containing nitrogen. W ith only the s- and p-orbitals 
included, the M N D 0/A M 1/PM 3 methods are unable to treat a large part of the pe
riodic table. Furthermore, from ab initio calculations it is known th a t d-orbitals sig

nificantly improve the results for compounds containing second row elements. NDDO 
models which use d-orbitals are now being developed e.g. M NDO/d [92] [93].

It should also be noted th a t semi-empirical schemes scale as M^, where M is the 

basis size. This allows systems of M ~ 10000, which, as semi-empirical methods include 

only valence electrons, corresponds to ~1000 atoms to be simulated. Furthermore, in 

MINDO, MNDO, AMI and PM3, electron correlation effects are implicitly taken into 

account by param eterization to reproduce experimental results.

2.6 Em pirical M olecular O rbital M ethods

At the opposite end of the computational complexity scale to HF techniques are the 

empirical molecular orbital methods. The empirical parameters employed simplify the 

com putational complexity, allowing 10  ̂ - 10® atoms to be simulated. The two most 

common variants of this approach will now be presented.
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2.6.1 H uckel M olecular O rbital M ethod

The principal assumption of the Huckel Molecular Orbital (HMO) m ethod is the tt- 

electron approximation. This allows the separation of the 7r-orbitals from the a- 

orbitals, and the treatm ent of the la tter as a rigid framework which determines the 

geometry of the molecule.

The following assumptions are also made:

1. the AO basis consists of orthogonal 2p7r orbitals of all atoms contributing tt 

electrons to the conjugated system:

2. the m atrix elements of the effective one-electron Hamiltonian are approximated

integral for carbon and the C-C bond in the 7r-electron system, respectively. The 
numerical param eters and are empirically determined for distinct atoms. As 

a result of these approximations, the m atrix elements are not functions of the 

coefficients being sought, and the method is not self-consistent.

2.6.2 E x ten d ed  H uckel M olecular O rbital M eth od

The Extended Huckel Method (EHM) developed by Hoffmann [94] includes all the 

valence electrons. The other main differences the with HMO m ethod are listed below:

1. the overlap integrals are all retained and calculated using the Slater basis

2. the m atrix elements of the effective one-electron Hamiltonian are approximated

SfXU = ( 2 .66 )

as

(2.67)

fo r  1̂1 , V nearest neighbours 
otherwise

( 2 .68 )

where is known as the standard Coulomb integral and /3° is the standard  resonance

orbitals.

as

(2.69)

=  0 . 5 K f o r  u (2.70)
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where is the valence state  ionization energy or orbital /i, deduced from spectroscopic 

data. K  is the Wolfsberg-Helmholtz constant [95], usually taken as 1.75. Contrary to 

the HMO method, all non-diagonal m atrix elements are retained, and calculated 

using equation (2.70) whether or not // and i/ are nearest neighbours. Again, the matrix 

elements do not depend on the coefficients c^j being sought, and so acquiring a 

solution to system does not require a self-consistent procedure.

Owing to their unequalled simplicity, both the EHM and the HMO methods 

can be used for calculations on systems with practically no limit on the basis size of 

the set. However, due to the lack of explicit electron-electron interactions in the Fock 

matrix, they are too crude to be generally applied to molecular modelling.

2.7 M olecular M echanics

These methods are often considered as the other “facet” of the Born-Oppenheimer 

separation of nuclear and electronic motions. In quantum  mechanics calculations, the 
best distribution of electrons, in the potential generated by the nuclei in a given posi

tion, is searched for. In molecular mechanics, on the contrary, the position of the nuclei 
in the field generated by the electrons is examined. Electrons are not explicitly consid

ered, and the field they generate is not actually calculated, but rather represented by 
an “effective” potential treated according to classical mechanics. Consequently, these 

methods are much less expensive, and can be easily applied to solvation modelling of 

large biological systems.

Molecular Mechanics (MM) treats molecules as being composed of masses and 

springs, according to an idea traced back to Andrews as early as 1930. It uses the laws 

of classical mechanics to treat the diverse interactions occuring in the real molecule, 

according to a model th a t is empirically parameterized. Although it reveals nothing 

about electronic characteristics, its computational speed and its ability to deal with 

large systems make it very attractive whenever electronic properties are not needed 

or in other cases to get quickly optimized geometries to subsequently subm it to the 

more rigorous quantimi chemical methods.

In MM calculations, the interaction potentials generally take the standard form:

^  —  ^ s tr  ^bend ^ to rs  Across (2.71)

in which the successive terms are associated with bond stretching, bond angle bending.
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bond torsion, non bonded interactions, and cross-coupling terms.

The non-bonded interactions model electrostatic interactions, Vei- Also in

cluded are the combination of exchange repulsion and an im portant source of a ttrac

tive intermolecular energy, the dispersion energy fiTst identified by London [96] in 1930, 

denoted by Vydw  Specific H-bond potentials, Vn-bond, niay also be included.

Kib =  Vel +  Vydw +  V H -b o n d  (2.72)

The first four terms in equation (2.71) are common to all force fields. The last 

term, Vcross-, covers coupling between the stretching, bending and torsion terms. This 
is essential if physical behaviour is to be correctly modelled.

2.7.1 F u nctional Form of M olecular M echanics P o ten tia ls

The bond stretching potential is given in its simplest form by:

Vstr{r) — -kr{r  — ro)'  ̂ {Hooke's Law) (2.73)

This potential has the form of a harmonic oscillator, and is STifficient for determining 
most equilibrium geometries. However, it fails to reproduce the correct limiting be

haviour for a bond stretched to infinity. A simple ftinction which satisfies this criteria 
is the Morse Potential [97]. For ease of computation, the derivative of the potential, 

expanded as a power series is applied:

Vstr{r) = ^kr{r  -  ro)^ | l  -  a,r{r -  tq) ^ ( r  -  tq)^ -  . . . |  (2.74)

and

kr = 2a^D

where kr is the force constant for the bond, D  is the dissociation energy, and 

is usually taken as a fitting parameter. The potential given by equation (2.74) is 

generally tnm cated  to the fourth power in current force fields.

The bending potential is generally given by the harmonic expression:

V b e n d i O )  =  \ k e { 6  -  9 o f (2.75)
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although more analytical expressions have been incorporated, for example:

V b e n d { 0 )  =  K e ^ C n  COS u O (2.76)
n

where Cn are determined so as to give the minimnm of the function at ^ =  ô-

The torsional potential must show periodicity on rotation through 360°, and 

so is generally described as a Fourier Series:

where is +1 or -1  depending on whether the term  containing Ki takes a maximum 
or minimum value at lu =  0.

The electrostatic component is generally modelled by assigning partial charges 

to each atom, and applying CoTilomb’s Law, so th a t the electrostatic energy is given

' i j

Alternatively, the coulombic interactions can be described in terms of an effective 

dipole moment, //„ of each bond, a, in the molecule:

Properly parameterized, there is little difference between the performance of the two 

Eel descriptions. However, the atomic charge model is easier to parameterize and so 

is preferred in almost all force fields.

The non-bonded potential, Vnb, describes the dispersion/repulsion between 

atoms th a t are not directly bonded. One convenient representation of Vnb is the 

Lennard-Jones(12-6) potential [98]:

n
(2.77)

by

QiQj (2.78)

E e t  i'^ab ) (2.79)

(2.80)

There is no provision for higher order (multipole) terms in the dispersion energy, and 

the short range energy is approximated by A/r^^. It is not too surprising then that 

the 12-6 potential does not give a reliable representation of the interaction potential of
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any tcnown molecules, w hatever values of the  param eters are chosen [99]. Nevertheless, 

it has the  considerable advantage of relative simplicity, whilst broadly showing the 

characteristics of real interm olecular potentials.

T he m ain a lternative is the  Buckingham  potential [100]:

of several a lternative  calculations of the short-range energies of a  variety of molecules 

e.g. cations, and probably  represents the  m ost satisfactory concise way of representing 

the energy in th is region. However, it has difficulty representing the repulsive energies 

of 0^~  correctly  [101], due to  its loosely bound electron density. T here is a  wide range 

of o ther non-bonded in teraction potentials - see e.g. [102] for further inform ation.

H-bond in teractions can be specifically included, and are com monly modelled 

by th e  12-10 po ten tia l proposed by M cGuire et al. [103] for use in the conform ational 

study  of peptides and proteins.

A 12-6 po ten tia l is used in the  OPLS force field. A lternatively, CH ARM m  uses a 

m ulti-variable function which takes the  H -bond direction into account by introducing 

an angle dependent factor into V//-6onrf-

Finally, the cross bonded term s m ay be described by term s of the type:

The problem  is now to  define the  variable param eters w ithin each of the  above 

potentials {kr, kg, Vi, V2 , A,  B ,  etc.). Their set constitu tes the force field, which allows 

the changes in energy which depend on the  molecular geom etry to  be defined.

2.7.2 P aram eteriza tion  of th e  P oten tia ls

(2,81)

It has generally been found capable of giving an accurate description of the results

(2.82)

k^BCD^QABC _  ^  ^^BC _  cos(nc.^^^^) (2.83)

where the following sim plification is usually applied k A ^ ^ ^  = k ^ ^ .

Irrespective of the  form of the analytical in teraction functions, the  selection of their 

param eters is regarded as the  m ain challenge. The General Principles of selection are 

first identified and then  specific param eterization  approaches are addressed.
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2.7.2.1 G eneral Princip les

The possible variants of the dependence of the parameters on the type of interacting 

atoms (or other sites) in increasing order of accuracy is [74]:

• the param eters of the potential are defined by the ordinal (atomic) numbers of 

the atoms in the periodic table, and, therefore, do not depend on the nature of 

the chemical bonds - obviously not very realistic.

•  the param eters of the potential depend on the valence states of the atoms or, 

more correctly, on their surroundings, since the electron shell of an atom must 

be distorted, depending on the type of bond formed between the atoms.

• the param eters of the potential are selected with the aim of calculating the 

interaction between two specific atoms, and are inapplicable to other systems.

The simplest technique of those described above allows reasonably accurate 

calculation of the properties of molecular crystals, although such crude potentials are 

unsuitable for quantitative calculations on liquids, where differing atomic environ
ments abound. Taking into consideration th a t calibrating new potential ftmctions is 
laborious, potentials transferable to other cases are desirable. Therefore the second 
variant of calibration should be regarded as the most appropriate.

The three main methods of selecting parameters are:

1. the empirical approach in which the parameters are selected to reproduce experi

mental data. In the strictest variant, the parameters of the potential are specified 

by performing numerical experiments and achieving agreement between the data 

of these com putations and real experimental properties.

2. the non-empirical {ah initio) approach which can be summarised as follows. 

In the first stage, the potential energy surface is constriicted, using ah initio 

calculations. In the second, this surface is approximated through selecting the 

parameters.

3. the semi-empirical approach in which, to calibrate the param eters, experimental 

da ta  are used along with the results of the quantum-chemical computations.

Selection of the intermolecular potentials, by calibrating them  to reproduce 

experimental properties, is widely used in computations on properties of molecular
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crystals, including enthalpy  of sublim ation, elastic constants, phonon frequencies, etc.. 

T he m erits of such an approach are th e  absence of problem s connected w ith  the approx

im ate solution of the Schrodinger equation (choice of basis set, inclusion of correlation 

effects, STiperposition error), the effective inclusion of m ulti-particle interactions, and 

the accurate  description of some characteristics of liquids.

One lim itation  of th is m ethod should be noted. Em pirical potential fimctions 

m ay lack a  specific physical m eeting. This can lead to  errors, for exam ple, when 

calculating the  characteristics of a liquid th a t were not used to  construct the potential 

[104]. Consequently, non-em pirical m ethods of constructing potentials are increasingly 

used.

2 .7 .2 .2  Specific P aram eterization  of P oten tia ls

Force fields are generally divided in to  two classes, depending on their m ethod of pa

ram eterization, and the ir intended application.

“Class I” force fields, also known as harm onic force fields, are designed pri

m arily to  sim ulate large system s like DNA. T he functional forms are kept as simple 

as possible. T h a t m eans the  harm onic fimctions for bond stretching (2.73) and angle 

bending (2.75) are Tised, and no cross term s are inchided. All param eters are fitted  to 

experim ental data . Typical exam ples of such force fields are A M BER [105], CHARM M 

[106], GROM OS [107], OPLS [108] and T IPS  [109].

Such m ethods are generally fu rther simplified by applying the  United-Atom  

(UA) approach e.g. U A -A M BER [110] and UA-OPLS [111]. This excludes considering 

hydrogens explicitly. A CH 2 group for exam ple, is trea ted  as a  single “CH 2 atom ” , 

w ith a corresponding increase in the  “atom s” van der W aals radius. T he use of the 

UA approach effectively reduces the  num ber of variables by ~ 2 -3 .

“Class II” force fields, on the  o ther hand, concentrate on reproducing small to 

m edium  size molecules to  a  high degree of accuracy. The aim is correctly  reproduce 

not only geom etries and relative energies, bu t also v ibrational frequencies. These force 

fields include a num ber of cross term s, and use cubic or higher term s for Vstr and Vhend- 

The param eters assigned to  the bonded param eters (stretch, bend, and torsional) are 

frequently derived from quantum  chemical calculations, C FF  [112], C V FF [113], MM2 

[114], MM3 [115] are included in this category.
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A third class, the “Universal force fields” , have become of increasing interest. 

These force fields use reduced param eter sets derived from atomic constants such as 

radii, ionization potentials, electronegativities and polarizabilities. Such force fields 

are in principle capable of covering all molecules in the periodic table. Force fields of 

this type are DREIDING [116] and UFF [117].

Specific param eterizations have been developed for modelling solvation and 
these are described below.

2 .7 .2 .3  Interm olecu lar P oten tia ls  for Solvation

In MM, the effect of a solvent is primarily simulated by replacing the electrostatic 

energy functional, Eei, with the following term

=  (2.84)

where D is a local dielectric constant, usually varying from 1 to 4, although a distance 
dependent form {D =  erjj) is occasionally used [42]. qi and qj are the atomic charges 
which are generally taken as fitting parameters. However, this is probably the crud
est approximation made in MM as there is neither a standard way of assigning the 

fractional atomic charges, nor of dealing with the dielectric constant.

The most popular force fields (e.g. CVFF, CHARMM) use fixed charges, which 

are assimied to have the effects of the environment built in implicitly in the param eteri

zation process. The traditional point of view in developing an empirical force field that 

does not explicitly incorporate polarizability is th a t enhanced atomic charges should 

be used to simiilate the effects of polarization in a high-dielectric mediiim. While the 

effects of medium polarization will typically lead to increased partial atomic charges, 

it is difficult to justify [42] the use of uniform scaling based upon liquid water for every 

hydrogen bonding interaction in a protein or other complex biological system.

An argument is often made tha t reproduction of accurate results in the gas 

phase is not required because the actual system is in a condensed phase, and the 

param eterization may have been designed to take this into accoimt. This argument 

is ultim ately flawed[42] as there is no single condensed-phase environment. The envi

ronment inside a protein is surely quite different from th a t of bulk water.
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T he conclusion in a  recent paper by M arten et al. [30] showed th a t large 

errors in hydration  free energies m ade across a  given series in continuum -dielectric 

calculations could be readily rationalized by the  inaccuracy of the  po ten tial functions 

in reproducing quan tum  chemical pair hydrogen bonding energies. A pproxim ation of 

such in teractions by fixed, atom -centered charges would not allow for physically appro

priate  changes in the  force field description as a function of the  dielectric environm ent. 

The force field m odel would then  need to  be able bo th  to  describe gas-phase conform a

tional and interm olecular in teractions correctly and to  ad just self-consistently for the 

effects of im m ersion in a m edium  of varying dielectric. T he essential problem  in imple

m enting th is approach lies in the  difficulty of including condensed-phase polarization 

effects in the  param eterization.

Having reviewed the general principles the  issue of transferability  for th e  specific 

param eterizations will now be addressed.

2.7 .3  T ransferability

T he force fields are param eterized to fit small-molecule experim ental d a ta  and  in some 

cases quan tum  chemical calculations. T he assum ption of transferability  underlies all 

m ethods which derive param eters from small-molecule data. However, it has been 

extrem ely difficTilt to  dem onstrate  th a t such procedures create analytic potentials th a t 

are transferable to  proteins and larger peptides. More generally, it has been difficult to 

elucidate the  m agnitude of the  errors incurred when using these po ten tials  to  com pute 

the energetics of larger and more complex structures.

T he disagreem ent between theory  and experim ent [118], even for sm all molecules 

[30], points to  th e  existence of shortcom ings in current force fields. In particu lar, the 

role of charge transfer between the  hydrogen bond donor and acceptor has been pro

posed to  have a  significant effect on the  accuracy of m olecular modeling force fields 

by W arshel and  co-workers [119] [120]. These discrepancies lead to  critical questions 

concerning th e  issue of transferability  of the param eters for large system s. However, 

Price et al. [121] indicated th a t charges derived from side-chain analogues should be 

transferable to  polypeptides, for m ost am ino acid residues.

2.7 .4  False M inim a

There is no know n com putational m ethod for finding the  absolute energy m inim um  in 

a  poten tial field. MM calculations seek to  identify the m inim um  closest to  th e  sta rting
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geom etry so a  s tru c tu re  m ay be calculated th a t does not represent th e  most stable 

conformer. In th is case, th e  calculated enthalpy of form ation will always be higher 

th an  the  therm odynam ic enthalpy of form ation.

In the  case of small molecules, the  enthalpy of form ation can be determ ined 

for all of the  lim ited num ber of conform ations th a t exist. D epending on molecular 

rigidity  and  sym m etry, the  num ber of conform ational choices m ay increase rapidly for 

large molecules. A good s truc tu ra l analysis presumes th a t enough s ta rtin g  geometries 

have been tried , th a t  no reasonable s ta rtin g  geom etry has been missed, and th a t the 

lowest energy conform er is indeed a t the  global m inim um  of energy.

Essentially all force fields, no m ater how elaborate the  functional forms and 

param eterization  schemes, will fail to  predict real m inim a even for quite small sys

tems. For cyclodecane, the  MM2 force field predicts 122 different m inim um  energy 

conform ations, bu t th e  MM3 surface contains only 98 m inim a [122]. G iven th a t MM2 

and MM3 perform  significantly b e tte r  th an  most other force fields a t determ ining 

conform ational energies [123] - this highlights the pitfall of false and local minima.

2.8 D iscuss ion

It is possible, in principle, to  accurately  calcTilate the  strTicture and interaction en

ergy of interm olecular complexes using D FT , GVB, and M P-H F m ethods. However, 

increasing evidence points to  the  strong dependence of the  results of ah initio cal

culations on the  m ethodological particu larities of their realization, i.e. on the basis 

dimensions, the  inclusion of correlation effects, the superposition error, etc.. Calcula

tions in extended basis sets w ith correlation effects taken into account are necessary to 

reproduce correctly  bo th  the  energies and struc tu ra l characteristics of interm olecular 

complexes.

T he com putational cost of using D FT  scales as — M^, G V B -PP scales 

as M^,  while M P2 scales as w ith basis size M  [27]. This coupled w ith storage 

requirem ents of such a large num ber of m atrix  elements, m akes ah init io  modelling 

(D FT , GVB or M P2-H F) prohibitively expensive a t the  curren t time. Consequently, 

ab initio techniques will not be used in th is study.

M olecular m echanics m ethods are designed to predict th e  correct geom etry 

and energy of a  system . However, it has long been known th a t force field calculations 

fail to  predict th e  correct conform ational s truc tu re  of simple am ino acids [124]. More
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recently, all of the 20 force fields examined by Beachy et al. [42] exhibited some serious 

discrepancies. The use of restrained geometries leads to significant improvement of 

the results for two force fields, AMBER94 and CHARMM19, suggesting a specific 

problem for these force fields in their prediction of geometries. AMBERS while being 

a good performer in structure prediction, is one of the worst performers in minimising 

energy RMS deviation.

There is no single “best” force field. Each performs best for the type of com

pounds used in the parameterization. Hobza et al. [125] found th a t the currently 

available force fields (e.g. AMBER95 [126] which is parameterized for biological 

macromolecules) perform better for interactions between nucleic acids, which con
sist predominantly of non-bonded electrostatic/hydrogen-bonding interactions, than 

semi-empirical or ab initio methods.

However, implicit in force field models is the idea tha t the solute is essentially 

the in vacuo species. Once the variables are fixed, there is no possibility of elec
tron density distribution variation. Such potentials are inadequate when response to 

variations in the environment are required, as in solvation modelling. A ttem pts at 
including solvent effects by varying the atomic charges have proved inadequate. Such 

MM models are sensitive to  the form of the dielectric constant used to  simulate solvent 
effects. Beachy et al. note tha t the RMS deviation in the energy is lowest when using 

the dielectric for which the force field was parameterized. Consequently force field 
models will not be used in this study.

Since ah initio methods are too costly, and force field models too crude, some 

other approach to modelling solvation has to be foimd. Adoption of the semi-empirical 

methods sharply reduces the expenditure of computer time. For example, one of 

the most laborious semi-empirical schemes, MNDO, demands, from the estim ates of 

Dewar et al. [89], aroimd 1000-fold less computational time when compared with HF 

calculations.

In subsequent chapters, it is hoped to combine solvation of the system within 

a molecular orbital simulation technique. Given the crxide level of currently tractable 

solvation models (see Chapter 3), the level of detail produced by ab initio simulations 

would be excessive - particularly during the developmental phase. Hence, a more 

approximate technique which retains quantum  chemical features, such as the semi- 

empirical models, is adopted henceforth.
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While CNDO/2 is the most approximate of the semi-empirical techniques, it 

provides reasonably correct electron density distributions [69]. Net charge is critical in 

solvation modelling. It also has a long history of success with the inclusion of solvation 

[80] [81]. That, combined with its lower computational cost and ready availability 
made it an ideal candidate for use in this study as a development tool. The known 

limitations of the model - failing to represent open shell systems correctly, and to 

model dipole-dipole interactions - are not relevant at this point in the development of 

solvation models.

It is envisaged, however, tha t a less approximate semi-empirical method will 

be used to incorporate the solvation model, following further refinement.
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SOLVATION MODELS

3.1 Introduction

Solvent effects play an im portant role in determining conformations, equilibrium con

stants, rates of reactions, and other quantities of chemical and biological interest [127], 

Calculations on the thermodynamics and kinetics of reactions in solution must take 
the medium influence into account. The quantum  chemical methods described in the 

Chapter 2 have a common shortcoming: they operate with the electronic and geomet
ric structure of molecules in the gas phase. As a result, a mimber of methods have been 

proposed for including solvent effects in the simulation. Three general approaches are 

used:

1. each solvent molecule is explicitly included in the simulation - this can lead to 
either static (supermolecule) or dynamic (Molecular Dynamics or Monte Carlo) 

treatm ents of the solvent at the microscopic level.

2. ensemble treatm ents - the solvent is represented by a statistically averaged sys

tem.

3. continuum models which treat the solvent at the macroscopic level - solvent 

effects are incorporated through use of a dielectric constant.

W hatever the approach, the solute can be described by either molecular mechanical 

(MM) or quantim i mechanical (QM) means (Figure 3.1).

The “MM solute/continuum  solvent” option is employed in some of the force- 

field methods, described previously in Chapter 2. Their applicability is limited to the 

systems and dielectric environment for which they were parameterized. The “MM so

lute/explicit solvent” approach is employed in classical Molecular Dynamics or Monte 

Carlo simulations. These techniques incorporate nuclear motion, and are generally 

applied to dynamic solvation simulations.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram illustrating the various solvation methods

Those models which employ a “QM solute/continuum  solvent” can be adapted 

for dynamic simulations by use of transition state  theory [128] [129] [130], but are gen
erally applied to static solvation simulations [131]. Similarly, all other methods which 
incorporate solvent effects on a QM solute are generally applied to static solvation 

simulations.

The dynamic sinnilation methods - molecular dynamics (§3.2.2) and Monte 
Carlo methods (§3.2.3) - are described first. The corresponding “QM solute/explicit 

solvent” approach - better known as the supermolecule model - is described in Section
3.3. Ensemble treatm ents are briefly outlined in §3.4, and finally, the continuum 

models are considered in Section 3.5.

3.2 D ynam ic Solvation Sim ulation Techniques

Solutions are dynamic systems. The atoms and molecules are in constant motion, 

and so techniques which can simulate this molecular motion are the most appropriate. 

There are a number of special features of the liquid phase which make the development 

of such models difficult(§l.l). The chief problem with liquids is th a t molecules con

stantly change their positions, and the structure of a liquid is not of a high order. Yet, 

the molecules contact each other and so intermolecular interaction may be significant. 

As a result there are great difficulties in constructing an exact theory of the liquid 

state.
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By inputting only information about the character of the interaction between 

molecules, the widest set of da ta  on solutions can be obtained, including states tha t are 

often inaccessible by experimental methods. An im portant feature of the Monte Carlo 

(MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods is tha t they make possible simulation 

of hypothetical situations not found in real solutions, allowing the factors which de

termine properties of the liquid to be revealed. Thus, for example, varying the charges 

on the atoms of the solute molecule makes it possible to investigate the contribution 

of electrostatic interaction to enthalpy and the free energy of reaction [74].

3 .2 .1  R e q u ire m e n ts  o f D y n am ic  M o d els

For an accurate representation of any liquid, of the order of 10^  ̂ molecules should 

be included in the simulation. At the current state of computer technology, the cost 

of simulating a system of tha t magnitude is prohibitive, and so simplifications are 

required if tractable simulations are to be performed. Both MD and MC techniques 
require system atic ways of representing:

• the large number of solvent molecules.

• all the interactions in the system, both between solvent molecules, and also 

between the solvent and the solute.

The most common approximations are outlined below.

3.2 .1 .1  A p p lic a tio n  o f B o u n d a ry  C o n d itio n s

The practical realization of MC and MD calculations encounters a number of difficul

ties stemming from the restrictions of contemporary computers. Usually, the number 

of molecules taken into account, N , is not greater than  10^, although larger ensembles 

up to 10"̂  particles have sometimes been employed. At the same time, the simulation 

of a liquid, even w ith such a large number of molecules, can not be considered to 

be wholly correct because N  is small compared with Avogadro’s number. For this 

reason, a numerical experiment with such a comparatively small molecular ensemble 

can lead to serious errors when calculating macroscopic properties [74]. By applying 

appropriate model boundary conditions, these errors may be reduced. These bound

ary conditions should eliminate the dependence of the results on surface (boundary) 

effects.
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The periodic boundary conditions (PBC) satisfies the following requirements:

• the statistics for averaging are collected equally over all molecules.

• the properties of the medium outside the basic cell, which contains the system 

being simulated, must coincide with the properties of the system.

The basic cell is generally taken as a cube, the volume of which, V,  is related to the 

number of molecules under consideration, N ,  so as to provide the set liquid density, 

and in the case of the N PT ensemble, also the pressure. The space around the basic 

cell is filled repeatedly (up to infinity) with cells identical to it (the images), each 

also containing N  molecules. W hen calculating the to tal energy, the intermolecular 

interactions are taken into account both inside the basic cell and in regard to the 

particles of the image cells.

Summation over all images worsens the main drawback of the PBC, namely, 

the periodical repetition of configurations of the basic cell throughout the whole space, 
which, in fact, leads to a “crystal” structTire for which there are no reasonable grounds 
as regards liquids. More often the calculation is simplified by cutting off the inter

molecular interaction potentials, i.e. beginning from certain distances, the interaction 
energy is taken as zero. Such distances are usually chosen so as to retain only the 

nearest images in the summation, in which case the com putational difficulties are re

duced, and the “crystal” str\icture may be broken up to a certain extent. A successful 
compromise between the accuracy of com putation and the decrease in computational 

expenditure, depends on the appropriate choice of the cut-off radius.

3.2 .1 .2  Interm olecu lar P oten tia ls

MD and MC simulations treat atoms as discrete classical bodies which interact through 

a pre-defined potential function containing both intra- and intermolecular terms. The 

accuracy of the intermolecular potentials proves no less im portant than  the method

ological details of the methods considered below. As seen in Section 2.7.2, there are a 

variety of techniques by which the intermolecular potentials may be constructed.

Empirical potential functions yield unsatisfactory results. This may be ex

plained as follows: in molecular crystals, the mutual configurations of neighbouring 

molecules are realized, and the configurations have an equilibrium structure. There

fore, an experiment on a crystal is incapable of providing information on all the possible
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m utual positions of molecules. For example, it is impossible to  construct an interac

tion po ten tia l for molecules in th e  region of their m utual repulsion only on the  basis 

of these d a ta . However precisely such potentials are needed for sim ulating liquids.

T he m ethod of constructing  a non-em pirical po ten tial is increasingly used when 

sim ulating liquids. However, there  are few transferable system s of sem i-em pirical po

tentials. B oth  of Jorgensen’s system s - transferable intermolecular potential functions 

(T IPS) [132] and optimized potentials for liquid simulation (OPLS) [108] - have been 

fairly widely used, and have been tested  frequently in calculations [74].

3.2 .2  M olecular D ynam ics

The MD m ethod num erically solves the classical New tonian equation of m otion under 

the (approxim ate) po ten tia l energy of interm olecular interaction. T he movement of 

liquid molecules can be m onitored, their tra jecto ries determ ined and then  averaged 

over tim e, and the m agnitudes of the functions of interest obtained. MD allows the 

calculation of s ta tic  characteristics as well as dynam ic ones.

T here are a wide variety of algorithm s developed to  realize the  simple idea on 

which MD is based, the  m ain ones being described in the book of Allen & Tildesley

[133]. Here the  sense of the  m ost common algorithm , developed by Verlet [134], will

be discussed.

If the velocities, V i { t ) ,  and the coordinates, r^(^), of the  particle are known, 

then  the velocity and localization of the particle, of mass m^, in the sam e time 

interval A t, can be determ ined using N ew ton’s second law:

r^{t +  A t)  =  ri{t) +  Vi{t)At -  ^  'VEijAt'^
^  f  J  I / ' t  /  ■

* 3 + 1-

v^{t ^  A t)  =  V i{ t)  —̂ Y^VEi^jAt (3.1)

as can be seen, T i { t )  and V i { t )  are correlated, and  so the  calculation is complex.

Initially, the  molecTiles are placed a t approxim ate positions, w ith reasonable 

associated velocities. Typically, the  s ta rting  (original) system  configuration defined 

by r i { t )  and  V i { t )  a t t =  0 is not a t equilibrium  because it is constructed  either 

arb itrarily  or from quite general considerations. T here is no sense in obtain ing  d a ta  

until equilibrium  has been obtained. Consequently, MD calculations m aybe divided
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into two stages. The first stage, known as equilibrational, consists of the transition 

into the region of equilibrium states, i.e. in preparation of the second (production) 

stage intended for calculating the system functions of interest.

One of the main problems of MD calculations is th a t the different degrees of 

freedom of the system under study respond to different frequency modes. Obviously 

the element of time A t  should correspond to the fastest degrees of freedom (A^

Molecular rotations and vibrations typically occur with frequencies in the range 

l O ' i - l O i "  s - ^

Choosing sufficiently small time intervals (At ~  10“ ^̂  s) and recalculating the 

coordinates and velocities of all particles in the system, the evolution of the system 

can be monitored and the time averaged functions calculated. Now the limitations 

of MD become clear - the duration of process which can be simulated with modern 

computers is ~10 ps [28]. Taking into consideration the duration of the elemental 

step (10“ ^^s) and the number of particles of the system (e.g. ~1000), leads to an 
approximate number of calculations (by equation (3.1)) of 10^.

3.2.3 M on te  Carlo

In the MC method, the states of the system of particles under examination are gen

erated randomly. The difficulty with this technique hes in the selection of the most 

probable configurations, followed by the averaging of various characteristics over these 
configurations. Thus, an artificial stochastic process is simTilated instead of the true 

dynamic evolution of the system which is realized by MD. For this reason, MC is 
suitable only for the computation of equilibrium characteristics.

Random (probabilistic) processes are used in the theory of the liquid state to 

describe the behaviour of a particle ensemble and to calculate average thermodynamic 

characteristics. The m athem atical problems which arise are connected with the need to 
calculate multiple integrals, and these circumstances have determined the widespread 

use of the MC method in the theory of hquids. A specific way of realizing the method 

for this purpose was developed by Metropolis et al. [135].

If there are no additional assumptions, then it is necessary to randomly gener

ate various states (configurations) of the system and to obtain a statistically reliable 

picture. Naturally, many of these states will not be realizable owing to energetically 

unfavovuable circumstances.
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Obtaining a statistically reliable picture may be achieved by using the principal 

of Markov’s chain theory. A transition from the ith configuration given at a certain 

‘tim e’ to the ( i+ l) th  one is usually realised through a random small move of only 

one molecule. If the move results in a lowering of the potential energy, then it is 

assumed th a t the transition has occurred and the original configuration has been 

replaced by a new one. But if this restriction is not kept, then a new random number 

^ is additionally generated, in the range (0,1), which is then compared with the value 

exp[—{EiJ^i — E i) /kT \ .  If is smaller than  this value, then the transition is also 

considered to have been accomplished and the change of configuration has been carried 
out. Otherwise the former, tinchanged configuration corresponds to the new (z+ l)th  

state.

3 .2 .4  A p p licab ility  to  th is S tudy

The MD m ethod gives more information than the MC method. In addition to the 

liquid properties which can be calculated with MC, MD also allows monitoring of 
the time dependence of the system ’s states and, therefore, calculations of the time 
fluctuations of the functions and the kinetic properties of the liquid.

However, dynamic systems are too complex to easily be applied to the develop

ment of a new solvation model. Furthermore, the associated cost of such complex dy
namic simTilations is much greater than  tha t of static models. Consequently, dynamic 

models will not be applied to this study. The static models will now be considered, 

starting with the most complex - those which explicitly model each solvent molecule.

3.3 T he Superm olecule Approach

The use of the supermolecule approach, where two or more interacting molecules are 

considered as a single active supermolecule using the variation method, allows, in prin

ciple, the energy of complexation, degree of charge transfer, geometric characteristics, 

etc. to be determined. These properties are computed using a sufficiently flexible ba

sis, with the elimination of superpositional errors and with correlational effects being 

taken into account. However, it does not enable the to tal energy to be factorized into 

components associated with a clear physical sense. Such a factorization can make it 

possible to  determine whether the individual components change in the same way as 

the to ta l binding energy, to derive a simplified expression for each component, and, 

ultimately, to carry out the calculation of the to tal interaction energy by summing the
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separate contributions. Furtherm ore, the  cost of the superm olecule approach lim its 

its applicability  to  studying  large system s (m axim um  num ber of H2O molecules a t the 

HF, MP2, M P4 levels is ~  200, ~  30, ~  10 respectively [28]) a t the  current s ta te  of 

com putation.

T he accuracy of this approach is determ ined by the  quan tum  chemical calcu

lation m ethod used and the  num ber of solvent molecules considered. T he calculation 

of the solute-solvent in teraction energy requires detailed study  of the  po ten tia l energy 

surface of the  corresponding cluster. This surface usually has m any local minima, 

each of which depends m ainly on the  s ta rtin g  s truc tu re  of the  solvate shell. Knowl

edge about the  true  s truc tu re  of the solvation shells is too lim ited, which is why a 

model constructing  the  nearest surroundings of the  solute is m ore often used. The 

model is prejudiced by errors associated w ith the difficulty of determ ining the  pre

ferred solent positions. Even the very concept of a “preferred position” m ight be 

challenged since the  solvent is dynam ic.

3.3.1 H ybrid Q M -M M  M odels

The com plexity of quan tm n mechanics lim its the  size of the  system  which can be 

sim ulated. M olecular mechanics m ethods are inherently unable to  describe th e  details 

of bond breaking reactions, since th is requires extensive rearrangem ent of the  electrons 

which are neglected in the classical model. Consequently, hybrid m ethods have been 

designed for m odelling large system s where such effects are of interest. T he active site 

(of bond breaking/form ing) is calculated a t the quantum  level, while th e  rem ainder of 

the system  is calculated  by a force field m ethod [136]. Such m ethods are often denoted 

Quantum. M echanics-M olecular Mechanics (QM-MM).

The m ain problem  w ith QM-MM schemes is deciding how th e  two p arts  should 

be connected. P artia l charges on the  MM atom s can be added to  the  HF equations 

analogously to  core charges. Non-bonded potentials from the  MM atom s m ust also 

be added to  the  QM p a rt to  prevent the atom s bum ping into each other [136]. The 

forces from the  MM p a rt are add to  the QM p a rt and vice versa. Hence, the  effective 

H am iltonian is given by [137]:

(3,2)
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and the to tal energy of the system is evaluated by:

(3.3)

where gives the solvent-solvent interaction energy, when solutions are being sim

ulated.

3.3 .2  C onstru ctin g  th e so lvation  shells

Using the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) method [138] to determine the max

imum attractive solvent-solute interactions is perhaps the simplest procedure for con

structing a solvation shell. The MEP method is ba.sed on calculating the interaction 

of Tmit positive charge with the molecule:

repulsion, respectively, p is the electronic density distribution function and, Z a the 
charge of the nuclei. If the value of the molecular electrostatic potential V{ri) is 

calculated for the whole region surrounding the solute, then the minima in V{ri) may 

be determined and the molecules of the medium localised at them. This of course 
presumes th a t the solvent does not perturb the electron density distribution of the 
solute.

However, the usefulness of the MEP method is seriously limited, since its com

putation requires the HF wave function: the calculation of the latter within the ab 

imfio framework becomes formidable for medium or large molecules. To avoid such 

limitations, the molecular charge distribTition must be derived from approximate meth

ods, which can be grouped into three types [139]:

1. those derived from multipolar expansions of the charge distribution.

2. methods based on bond-fragment transferability.

3. those based on the use of quasi-ah initio or semi-empirical wave functions.

(3.4)

where the first and the second terms describe the electronic attraction and nuclear

This la tter approach is interesting, since the computation of the wave function is 

inexpensive and no further simplifications are introduced for evahiating the MEP.
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Alternatively, to construct the solvent structure around the solute, the mono- 

solvation schem,e [140] may be used. According to this scheme, all possible minima 

of solute-solvent (one molecule) interactions are found with the aid of direct super- 

molecular calculations. The solvent molecules are then placed at each minimum, and 

the corresponding optimization of the to tal energy is performed. The scheme was 

originally designed by Pullman [140] for aqueous solutions and extended later to other 
solvents.

A similar method, the so-called cluster approximation, also known as the poly

solvation scheme, i.e. the direct searching for a minimum of the hypersurface of the 

‘solute-n solvent molecules’, is used less frequently.

The most approximate method, and therefore the least complicated way of 

determining the positions of the solvent molecule consists of devising a distribution 

scheme th a t is independent of the properties of the solute. For example, in the Fixed 

Centre Langevin Dipole method, the solvent molecules are sited on a cubic lattice. In 
Free Energy Perturbation Techniques, the solvent is represented by a MD simulation 

of a pure liquid. Such methods are described below.

3.4  S ta t is t ica l A pproaches

3.4.1 Free E nergy P ertu rb ation  Techniques

Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) techniques artificially create a solute molecule in the 

solvent by varying one or more perturbation parameters such as atomic radius or 

charge [141]. Cavity and non-bonded terms can be separated from electrostatic terms 

by first “growing in” the cavity and then “growing in” the charge [142] - see Figure 

3.2, The solute can be described using MM as in classical FEP simulations, or using 

QM (hybrid model) as in more recent simulations. The interactions with the solvent 

are always described by MM potential functions.

Taking two related systems, A and B, represented by Hamiltonians and H b , 

the electrostatic component of the free energy difference, AGei, can be determined by:

Gei{B) -  Gei{A) = AGei = - R T l n { e ~ ^ ^ / a (3.5)

where A H  = Hb ~  H^ and ( refers to an ensemble average over a system repre

sented by Hamiltonian Ha- Equation (3.5) is the fundamental equation of free energy
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AG

Vacuum

Solvent

Figure 3.2: Therm odynam ic cycle illustrating the contributions to the solvation energy, 
^Gsolv ,  w ithin the FEP model [119]. A G i is the cost of discharging the solute. A G 2  is the 
cost of transferring the com pletely non-polar solute to the solvent (=  AGnp)-  A G 3  is the 
cost of recharging the solute in the solvent.

pertiirbation calculations [143]. If systems A and B differ in more than  a trivial way, 

then equation (3.5) will not lead to a sensible free energy. However, by generalizing 
the problem, the Hamiltonian H{ \ )  can be described

H{ \ )  = XHb +  (1 -  X)Ha (3.6)

where A can vary from 0{H =  to 1{H =  H b )- This leads to the general form of 

equation (3.5):

G b - G a = (3.7)
A =0

where A H '  = H \^d \ — H \. The free energy calculations are broken into windows, each 

one involving a small enough interval in A to allow the free energy to be calculated 

accurately.

The difference in the Hamiltonians, A if , includes only the difference in the 

solute-solvent interactions. Difference in solvent structures are reflected in the ensem

ble average ( ), and not in the A H  exponent.

From this it can be seen tha t two key issues in free energy calculations are:
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1. the accuracy of the Hamiltonian and potential energy function.

2. the sampling problem - it is hard to know in advance what size of A A to choose.

Com putational problems associated with the direct m utation of bond lengths 

during thermodynamic perturbation calculations have been discussed [118] [144] [145] 

[146]. The determ ination of free energy as a function of bond distance, a so-called po

tential o f mean force (PMF) correction, allows the correct free energy to be calculated 

irrespective of bond length changes. However, as noted by Dang et al. [147] [148], the 

precise properties of the PM F between ions in water is very sensitive to simulation 

protocol and force field. It has also been noted tha t FEP calculations require highly 

accurate values for the induced dipole moments [118] [149].

Unlike the total free energy between states, the component free energies are 

path dependent. This highlights a fundamental weakness of FEP techniques - that 

the to tal free energy cannot be separated into the sum of the component free ener
gies, because the logarithm of an exponential with different energy components is not 

equal to the sum of the logarithms of the individual components. Thus free energy 
component analysis cannot be rigorously carried out with this approach [150].

Electronic structure changes, which are at the heart of chemistry, cannot be 

described by the force fields used in classical FEP calculations. However, FEP calcu
lations can be combined with qTiantum mechanical calculations, as described at the 

beginning of this section. For example, Jorgensen has used high level ah initio cal

culations on model organic reactions and then evaluated the solvation free energies 

at steps along the (gas phase determined) reaction pathway to estim ate the solvation 

free energy contributions to reactions in various solvents [151]. In order to study more 

general phenomena which involve electronic strTictTire changes, FEP solvation calcula

tions can be combined w ith quantum  mechanics. Cieplak et al. [152] showed th a t high 

level ab im tio  calculations could reproduce tautomerism of simple aromatic systems. 

By m utating one tautom er into another with free energy calculations, the tautomeric 

equilibrium in solution can be determined.

As in tautom eric equilibria, basicity/acidity involves proton movement and a 

large electronic structure change; thus quantum  mechanical calculations are neces

sary to describe such a process. Such calculations can be combined with free energy 

calculations to determine relative basicities/acidities in solution e.g. [153] [154].

An alternative approach, where the ensemble of solvent molecules is represented
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by dipoles, is described next.

3 .4 .2  L angevin D ip o les

W arshel’s group developed the Fixed Centre Langevin Dipoles (FCLD) model [155] 

[156]. The dielectric medium (water) is simulated in FCLD by dipoles which are 

placed on a cubic lattice with a unit cell dimension of 0.3 nm. This param eter value 

is conditioned by the density of water, the only solvent for which the method has so 

far been parameterized. Again, interactions with the solvent are governed by MM 

potential functions. Owing to the simplicity of the solvent representation, and the 

reduction in cost such an approach afforded, the solute has always been described at 
the quantum  mechanical level.

The free energy of solvation is given as:

Gsoiv — ~  2 ^  ~  9 X / ^ ^ 3 ^ 3  (3-8)
3 "  3

where fipj is the average projection of the permanent dipole in the direction of 
the local field; Dj  is the field from the solute charges; a  is the isotropic electronic 
polarizability of the solvent molecules; and Ej  is the local field a t a dipole, given by 
[155]:

Ej = ^  (3.9)£(r,)
where rj is the distance from the solute.

The choice of starting configuration of the dipoles is a serious shortcoming of 

the FCLD model. Edelstein et al. [157] have suggested a specially prepared starting 

configuration achieved through a Monte Carlo calculation on pure solvent, where only 
the orientations of the dipoles are varied.

3.5 C ontinuum  M odels

In continuum models, the solute is represented as a low dielectric cavity immersed in 

a solvent continuum, and the free energy changes are calculated according to the Born 

or Poisson equations. Implicit in all the continuum models is the assumption that 

the behaviour of a liquid can be represented by a macroscopic constant: the electric 

perm ittivity or dielectric constant.
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A very im portan t conclusion was draw n by Demontis et al. [158] [159] who 

calculated the  clusters of the  molecule N2 surrounded by n  molecules of H F and H2O 

(n =  2,4, 6, 8) using C N D O /2 and EHM. According to  these calculations, a t n  =  2 the 

structTires of th e  solvational shell obtained by th e  different m ethods are quite different. 

However, on increasing n, the cluster s truc tu re  depends less on th e  calculation m ethod 

xised.

This result is due to  the  fact th a t for large clusters the  stren g th  of th e  repulsive 

interactions between solvent molecules largely determ ines the s tru c tu re  of the  solvation 

shell. The resulting packing character of the  solvent molecules does not depend on 

the  precision of the scheme. This is in agreem ent w ith the s tudy  of D rago et al. [160] 

on (H2 0 )„H+ clusters where the solute-solvent in teraction has a larger electrostatic 

percentage as n  is increased. Hence, continuum  solvation sim ulations can reproduce 

experim ental d a ta  [161] w ithout explicitly considering hydrogen bonds and covalent 

interactions.

3.5.1 A tom ic  Level D ielectric  C onstant

One of the  m ajor issues of continuum  models, is the use of e a t a microscopic level. The 

dielectric constant, e, is a  macroscopic property  and is only m eaningful for large groups 

of molecules. O n a microscopic scale, solvent atom s which bind to  the  solute have much 

lower e values due to  the loss of orientation polarizability. For large biomolecules, 

such as proteins, where the  im portan t interactions are between atom s which are close 

together, th e  solvent exists outside the  atom s, bu t not between them . This is arguably 

be tte r described by an effective dielectric constan t, D, which is mxich lower th an  e.

The field s treng ths near an ion are of the order of 10® V m “ \  which leads to  the 

expectation th a t dielectric sa tu ra tion  will occur in regions of the  solvent close to  the 

ion. T he effect of dielectric sa tu ra tio n  is to  lower the dielectric constants and hence 

to decrease calculated free energies of solvation. In fact, e should be the  position 

dependent perm ittiv ity  (which may be a  tensor).

Sharp et al. [162] have explored the effect of a local atom ic dielectric constant. 

They have sim ulated the induced point dipole located a t a nuclear position, by ad just

ing the vahie of the  local dielectric constant in the  portion of the  cavity belonging to 

th a t atom . T here is com plete electrostatic equivalence in the  two models (inducible 

dipoles and local dielectric constant); in fact, polarizability and dielectric constant are 

two ways of describing the  sam e effect. T he local dielectric constan t can be applied
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to a spherical cavity (using an average value over the whole molecule) or to cavities 

of complex shape, where each region has its own local dielectric constant. There is, of 

course, some arbitrariness in the choice of the atomic partition of the cavity.

3.5 .2  Born M odel

The Born equation [6] derived more than  70 years ago, still remains a very useful 

scheme for estim ating the free solvation energy of ions. According to Born, the ion 

is located in a cavity (sphere) of radius a. The dielectric constant, e, is equal to one 

inside the cavity, while outside the sphere the dielectric constant reaches its bulk value. 

It is well established th a t the solute polarization maybe reproduced by creation of a 

polarization charge uniformly distributed over the sphere.

Rashin & Honig [163] concluded tha t covalent radii provide a good measure of 

the cavity radii of cations, while crystal radii are appropriate for anions. The cavity 
radii so defined tu rn  out to be very close to the parameters employed by Latimer et

The success of the Born model is particularly puzzling since the organization of 

the solvent, especially if polar, close to the ion must be very different from that of the 

bulk solvent. This success has been rationalized in part by microscopic calculations 

[165] [166] [167] [168] [169]. Jayaram et al. [170] carried out an analysis of the 
validity of the Born treatm ent using the FEP technique. The m ajority of Born’s 

suppositions are actually confirmed at the micromolecular level. It thus appears that 

even models th a t account for solvent structure reproduce the essential continuum 

behavior, and th a t the vmderlying assumptions of the Born model can be justified 

in term s of microscopic simulations. The Born model, though by no means exact, 

provides, with remarkable simplicity, estimates of free energies of solvation which are 

accurate to within a few percent.

(3J0)

Thus the electrostatic solute-solvent interaction energy is:

(3.11)

al. [164].
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3.5.3 Self-C on sisten t R eaction  F ield  M odel

Classical Reaction Field models based on work by Kirkwood [171], and Onsager [7], 

treat the sohite molecule as a point dipole situated at the centre of a cavity in the 

solute, with the only interactions being electrostatic in nature. The process of calcu

lating a solvation energy then reduced to evaluating the interaction between the solute 

and the solute-induced charge distribution in the solvent.

Onsagers treatm ent considered a single polarizable reference molecule as being 

in a cavity of dielectric constant Eq = 1. The surroundings of the molecule are treated 

as a continuum with macroscopic (bulk) dielectric constant e. The reference molecule 

is treated as a point dipole placed at the cavity center. W ith this model the field tha t 

polarizes the reference molecule can be evaluated by the following steps;

1. removing the molecule and calculating the field, E g , on the resulting empty 

spherical cavity.

2. inserting the reference molecule and calculating the change in field from the 
surrounding medium due to polarization of the reference molecule. This change 
in the field is called the reaction field E r .

Now the local field on the molecule inside the cavity, Ejr is given by:

where A  is the original uniform field th a t was applied to the medium. The resulting 

field E r is given by:

where //, is the dipole moment of the reference molecule and a is the radius of the 

cavity. In this model, the free energy of solvation of a dipole is equal to:

E f  =  E g  +  E r (3.12)

The resulting field on the cavity in the absence of the reference molecule is:

(3.13)

1 [2(6 - 1) //,̂  
2 [ ( 2 e - f  1) 0,3

(3.15)
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In the more rigorous model, the dielectric constant inside the cavity is not 

assumed to be equal to unity. It is accepted th a t more often =  Cop = 'n?\ where 

€op is called the optical perm ittivity of the solvent, and n  is the refractive index of the 

solvent.

In summary, the main shortcomings of the Onsager model are:

1. the spherical form of the cavity.

2. the point dipole moment and its location a t the center of the sphere.

3. the assumption of a fixed cavity radius, determined only by the nature of the 

solute and independent of the solvent.

Kirkwood-Westheimer [172] developed the general theory of interactions of ar
bitrary charge distributions in cavities tha t were not spherically symmetric. (n=0 

leads to the Born equation; n = l  to the Onsager free energy of a dipole.)

W hen the system is treated quantum  mechanically, rather than  with the classi
cal point-charge and dipole description, the approach is often called the Self Consistent 

Reaction Field (SCRF) model [81] [173]. The model Hamiltonian in SCRF theory has

where g is the tensor describing the perm ittivity of the reactive field, -0 is the solute 

wave function, /i is the vector operator of dipole moment, and H q is the Hamiltonian 
of the isolated molecule. The second term  in the equation is the quantum  mechanical 

analogue of the classical electrostatic solute-solvent interaction energy.

The tensor generally depends both on the macroscopic characteristics of the 

medium and on the structure of the first solvation shells. Usually, in practical calcula

tions, information about the structure of the vicinity of the solute is not used, owing 

to the lim itations of such information, and the tensor g is then

the form:

H  = H o -  fj,g (3.16)

2 e -  1 

^ “  ^ 2 e  +  1
(3.17)
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3 .5 .4  V irtu a l C harge M odel

The main shortcoming of the previous model lies in the concept of formation, in a 

medium, of a cavity of high symmetry - either spherical or ellipsoidal. In fact, when 

the solute has a complex asymmetric structure, the choice of a spherical or eUiptical 

shape for the cavity, which should ideally reproduce the actual shape of the solute, 

is rather unrealistic. In fact, the numerical results depend critically on the radius 

of the sphere and of the localization of its center with respect to the distribution of 

solute charges. In the solvaton model of Klopman [174] it is also assumed th a t the 

solute molecule is constructed from charged spheres placed at the center of atoms, 

and polarization is modelled by associating with each atom an imaginary particle 

called a 'solvaton' with a charge opposite in sign to th a t of the atom  to which it is 

attached. The most recent modifications of this scheme were made by [8] [173] [175] 
[176], creating the virtual charge m.odel (VCM) [8].

Consider a sphere of centre 0, radius a, and charge go, immersed in a con
tinuous dielectric. The electrostatic potential can be exactly reproduced in vacuo by 
distributing a virtual charge, q, on the surface of the sphere such th a t this counter 
charge exactly mimics the dielectric attenuation at a distance d.

W ith a view to incorporating in a QM framework, where the equilibrium charge 
distribution is obtained by the optimization of the total energy, the virtual charge must 

be defined in terms of an effective dielectric constant D  =  v ^ . The charge q represents 
the environmental effect upon the charge q^.

(3.19)

The total energy of the system can be written:

E  — E s  +  E y,s  +  -E'e

i j  +  Tjj

where E-£ is the electrostatic energy of the charge sphere in a vacuum; E s  is the 

electrostatic energy spent to polarize the solvent when there are no free charges in it;
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and E ^ s  is the interaction potential energy between the solute charge distribution, 

and the polarizable solvent represented by the virtual charge. Thus, an assembly of 
interacting real and virtual charges yields the correct Born energy.

(3.21)

This m ethod cannot reproduce both the correct electrostatic potentials in a dielectric 

medium (3.18) and the Born expression for the total energy (3.21) simultaneously.

3 .5 .4 .1  Solvent Screened V irtual C harge M odel

Each atom in any large molecule will have a different exposure to the solvent (§3.5.1), 

yet there is no allowance for this in the VCM, where all atoms are fully exposed 
to the solvent. Where some atoms are strongly shielded from the solvent the VCM 

overestimates the solvent effect and may even describe solvent polarization where none 
exists. This problem has been addressed previously [9] by the introduction of a solvent 
screened virtual charge model (88-VCM), which gives

D a = OiADs + {1 — Qa )D m  (3.22)

where a  a is the fractional surface area remaining after all reductions due to overlap 

with other atoms, based on their van der Waals radii. D s  is the dielectric constant 

of the bulk solvent, and D m the molecular dielectric constant which is assigned 

the value 1.0 since interactions within the solute are exphcitly included in an MO 
calculation. The following are the working rules for the calculation of

• A H  atom does not screen an atom bonded to it.

• A non-H atom  screens each atom bonded to it by 20%.

3.5 .5  P olarizab le C ontinuum  M odel

The VCM disregards the cavity shape. In fact, to perform calculations, information 

on the coordinates of the atoms forming the solute molecule is sufficient. W ithin 

the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) [177] the charge distribution of a solute 

is represented by a discrete number of point charges, qi, placed at the centers of 

cavity surface elements, ASi,  of the appropriate area defined by the boundary element
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method. Polarization effects dne to the charge distribution of the solute and external 

electric fields are represented by a polarization surface charge density (u) at dielectric 

boundaries, and by induced dipoles at polarizable atoms.

The molecular cavity can be represented as a simple set of atomic spheres, gen

erally 1.2 times the van der Waals radii [178]. However, this may lead to unjustifiably 

large voids which, on the one hand, are inaccessible to solvent molecules, and on the 

other, are not so small as to be neglected with disregard of the surface charge. This 

leads to a self-consistent adjustm ent of the solute cavity based on the electron density, 

the isodensity polarizable continuum model (IPCM) [127] [179] [180].

The value of a point charge, qi, is given by

= a{s,)AS^  (3.23)

To simplify computations, it is assumed th a t the induced polarization surface charge 

density cr(s) does not vary within each boundary element. The term  a{s) is hnked 

with the to tal electrostatic potential on the cavity surface S  as

e - l f d V t o t \  e - l ( d V t o t \

Here, the vector n  is taken on the cavity surface pointing toward the dielectric, and 

the index ‘s-’ emphasizes tha t the calculation of the gradient of Vtot is performed on 
the solute side of the cavity surface.

The potential at the point s 

Ko# =  ^  +  Kt (3.25)

is made up of the contributions originating from the solute charge distribution, p(r), 

and cr(s) itself. This fact results in an iterative procedure, which can be summarized 

in the following steps:

1. Use p to generate Vp, and in the first approximation, set Vtot =  to generate 

an initial estim ate for a.

2. Use the current values for p and a to generate new values for Vp and V^, and 

then Vtot from equation (3.25).
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3. Use the new Vtot to generate a new vahie for a  from equation (3.24).

4. Continue iterating steps 2 and 3 (internal cycle) until convergence.

5. Update p, and re-iterate (external cycle).

The internal cycle calculates the surface charges, qi, from the solute charge distribu

tion, p. The external cycle determines an improved solute charge distribution, and 

generally converges within four iterations.

Since the quantum  mechanical electronic density to be estim ated does not equal 

zero at the cavity bovmdary and exists also outside the cavity, correction is usually 

performed in the method for the tails of p actually lying outside the cavity boundary 

(step 3b).

3.5.6 F in ite  D ifference P o isson -B oltzm an  M ethod

In the classical formulation of the Finite Difference Poisson-Boltzm.ann (FDPB) method, 

the solute molecule is treated as a region of space defined by its solvent-accessible sur
face. It is most convenient to represent the molecular charge distribution via a set of 

point charges at the atomic centers. These may be derived from ab initio or force field 
data.

The solute and solvent, with associated charges and dielectric boundaries, are 

mapped onto a 3-D lattice by assigning a value of the charge, dielectric constant, and 

ionic strength to each lattice point. Electrostatic potentials are calculated by solving 

the Poisson-Boltzman (PB) eqiiation (3.26) in finite difference form using numerical 
techniques [181].

V .e(r) V 0(r) — eK'^sinh[(f){r)] -|- 4nqp{r)/kT  =  0 (3.26)

where 0 (r) is the electrostatic potential, k is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the absolute 

tem perature, q is the proton charge, e is the dielectric constant, p is the charge density, 

and =  Srcq^I/ e kT , I  being the ionic strength. The solution yields the electrostatic 

potential at every grid point. The locations of the point charges describing the solute 

do not in general coincide with the grid points. Rules for distributing each charge to 

the eight surroimding grid points [182] [183], and for smoothing out the discontinuity 

in the dielectric constant at the cavity boundary [184], are applied.
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The difference between FDPB calculations with and without solvent eliminates

the self-energy of the solute, and yields the electrostatic solvation free energy, AGg;

where qi and 0, are the charge and calculated potential at the zth gridpoint, for 

the case of transfer from vacuum to water [119]. In previous calculations [119] [162] 

of small molecule solvation free energies using the PB equation, the interior of the 

solute is generally assigned an “internal dielectric constant” of about 2, a value which 
accounts for the electronic polarizability of the solute. This correlates with recent 

work which calculated dielectric values of 2-3 for small molecules using experimental 

polarizability d a ta  [186]. Alternatively, solute polarization is incorporated by using 

the local dielectric constant proposed by Sharp et al. [162]. Nonpolar (cavity/van der 
Waals) energies are added as a surface area dependent term. This is based on the 

finding th a t experimental solvation energy of linear and branched alkanes correlates 
well with the solvent accessible surface area [186].

Such FDPB calculations are computer intensive for two reasons. The first is 
the slow convergence of the procedure - generally, thousands of iterations are needed. 
The second reason is the very large munber of grid points required. The accuracy 

of the FDPB solutions obtained depends upon the resolution of the grid on which 

the equation is solved. When the grid is too coarse, the results may be used only 
as a qualitative description. Solvation energies obtained with a spacing of 1 A are 

imreliable, but 0.25 A spacings seem to be sufficient [27] [178].

An improvement over the approach presented above involves incorporating the 

effects of the FDPB m ethod into a quantum  mechanical solute calculation. The so

lute is treated as a polarizable cavity of a shape defined by the molecular surface, 

containing point charges at the location of the atomic nuclei. The reaction field in the 

FDPB solvent model can be defined as the difference field between a uniform dielectric 

Poisson-Boltzman (PB) calculation and a two-dielectric PB calculation [27]. This field 

can be exactly represented as due to a set of soTirce terms (charges) at the dielectric 

boundary, calculated as the divergence of the field at the surface.

|185|.

[01 ( ^ tu o te r )  0 i ( ^ i ;a c ) ] (3-27)
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The calculation proceeds as follows:

1. Carry out a gas phase quantum  chemical calculation on the solute. A set of in 

vacuo atom-centered point charges are obtained.

2. Using the solute point charges (and corresponding atomic radii), the FDPB equa

tion is solved, generating a corresponding set of surface charges (representing the 

reaction field). The internal dielectric constant in the FDPB calculations is set 

to unity, as molecular polarizability is treated explicitly within the quantum 

chemical calculations [27].

3. The surface charges are included in the quantum chemical calculation. The 

Hamiltonian in solution is given by + H ' + H" where is the gas phase 
Hamiltonian, H ' is the sum of one electron integrals over the surface charges, 

and H ” is the sum of the Coulomb interactions between the surface charges and 
the nuclear charges (given by the atomic number of the element). A new set of 

atom-centered point charges is determined for the solute.

4. Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until convergence.

Accuracy checks on the gas and solution phase dipole moments, and of the elec
trostatic energy of interaction of the reaction field (surface charges) w ith the molecular 

charge distribution, suggest that, from the point of view of the surface charges, the 
atomic point charge representation is a reasonable facsimile of the actual distribution 

[27],

This m ethod eliminates the need for atomic charge param eters and includes 

solute polarizability aiitomatically. The electrostatic free energy of solvation is given

by

AGe; =  ̂[mnw) + (3.28)

where is the solvated solute wave function, ■0® is the gas phase solute wave function, 

and the factor of ^ accounts for the free energy associated with polarizing the solvent. 

Again, nonpolar (cavity/van der Waals) energies are added as a surface area dependent 

term.
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3 .5 .7  C om m ents on C ontinuum  M odels

The close relationship between the PCM and the FDPB methods shoiild be noted. 

Both are based on solving the Poisson Boltzmann equation. However, the FDPB 

uses a numerical method, while the PCM is ba^ed on an integral formulation of the 

problem. This leads to some confusion in the literature, where Onsagers SCRF, the 

PCM , and the quantum  FDPB method are all referred to as SCRF calculations.

Continuum solvent models which account for the details of molecular shape 

have proved to be remarkably accurate in the description of a variety of chemical and 

biochemical phenomena [187]. The ability of the Born model, using realistic atomic 
radii, to reproduce the solvation free energies of ions [163] and the similar success of 

numerical PB methods in the calculation of solvation enthalpies [188] and free energies 

[141] [189] of small organic molecules have demonstrated th a t accurate results can be 

obtained, even if water is represented as a dielectric continuum.

Consequently, such models are possible candidates as the basis of the new 
solvation model.

3.6  E m pirical S o lvation  M eth o d s  

3.6 .1  P A R SE

The FDPB method requires radius and charge parameters for each atom as input. In 

previoTis work, these param eters were taken without change from molecular mechanics 
forcefields.

Sharp et al. [162] showed th a t agreement with experimental solvation energies 

could be improved by scaling up force-field charges to match the experimental dipole 

moments of the solutes. Mohan eA. al. [189] varied atomic radii to obtain an optimal set 

for use with OPLS charges in the FDPB method. However, the nonpolar contribution 

to transfering the molecule to solution was often neglected; thus the parameters were 

optimized to produce an electrostatic energy which matched the total transfer free 

energy, rather than  the “true” electrostatic portion. This results in charge parameters 

th a t are too small (or radii th a t are too large) [119].

Honig et al. [119] examined the feasibility of optimizing force-field or ah initio 

derived param eters through empirically scaling the atomic charge and radius. These 

were matched to the well-defined experimental vacuum-to-water solvation free energies
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for the 20 amino acid side chains and the peptide backbone. A new simple parame

ter set, PARSE, was derived specifically for vise with the FDPB method with solute 

polarizability included. The PARSE charges lie within the range of charges used in 

the force-field sets CVFF, CHARMM, and OPLS but differ significantly from the 

AMBER and ah imtio sets. For many of the groups (e.g. prim ary amines), excellent 

agreement with solvation energies was obtained for all the subset members [30] [119]. 

O ther groups (e.g. secondary amines) demonstrate less consistent agreement among 

the molecules within th a t class. In all the groups, calculated energies were slightly too 

negative for the singly methylated molecule [119].

3.6.2 A M SO L

Cramer and Truhlar [190] have developed a m ethod (AMSOL) for calculating solvation 

energies utilizing AMI and a solvent model derived from the generalized Born approach 

of Still and co-workers [191]. The sum of terms given by Coulombs Law in a dielectric 
and the Born equation has been termed the Generalised Born equation [163].

Given the appropriate form for Jo b , this equation is superior to the Born equation 
which overestimates the interaction of buried charges with the dielectric.

Solvation free energies are calculated rehably by the generalized Born equation 

(and hence by AMSOL), only when accurate atomic partial charges are used [191]. 

Results for many groups are quite reasonable [27], and are achieved at relatively low 

com putational cost. However, the AMSOL program uses a relatively large number of 

adjustable parameters, on the order of 10 per atom in the SM2 and SM3 param eter 
sets.

3.7 Discussion

At present, in quantum  chemical investigation of solvation effects, the whole range 

of quantum  chemical methods are used, from the simplest semi-empirical schemes 

to highly complex ah mitio ones with extended basis sets and including correlation 

effects. This situation will probably persist in the near fiiture. As computer facilities 

are developed, the simplest methods will not fall out of use but will be used for 

investigating more complex systems.

(3.29)
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Solvation models which inchide explicit solvent molecules, have the following

advantages:

• they take into account the real structure and distribution of the electronic density 

of solvent.

• they omit the macroscopic characteristics of the medium which become poorly 

defined close to the solute.

• the need to introduce such parameters as the cavity radius, etc. is removed. 

The main shortcomings of such models are:

• the com putational cost and complexity, the perturbation by the continuum sol

vent in terms of the HF method barely increases com putational time as compared 

with calculations on an isolated molecule. Constructing the solvation shell by 
using numerical simulations of the liquid mediTim demands computer resoiirces 
larger by one, and sometimes by two, orders of magnitude.

• the appropriate potential functions [109] are needed and must be estim ated from 

other data.

The cost and complexity of these models, make them inappropriate as the basis 

for development of a new solvation model.

In contrast, QM continuum models have the advantage of allowing the geome

try and dipole moment of the solute to adjust self-consistently to reflect the interaction 

with the medium, without any great increase in cost. Recent free energy perturba

tion simulations [192] [193] using conventional fixed charge models, find uniformly 

tha t their results are no better than FDPB calculations. Furthermore, similar results 

[141] suggest th a t the continvmm and FEP treatm ents of water provide very similar 
descriptions of solute-solvent electrostatic interaction free energies. This again indi

cates th a t contimmm models are capable of capturing the physics of solvation despite 

their simplicity. Consequently, a contimuim model will be used as the basis for the 

development of the new solvation model.

As a further test of the continuum solvation models described here, their ability 

to predict amine basicities will be gauged in the next Chapter.
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AMINE SOLVATION

4.1 Introduction

All understand ing  of the solvation of molecules is im portan t for predicting the ir confor

m ational and binding equilibria in aqueous solution. A com pound’s acidity or basicity 

is influenced by a  series of properties, e.g. inductive and mesonieric effects of the  com

pound itself, and also by the natu re  of the  m edium  in which it is im mersed [194]. The 

inversion of acidity or basicity sequences when passing from the gas phase to  solution 

is a typical exam ple of the  la tte r effect. Specific exam ples of th is are the acidities of 

alky l-substitu ted  alcohols or carboxylic acids [195], and the basicities of alkyl amines 

[196] [197]. T he inversion is generally ascribed to the different effects of the  alkyl 

group in th e  gas phase and in solution [198].

B oth am ides and am ines are of particu lar interest because they occupy im por

ta n t positions in physical and organic chem istry, and in biochemistry. For instance, 

am ides provide the sim plest models for the study  of s tru c tu ra l and conform ational 

characteristics of the  backbones of polypeptides and proteins, while am ines may serve 

as pro to types for side chain groups of proteins [118]. The therm odynam ic effects of 

solvation for these com pounds are therefore of w idespread biological im portance.

E xperim ents have shown th a t bo th  am ides and amines exhibit irregular solva

tion effects upon successive substitu tion  of hydrogens on the  nitrogen atom  by alkyl 

groups. It has long been known [199] th a t the order of basicities of m ethylam ines in 

aqueous solution is NH 3  <  NH 2 Me ~  NHM e2  >  NMea. T he intuitive expectation  th a t 

a polar hydrogen a ttached  to  the electronegative nitrogen atom  would be hydrophillic 

and b e tte r solvated th a n  an apolar, hydrophobic m ethyl group is clearly at odds w ith 

experim ental results (§4.3).

Amines exhibit different behaviour in the gas phase and in solution. They are, 

therefore, m odel com pounds and widely used already for testing  solvation models. 

Consequently, the  complex behaviour of the am ine series have a ttrac ted  the a tten 

tion of a num ber of studies. A variety of theoretical sim ulation techniques, including
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explicit and continuum solvent models, have been applied in an attem pt to better 

understand the experimentally observed irregular amine solvation processes at the 

molecular level. This Chapter provides an overview of the results from the various 

simulations.

In Section 4.2 the thermodynamic cycle of amine solvation is presented. The 

roles of A H  and A G  are clearly distinguished. The experimental values of amine 

solvation - free energy of solvation, and free energy of protonation - are presented 

in Section 4.3. A review of the techniques used to measure these properties is also 

included. The trends observed within the various thermodynamic measurements are 

discussed, with particular emphaisis on the enthalpy and free energy of protonation. 
A brief overview of t he relevant literature of amine solvation simulations follows in 

subsequent Sections (4.4 - 4.8).

4,2 T h erm od yn am ic  C ycle  o f  A m ine Solvation

Prior to investigating amine solvation, it is necessary to define some key terms that 
are used in subsequent Sections. A clear understanding of these terms is essential for 
complete grasp of the concepts discussed. To this aim, the thermodynamic cycle of 
amine solvation, as shown in Figure 4.1, is presented. It relates the gas phase and 

solution phase protonation energies of amines, A method of calculating the individual 

terms will now be discTissed. The notation of Silla et al. [161] [200] is used throughout.

AG,pgBg + g * ■ g

AG,•ps
+

Figure 4.1: Thermodynamic Cycle of Amine Solvation
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The free energy of protonation in the gas phase, AGpg, is estim ated by

AGp g =  AHpg -  T A S p g  ^  AEpg  -  T A S p g (4.1)

where AHpg and ASpg are the associated enthalpies and entropies of protonation in 

the gas phase. AEpg is the value tha t is calculated by the usual m ethods of quan

tum  mechanics described in Chapter 2. Silla ef. al. [161] [200] have argued tha t the 

differences between AEpg and AHpg are due to the change in zero point energy of 

the molecule, and the change in degrees of freedom occuring on protonation, and that 

both  terms can be ignored in calculations of relative basicities.

The free energy of solvation, AGgoiv, of any molecule, is given by:

A G  sqIu A G  el “1“ A G  cavity AGdjsp—j-ep (4.2)

where AGei is the electrostatic free energy of solvation, calculated by the solvation 

models described in Chapter 3; AGcavUy is the free energy of creating the cavity in 
which the molecule sits, and may be calculated using the Pierotti model [201]; and 

AGdisp-rep is the dispersion-repulsion contribution to the free energy, and may be 
calculated using the Floris method [202] [203].

These terms can be combined according to the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 

4.1, to yield the free energy of protonation in aqueous solution, AGps'.

where the experimental value of AGso/^;(H''‘) =  —260.5 kcal/mol [196] is used. Solva

tion models, if reliable, must accurately reproduce the behaviour of A H  or AG, and 
preferably both.

It shoidd also be noted, tha t the gas phase geometry might reasonably be used 

in any solvation simulation, as previous work has shown that changes in geometrical 

param eters due to the condensed phase are modest in magnitude [161] [204]. This 

procedure has been widely observed, and for the calculations in solution reported in 

Sections 4.4 -  4.8, the gas-phase eqTiilibrium structures have been used.

(4.3)
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4.3 E xperim entally  D eterm ined Therm odynam ic D ata

In order to validate the solvation models described in Chapter 3, experimental data is 

needed. Table 4.1 provides a list of the enthalpies and free energies for straight chain 

primary, secondary, and tertiary  amine aqueous solvation, as measured by Aue et al. 

[196], and Taft et al. [197]. While these two sets of data  are the most complete, other 

groups have also investigated some members the amine series. A brief discussion of 
the various methods employed to study amine basicity now ensues.

Both Aue et al. [196] and Taft et al. [197] combined pulsed ion cyclotron 
resonance spectroscopy gas phase data  with thermochemical solution phase measTire- 

ments to yield values for protonation enthapies, AHps, and free energies, AGpg. A 
different approach was taken by Jones and A rnett [205]. They estim ate the solvation 

free energies for a range of molecules by experimentally determining such classical 
therm odynam ic properties as Henry’s Law constants, Kb, with proper correction for 

the partial ionization of the amine, B, in solution. Kb describes the vapour pressure 
of a hypothetical “pure solute” where each molecule behaves as if at infinite dilution. 

Thus, it describes the equilibrium between a gas molecule and the corresponding sol
vated molecule. The free energy can then be derived from the chemical potential of 
the molecule, which is given by [206]:

fi-B = + RTln{KB/p*s) + RTlnxB  (4.4)

where fi*̂  is the chemical potential of pure B; p*g is the vapour pressure of pure B; and 

x b  is the mole fraction of B in solution.

Alternatively, Honig et al. [119] derived aqueous acidities and basicities of a 

range of molecules, from experimental literature pKa values [154] [207] [208] [209] 

using

AGps = -R T \n {K a )  =  2.303i?T(pA'„) (4.5)

None of the values reported differs greatly form those of Aue et al. [196] or Taft et 

al. [197]. Since they provide da ta  for the greatest range of amines, their values are 

reprodTiced in Table 4.1.



A G ,„,„(B)
Aue et al. [196] (kcal/m ol) 

A G,„,„(BH  + ) AHpg AGpg A ffp, AGp, AAG,„,„(B)
Taft et al. [197] (kcal/m ol) 

AAG,<,|„(BH+) AAHpg AAGpg A A ffp, A AG p,

NH3 -2.41 -78.00 -207.00 -198.00 -12.49 -12.61 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MeNH2 -2.68 -67.70 -218.40 -210.00 -13.18 -14.53 -0.3 7.0 -9.0 -9.2 -0.7 -1.9
EtN H 2 -2.61 -64.70 -221.40 -213.00 -13.71 -14.57 -0.2 9.7 -11.7 -11.9 -1.2 -2.0
PrN H 2 -2.51 -63.00 -222.80 -214.40 -13.84 -14.42 -0.1 11.6 -13.3 -13.5 -1.4 -1.8
BuNH2 -2.41 -62.50 -223.30 -214.90 -13.98 -14.51 0.0 12.0 -13.7 -13.9 -1.5 -1.9

Me2NH -2.41 -61.00 -224.80 -216.60 -12.04 -14.70 0.0 13.9 -15.6 -16.0 0.5 -2.1
Et2NH -2.19 -56.50 -229.40 -221.20 -12.73 -15.03 0.2 18.6 -20.4 -20.8 -0.3 -2.4
Pr2NH -1.76 -54.10 -231.40 -223.20 -13.17 -15.01 0.7 21.1 -22.4 -22.8 -0.7 -2.4
Bu2NH -1.34 -52.90 -232.50 -224.30 -13.66 -15.35
Me3N -1.34 -54.40 -228.60 -220.80 -8.82 -13.37 1.1 20.9 -19.8 -20.6 3.7 -0.8
Et3N -1.15 -48.60 -235.50 -227.70 -10.32 -14.62 1.3 26.8 -26.7 -27.5 2.2 -2.0
Pr3N -0.80 -45.90 -237.70 -229.90 -10.50 -14.54 -28.6 -29.4 2.0 -1.9

Table 4.1: Experimental Thermodynamic Data for the Aqueous Solvation of Amines. All energies in kcal/mol. The negative sign of AGsoiv 
denotes favourable gas-phase to aqueous transfer. Similarly, increasingly negative AGps values denote increasing basicity.
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Several trends can be observed in the d a ta  in Table 4.1. First of all, the charged 

species is always more strongly solvated than the neutral amine, as is predicted by 

simple electrostatics. F^irthermore, the solvation free energies, AGgoiv: decrease in an 

orderly fashion on going from ammonia to tributylamine.

Analysis of the gas phase values reveals th a t both the enthalpy of protonation, 

AHpg, and the free energy of protonation, A.Gpg, increase in an ordered fashion. The 

order within a group - primary, secondary or tertiary  - is always M e< E t< P r< B u , due 

to the increased stabilization provided by larger alkyl groups. Similarly, comparing 

equivalent primary, secondary and tertiary amines also reveals a regular increase in 

stability.

For the enthalpy of protonation in aqueous solution, AHpg, the order within a 

group still shows increased stabilisation on going from Me to Bu. However, the order 

between groups has reversed i.e. primary is more stable than secondary which is more 
stable than tertiary. Furthermore, there is no longer complete separation between the 

groups:

B uNH2 >  P1NH2 >  EtNH2 >  B u2NH >  MeNH2 >  Pr2NH

>  Et2NH >  NH3 >  M62NH >  PrsN >  E tsN  >  MesN

The experimentally determined free energy of protonation in aqueous solution, AGpg, 

displays much more complex behaviour. The stability both between and within a 

group shows an irregular trend, as refered to in Section 4.1.

BU2NH >  Et2NH >  Pr2NH >  Me2NH >  E tsN  >  EtNH2

>  P13N >  MeNH2 >  B uNH2 >  PrNH2 >  MegN >  NH3

This reversal of behaviour in sohition makes amines ideal as test systems for solvation 

models. It must be noted however, th a t the extreme disorder of the free energies of 

protonation in solution make the simulation of AGps th a t much more demanding than 

simulation of AHpg.

Amide solvation free energies have been obtained using radioactive labelling 

techniques [208], which also display the same complex behaviour. The irregular sol

vation free energies of both amines and amides has been observed by different groups 

using different methods. Therefore, the irregularity seems an intrinsic property of
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these nitrogen containing compounds. Satisfactorily explaining this anomalous be

haviour has become one of the classical problems of physical organic chemistry [205], 

and is still an area of ongoing debate [30].

Since the focus of this study is to develop a new and improved continuum 

solvation model, the performance of other models in predicting the behaviour of amines 

in solution is now briefly reviewed.

4.4 V C M  calculations

Among early studies is the paper by Mac Donaill and Morton-Blake [9], which com

pares the virtual charge model (VCM) and the solvent-screened virtual charge model 

(SS-VCM) in predicting trends in amine behaviour in solution. The first few straight- 

chain members of the primary, secondary, and tertiary amines were examined.

They compared their solvation energies, Egoiv: fo the experimental solvation 
enthalpies. W ithin a group - primary, secondary or tertiary - both methods show an 

increase in Egoiv for neutral species, and a decrease in Egoiv for the protonated form 
of the amines. This is in agreement with Aue et al. [196], who explain the increase 
in values for neTitral species in terms of the greater hydrophobic interactions with 
lengthening alkyl chains. They account for diminishing values for protonated species 

by use of the Born model [6] with corrections made for hydrophobic interactions [196].

Mac Donaill and Morton-Blake [9] then defined the protonation energy as 

AEps = Esoivi^a^) -  Esoiv{B) (4.6)

where B is the amine and BH''" the protonated species. A comparison of AEps to the 

experimental protonation enthalpies, AHps, was then performed.

The behaviour of the amines in a range of dielectric environments, as predicted 

by the VCM, can be seen in Figure 4.2. The correct order within a group i.e. relative 
protonation energy of B u> P r> E t> M e, is observed. The decrease in stability on going 

from equivalent primary to secondary to tertiary  amines is also predicted. However, 

the overlap between the groups has been overestimated.
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MeNH2
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Figure 4.2: VCM calculated Protonation Energies (eV), relative to tha t of Methylamine, for 
the Amine Series.
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Figure 4.3: SS-VCM calculated Protonation Energies (eV), relative to that of Methylamine, 
for the Amine Series.
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T he SS-VCM predicted behaviour of the  amines in a range of dielectric envi

ronm ents can be seen in F igure 4.3. Results indicate th a t inclusion of solvent screening 

yields a  m odel th a t is sensitive to  a  greater range of the dielectric param eter D. Again 

the correct relative p ro tonation  energy w ithin a  group is obtained w ithin the aqueous 

environm ent {e ~  81, D  ~  9). U nfortunately, the separation between the groups 

is com plete - in disagreem ent w ith the  experim ental values which show BU2N has a 

basicity between th a t of M eNH2 and E tN H 2-

T he ab ih ty  of the  VCM and SS-VCM to  predict the correct trends in amine 

solvation energies was encoiiraging. O ther studies of am ine basicities followed and the 

predictions of the  Polarizable C ontinuum  Model will now be examined.

4.5 P C M  calculations

Silla et al. employed the Polarizable C ontinuum  Model (PCM ) to  investigate the effect 

of basis sets [200] and correlation effects [161] on the relative order of the basicities of 

m ethyl su bstitu ted  am ines in solution. They conclude th a t the  irregular basicity or

dering of m ethylam ines in solution can be explained as a delicate equilibrium  between 

solvation and in vacuo energies. Moreover, because of the small order of m agnitude of 

the differences in basicities in solution am ong m ethylam ines, these two term s need to 

be calculated accurately [161]. Use of experim entally determ ined in vacuo p rotona

tion energies [210] perm its th e  correct final ordering in sohition to be obtained [200] 

w ithout considering electron correlation.

If the experim ental value for AGps is not employed, inversion in basicity order

ing for m ethylam ines only appears when correlation is considered. Calculations a t the 

M P4/6-31G * level (which include correlation effects to  the fourth  order) yield better 

proton affinities th an  H F/6-31G * values, bo th  in absolute and relative values. At the 

M P3/6-31G * level the experim ental seqTience is also obtained, bTit a t the  M P2/6-31G* 

level a  small discrepancy between M eNH2 and Me2NH appears [161]. Thus, Silla et al. 

concluded th a t inclusion of correlation is very im portan t for accTirately determ ining 

the different inductive effects between prim ary, secondary and te rtia ry  amines.

Recently, Safi et a i  [198] applied the Isodensity Polarizable Contim um i Model 

(IPCM ) model [127] [179] [180] a t the D F T  level of theory  to  calculate the  relative 

pro tonation  energies of m ethylam ines in different solvents. Considering th e  basicity 

for the  series NH3 , MeNH2, Me2NH, MesN in low polarity  solvents, they find the trend
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PCM-HF [161] PCM-MP4 [161] IPCM -DFT [198]

A H p g ^ G p g ^ G p s A H p g ^ G p g ^ G p s ^ ^ G p g

NHs -211.00 -202.43 -14.61 -211.50 -202.93 -15.14 0 0

MeNH2 -222.28 -213.88 -17.24 -222.02 -213.62 -16.96 -11.4 -5.0
M6 2 NH -229.28 -221.12 -17.88 -228.39 -220.33 -17.01 -18.7 -7.4

MesN -233.62 -225.87 -17.99 -232.07 -224.32 -16.44 -23.2 -7.3

Table 4.2: Enthalpies and Free Energies of Amine Protonation calculated by the PCM and 
IPCM methods. All values in kcal/mol.

is the sam e as in the gas phase. In higher polarity  solvents such as DMSO and water, 

however, th e  order is reversed for Me2 NH and MeaN. It thus appears th a t inversion of 

the  relative basicity  for th e  alkyl am ines requires solvents which can be classified as 

dipolar [211] [212], However, it m ust be noted th a t the  partia l inversion w ith respect 

to  MesN yields basicities in the order Me2 N H >M e 3 N >M eN H 2 > N H 3  (Table 4.5) which 

do not reflect experim ental trends. Experim entally, it has been shown th a t in water, 

MeaN is a weaker base th a n  b o th  Me2 NH and MeNH 2  (see Table 4.1).

A nalysis of the  com ponent term s of AGps by Silla et al. [200] [161] and Safi 

et al. [198] indicate the  dispersion-repulsion and cavitation term s have little  influence 

on the  solvation free energy because they  nearly cancel each o ther out. T he sum 

of bo th  is always small in m agnitude, and rem ains alm ost constant. Furtherm ore, 

the p ro tonated  forms were solvated to  a  much larger extent th a n  the  neu tra l species, 

and thus exhibited greater stability, in accordance w ith previous findings [213]. This is 

intuitively reasonable, as the  electrostatic  p a rt depends on the area and  the charge, and 

the la tte r  increases significantly on protonation. Consequently, th e  m ain contribution 

to  the  change in basicity sequence in sohition is the  electrostatic  com ponent of the 

solvation energy of the p ro tonated  form.

Safi et al. [198] conclude th a t the substitu tion  of hydrogen atom s in am m onia 

by alkyl groups has two effects on the free energy of p ro tonation  in solution. Alkyl 

groups stabilize th e  charge d istribu tion  of the  acidic form (i.e. th e  charged form in 

the acid-base eqTiilibrium) resulting in a displacem ent of the  equilibrium  to  the  side 

of the  conjugate acid, increasing basicity. This effect increases w ith an increasing 

num ber of alkyl groups and w ith increasing alkyl group size. In vacuo, th is is the 

only effect present, so the basicity increases as the  num ber of alkyl groups and alkyl 

group size increases. However, in solution, the  stabilization of th e  charge distribution
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dne to to the presence of soft polarizable alkyl groups leads to a decrease in the 

electrostatic solute-solvent interaction energies yielding an irregular ordering in the 

case of methylamines.

4.6 F D P B  calculations

An extensive literature review found no publications employing the Finite Difference 

Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB) model in an environment tha t dealt solely with amine 

basicity. However, several groups included some alkyl-amines as part of a general 

analysis of the models behaviour. Tannor et al. [27] sinnilated the solvation energy 

of a wide range of compounds using the FDPB-HF and FDPB-GVB levels of theory. 

The GVB results are considerably improved over the HF results, in terms of both 

the maximum and average error. Methylamine and ethylamine are in good agreement 
with experiment. However, the solvation energies of dimethylamine, trimethylamine 

and diethylamine are systematically imderestimated by 1-2.5 kcal/mol. This results 

in AGsoiv values for the prim ary amine series tha t do not correctly predict the exper
imentally observed trend (see Table 4.1).

The effect of correlation was investigated [30] by performing FD PB-D FT and 
FDPB-LM P2 as well as FDPB-GVB calculations. Comparison with other similar 
studies [13] found th a t all approaches yield similar results with regard to the relative 
energetics of the various species.

A G s o i v  ( k c a l /m o l ) A G s o i v  ( k c a l /m o l )

FDPB-GVB FDPB-GVB FDPB-HF FDPB-HF FDPB-HF FDPB-BLYP FDPB-BP86

[30] [27] [27] [214] [13] [13] [13]

NH3 -6.3 -5.1 -5.1 -4.7 -4.8

MeNH2 -4.5 -4.3 -4.9 -3.5 -3.5 -2.9 -3.0
E t N H 2 -4.7 -5.2

n-P rN H 2 -4.6 -5.2
n-BuNH2 -4.3 -4.8

M 6 2 N H -2.7 -2.7 -3.1
E t a N H -1.9 -2.1
M e a N -1.2 -1.2 -1.4

Table 4.3: Free Energies of Amine Solvation calculated by the FDPB method.
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M arten  et al. [30] ad justed  the atom ic point charge representation  of the  solute 

in various ways - augm entation  of the point charge term s w ith  atom ic point dipoles 

and  use of bond centres and other locations for charges - in an effort to  improve 

the  calculated free energies of solvation for th e  am ine series. However, they  were 

unable to  find any charge d istribu tion  which allowed the FD PB  m odel to reproduce, 

even qualitatively, the correct experim ental behaviour. This suggests th a t the large 

errors in hydration free energies across the am ine series in FD PB  calculations can 

be a ttr ib u te d  to  the inaccuracy of the po ten tial functions in reproducing quantum  

chem ical pair hydrogen bonding energies [42]. A pproxim ation of such in teractions by 

fixed, atom -centered charges would not allow for physically appropria te  changes in the 

force field description as a  function of the  dielectric environm ent.

Having exam ined the  ability  of the  main continuum  models to  correctly  repro

duce th e  com plex behaviour of amines in sohition, the predictions of the  Free Energy 

P ertu rb a tio n  m ethod are now considered.

4.7 F E P  calculations

Two com prehensive Free Energy P ertu rba tion  (FE P) studies on the anom alous solva

tion order of m ethy l-substitu ted  am ines and am ides have been perform ed [118] [193]. 

The effects of using bo th  pairwise additive potentials and m any-body polarizable po

ten tia ls  were exam ined during these studies.

Ding et al. [118] perform ed M D -FEP sim ulations of several small amines 

in aqueous solution to  stTidy the effects on solvation free energies arising from N- 

n iethylation. Using pairwise additive potentials (of the type given by equation 2.71), 

a  uniform  p a tte rn  of solvation effects was always obtained (Table 4.4), indicating th a t 

successive substitu tion  of hydrogens on the  nitrogen atom  by hydrophobic methyl 

groups leads to  less favourable solvation. These results are not in agreem ent with 

experim ental d a ta  (Table 4.1), which show th a t the  solvation free energy of am m onia 

is less th a n  th a t of m ethylam ine.

T heir values can be com pared to those of Kollm an ef. al. [193] (Table 4.4) 

and Orozco et al. [215] who foTuid the  first m ethylation to  increase solvation energy 

by 1.2 kcal/m ol. All calculations employed the  A M BER po ten tial for the  solute, 

and T IP 3 P  for the  w ater molecules. However, there are variations approaching 0.6 

kcal/m ol between the free energy differences predicted by the  th ree sets of calculations.
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fJ-s (D) AAGsoiv (kcal/mol)
pol [118] pol [216] add [193] add [118] pol [118] pol [216]

NH3 1.97 2.13 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

MeNH2 2.35 2.47 0.62 1.13 0.3 0.38
MeaNH 1.81 2.24 4.29 2 . 8

MesN 0.83 1.41 4.36 6.58 3.4 2.90

Table 4.4: Solvated Dipole Moments and Relative Free Energies of Solvation for Amines 
Calculated using the FEP method, “add” denotes use of pairwise additive potentials, “pol” 
denotes use of polarizable potentials.

This is because the  atom ic partia l charges differ in detail, due to  th e  dependence of 

the charge fitting  procedure on the sam pling scheme employed.

T he am ines were also sttidied using a  m any-body polarizable po ten tia l for both  

the solute and  solvent [118] [216]. Included in the  po ten tia l fim ction was the  additional 

polarization po ten tial energy function

=  (4 7̂)
i

where /i,; is the  induced dipole of atom  i, and E f  is the  local electrosta tic  field due to 

the perm anen t charges. To avoid the  problem s associated w ith bond length  changes 

during pertu rb a tio n , Ding et al. [118] m uta ted  each solute to  a m onatom ic reference 

s ta te  e.g. b o th  NH 3  and M eNH 2  are mTitated to  N atom s. T he relative free energy of 

solvation can then  be obtained  from the  differences betw een the  reference s ta te  and 

NH 3  and M eNH 2  respectively. An alternative approach by Meng et al. [216] carried 

out d irect pertu rba tions, including the bond-PM F correction [145].

T he energies obtained from the F E P  sim ulations of polarizable solutes in polar

izable w ater show th a t th e  m any-body po ten tial yields solvation free energies which 

are different in m agnitude from those obtained  w ith  th e  nonpolarizable potential. 

The m onotonic change in AGsoiv w ith increasing m ethy lation  is still apparen t, but 

the difference between th a t of am m onia and trim ethylam ine has been reduced to  3.4 

kcal/m ol [118] and 2.9 kcal/m ol [216] (Table 4.4). This is considerably closer to  the 

experim ental value of 1.1 kcal/m ol (Table 4.1) th an  th a t pred icted  by th e  pairwise 

additive po ten tials  (4.36 kcal/m ol and 6.58 kcal/m ol respectively).
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Ding et al. [118] in terpreted  their results in term s of the molecular dipole 

m om ents. T he solvent induced dipole m om ents in NH 3  and N (CH 3 ) 3  are similar 

in m agnitude and the sm allest in the am ine series, bu t different factors appear to 

be responsible for their lim ited m agnitudes. The NH 3  solute possesses the largest 

gas-phase dipole (1.47 D) and contains partia l atom ic charges fully exposed to  the 

polar solvent. Thus, the  ordered solvent will generate a large reaction field, but 

the  small m olecular polarizability  of am m onia ( 2  A^) prohibits the  development of a 

substan tia l induced dipole m om ent. A com bination of steric effects, a  small perm anent 

dipole m om ent, and the  large partia l atom ic charges buried in th e  interior of the 

molecule are responsible for the  small induced dipole m om ent of the  highly polarizable 

trim ethylam ine molecule ( o; = 8  A^; largest in the  series).

For calculations perform ed by the  polarizable F E P  model [118] [216] the trend 

exhibited by the  to ta l dipole m om ents of the am ines in solution (Table 4.4) duplicates 

the trends in the experim ental solvation free energies. Clearly, the m agnitude of the 

to ta l solvation free energy does depend on more th an  ju s t the m agnitude of the solute 

dipole m om ent [217]. One approach to  identifying other relevant factors is to  model 

the am ine-solvent system  a  supermolecule. This is now discussed.

4.8 Superm olecule and O ther C alculations

PrevioTis calculations of m ethylam ines in the superm olecule approach [218] give a to tal 

inversion of basicity ordering in disagreem ent w ith  experim ental data . W ork on the 

pro tonation  of nitrogen containing bases in solution [219] showed th a t the explicit 

consideration of a hydrogen bonded w ater molecTile did not improve results. This fact 

was partly  in terpreted  by considering the  electrostatic natu re  of th e  hydrogen bond 

and the necessity of a whole s ta tis tica l trea tm en t of the supermolecule.

M arten  et al. [30] carried out PS-GVB ah initio  quantum  chemical calculations 

of am ine-w ater pair binding energies Tising the  D unning cc-pV TZ(-f) basis set and 

LMP2 methodology. The procedure involves employing a  counterpoise correction for 

the HF portion  of the energy bu t not for LM P2 energetics. Com paring their results 

w ith those obtained  using the  OPLS and A M BER force fields resulted in the following 

observations:

•  T he hydrogen-bonding s tren g th  of the nitrogen to  the  hydrogen on w ater (OH...N) 

is predicted by m olecular mechanics to  dim inish substan tially  as m ethyl groups
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are added; however, in the quan tum  chemical calculations this streng th  actu 

ally increases from am m onia to  m ethylam ine and rem ains relatively constant 

thereafter.

•  T he hydrogen-bonding energy of the  polar hydrogen to  the oxygen on water 

(NH...O) is substan tially  overestim ated by the m olecular mechanics force fields, 

while binding of the  m ethyl hydrogen to  the  w ater oxygen (NCH...O) is under

estim ated.

•  T he quan tum  chemical results provide a  straightforw ard qualitative rationaliza

tion for the  discrepancy in solvation energies between molecular mechanics and 

experim ent; binding to  m ethyl groups is in reality b e tte r  than  in the  AM BER 

and OPLS potentials, N H ...0  binding is worse th an  in these potentials, and 

binding to  nitrogen rem ains roughly constant as m ethyl groups are added.

At the o ther end of the  com plexity scale, sim ulations of am ine solvation using 

em pirical schemes (§3.6) result in the correct behavioural trends being predicted (Table 

4.5). This is because the  AMSOL models are param eterized in order to  com pensate for 

various approxim ations including the use of semi-empirical Mulliken charges, and thus 

produce experim ental vahies. Similarly, the  PARSE m ethod uses em pirically adjusted 

charges and radii to  reproduce experim ental solvation energies. However, it should be 

noted th a t, even though the  experim ental solvation energies for the molecules NH3 , 

MeNH2 , and Me2NH were used in deriving the PARSE param eters, m ethylam ine and 

dim ethylam ine are calculated to  be overly stable in solution relative to  am monia.

^ G s o l v  (kcal/mol)
AM1-SM2 [220] AM1-SM3 [220] PARSE [119]

NH3 -4.3 -4.3 -4.12

MeNHs -4.96

EtNH2 -4.61

n-PrNH2 -4.48

n-BuNH2 -4.30

M62NH -4.3 -3.0 -4.52

Et2NH -3.62

MesN -2.6 -0.2

Table 4.5: Free Energies of Amine Solvation calculated by Empirical Solvation Models.
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4.9  D iscu ss ion

Tannor et al. [27] compared the results of FDPB and FEP calculations. They noted 

th a t the free energies of solvation for primary, secondary, and tertiary  methylamines 

were underestim ated by the order of 2 kcal/mol. This discrepancy was also found by 

others, despite the use of different force-fields and simulation codes. M arten eJ, al. [30] 

similiarly compares the results of ab initio FDPB calculations to MD-FEP methods 

and two m ethods (AMSOL and PARSE) which involve direct param eterization to 

empirical data. They believe th a t the similar behaviour of the errors in each of the 

above com putations suggests tha t the sam e u n d e rly in g  p h y sics  is m issin g  from  
all o f th e  m od e ls .

It is difficult to accurately assess the performance of either the FEP or FDPB 

models, as no protonation energies or enthalpies of amines could be found, despite an 

extensive literature search. However, the inability of such models to  predict the correct 
trends in solvation energies is not encouraging. This may be due to the inability of 

molecular mechanics force fields to represent the solute-solvent interactions correctly 
|30][42).

It was recognised by Ding et al. [118] and Meng et al. [216] th a t the correlation 

of calculated solute dipole moments and experimental solvation energies, as well as 
the improved relative energies calculated with the newer potentials given by eqTiation 
(4.7), suggest th a t solute polarizability is im portant in amine hydration.

Such solute polarization is automatically provided by self-consistant quantum 

chemical continuum models. Silla et al. [200] believe th a t accurate in vacuo energies 
are also needed to obtain the correct basicity ordering. However, their belief tha t 

inclusion of electron correlation will yield the correct behaviour of amines in solution 

is questionable. Recent studies by Safi et al. at the D FT level failed to reproduce, 

even qualitatively, the experimentally observed trends. Similar studies on the effect 

of correlation within the FDPB model also fail to reproduce experimental results [13] 

[30|.

The problems exhibited by the other models in correctly reproducing either 

solvation free energies or amine basicities makes the performance of the VCM and 

SS-VCM all the more remarkable. However, the VCM and SS-VCM only calc^ilate 

solvation enthalpies, which show more ordered behaviour, and consequently should 

be easier to simulate. Inclusion of entropy may reverse the relative stability of any
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molecules th a t have been predicted by energy considerations alone. This is particularly 

true in the case of amines. A more representative test, therefore, would require the 

calculation of free energies of solvation and protonation by the VCM. This is one of 

the goals of this study.

4.10  C onclu sion s

The complex behaviour of the amine series in solution proves particularly difficult to 

model correctly. This makes them an ideal “test case” for solvation models. The 

performance of PCM, FDPB, and FEP models have been tested using the amine 

series and all have been found wanting. The lack of improvement in the prediction 

of amine behaviour on inclusion of correlation encourages one to consider the use of 

cheaper semi-empirical simulation techniques for the development of the new model as 

proposed in Chapter 2. Having selected the VCM as the most appropriate candidate 

model for development, attention is now focussed on the underlying physics. The 
capacity of the VCM to qualitatively reproduce the correct trends in protonation 
enthapies will be analysed.
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PHYSICS OF THE VIRTUAL CHARGE MODEL

5.1 Introduction

Continuum solvation models prove computationally tractable and, for the purposes of 

this study, the V irtual Charge Model (VCM) [8] has been selected. Our interest in 

the VCM stems from its apparent superiority in providing a reasonable description 

of relative protonation energies of amines in solution - something which other more 

complex models fail to do (Chapter 4).

In this chapter the underlying physics of the VCM and its variants are con

sidered (§5.2 and §5.3). The precise physical significance of the solvatons in effecting 

the physics of solution is analysed (§5.4). A modified model is proposed which divides 
solvation effects into polarization and attenuation components. Test calculations per
formed in Section 5.5 will show the interdependence of these two aspects in yielding 
reasonable solvation energies.

In the Virtual Charge Model (VCM), the dielectric continuum is replaced by a system

(§3.5.4). The electric field and the electrostatic potential of a charge, Qi, are correctly

5.2 The Virtual Charge Model

of solvaf.ons, also known as virtual charges, one associated with each real atomic charge

Figure 5.1: Interaction of Real and V irtual Charges in the V irtual Charge Model.
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reproduced if its associated solvaton, Q', is defined as

Q[ = - { l - - ^ Q r  (5.1)

Hence tfie potential experienced a distance r from the charge is given by

Qi + Q', QiV{r)  =  ^  (5.2)
r  er

which equates to the classical dielectric attenuation.

The summation of all the interaction energies in a system of interacting atoms 
and virtual charges yields the total energy

I i i j < i  '  13 t  i i  j  '  i j  i  j < i  '  i j

The fourth term represents the interaction of an atom with its solvaton, and effects 
solute polarisation. Attenuation is given by equation (5.2). Hence, solvatons in the 
VCM affect both polarization and intra-niolecular attenuation. However, substituting 
equation (5.1) into equation (5.3) yields

QiQi , Q I  _ _ / i  _  QiQi ,  ̂ Q±
Y 2 n  Y  i i 2r, V e ) ^  n  V e )  ^  2r,

5 3   ̂ Q i Q j   ̂^ Q i Q j

i j < i  ’"ij ^ i j  ' '̂ij ^ i j < i  ’’"ij

=  ( 5 .5 )

Hence the total energy is given by
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Com parison w ith the  Born energy

=  +  (5.7)^  s2ri  s TijI  ^ I  J < 1  ‘' J

reveals th a t equation (5.6) contains a spurious factor of ^/e.  The m ethod fails to 

reproduce b o th  the  electrostatic  potentials (5.2) in a dielectric m edium  and the Born 

expression for the to ta l energy (5.7) sim ultaneously [8]. W ith  a  view to  im plem enting 

in a  QM framework, where the correct to ta l energy yields the  equilibrium  charge 

d istribu tion  of the polarized solute, the solvaton m ust be defined in term s of an effective 

dielectric constant D  =  ^/e.

=  (5.8)

Defining the  solvaton in th is m anner, and m aking use of equation (5.3), restores the 

correct form of the Born Energy

E  = + (5.9)e 2rj i ^  eI  I  J < 1  V

The inclusion of VCM w ithin  the CNDO framework is presented below.

5.2.1 CNDO:VCM

The VCM is a  simple continuum  solvation model whose polarising solute-solvent in

teractions are dependent on reasonable atom ic charges. The C N D O /2 m ethod [70] 

gives good atom ic charges [76] and so is useful for perform ing m odel calculations to 

develop concepts. The VCM was encoded w ithin the C N D O /2 m ethod.

T he principles of C N D O /2 were outlined in Section 2.5.2. T he equation for 

the diagonal Fock com ponent, is

1 
2

+  X ! {Pb b  — Z b ) ' ) a b  (5.10)
B { ^ A )

{f^AA ~  —  -  {Pufi — 1) l A A

and the electronic energy, E e - ,  is given by:

^ f l l /

(5.11)
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The to tal energy of the system is obtained by adding the core-core repulsion:

E t o t a i  =  E f , -  +  C a b  =  ■E'e- +  X ]   ̂ ( 5 - 1 2 )
A B<A 1"AB

W ithin CNDO/2, the net charge on an atom is the difference between the nuclear 

(core) charges and the electronic ones,

Q a — 'Z‘A ~  Pa — ^A ~  XI

Consequently interaction between atoms and their associated solvatons only contain 

terms, and so solvation only affects the diagonal terms of the Fock matrix.

Remembering th a t the solvaton is represented by equation (5.8) as 

Q'a - - { ^ - \ ^ ) Q a

the VCM can be incorporated into CNDO/2, yielding (in standard notation):

a a  P a  a ') A A ^  ̂ Q b ^ a b
B( ^ A )

+ X! Q b I A B  (5.13)
\  U /  \  U J

and the to tal energy of the system is given by

E t o t a l  ~  E g — +  C a b

~  H  +  2 Y I Q a Q b I a b  (5-14)
A B A,B

which includes the core-solvaton and solvaton-solvaton interactions.

The penultim ate term  in equation (5.13) models the interaction between an 

electron in orbital /v, £ A  with the solvaton associated with A,  representing the imme

diately polarised solvent. The consequence of this interaction is to change the effective 

electronegativity of the atom.

The final term  is a simimation of the interactions between an electron on A with 

the solvatons of all other atoms. This term  combined with the fourth term  of equation 

(5.13) yields ' ^ b { ^ a ) ^ Q b I a b , ^he attenuating effect of the solvent. Solvatons thus 
model both polarization of the solute and attem iation of atom -atom  interactions.
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MeNH2
EtNH2
PrNH2
BuNH2
Me2NH
Et2NH
Pr2NH
Bu2NH
Me3N
Et3N
Pr3N
Bu3N

Dielectric Param eter, D

Figure 5.2: VCM calculated Protonation Energies (eV), relative to tha t of Methylamine, for 
the Amine Series.
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5.2.2 A nalysis

Mac Donaill and Morton-Blake [9] simulated the behaviour of the amines in a range 

of dielectric environments, by employing the VCM encoded in CNDO/2 (§4.4), The 

results presented in Figure 5.2 predict the correct order for amine basicities within a 

group i.e. basicity of B u> P r> E t> M e, is observed. The decrease in basicity on going 

from equivalent prim ary to secondary to tertiary  amines is also predicted. However, 

the separation between the primary and secondary amine basicities has been underes

tim ated. A ttem pts to correct this behaviour led to the development of the SS-VCM, 

which accounts for the specific solvent environment of each atom.

5.3 The SS-VCM

Real solvents are not a contimumi, and it is evident th a t if the real charged atoms 

are close together, then the solvent can not completely surround each Qi individually 
as shown in Figure 5.1. This corresponds to the overlap of the radii of the solvatons, 

(^', usually at a distance of tab <  5 — lOA. Since the primary function of a solvaton 
is to mimic the effect of the solvent on the molec\ile, when contact with the solvent 

is reduced the solvents influence is reduced. This may be modelled by reducing the 
magnitude of Q[. In the VCM all atoms are considered fully exposed to the solvent. 

Where some atoms are strongly shielded from the solvent the VCM overestimates the 
solvent effect and may even describe solvent polarization where none exists.

The problem of solvent shielding was addressed by Mac Donaill and Morton- 

Blake [9] who introduced a solvent screened virtual charge model (SS-VCM). They 
modify the solvaton to be

Q[ = - ( l - ~ ^ Q r  (5.15)

where Di represents the dielectric environment local to atom i. Dj is given by 

(§3.5.4.1):

D, = a iD s + {I -  Oii)DM (5.16)

w'here D s  the dielectric constant of the bulk solvent; D m  is the molecular dielectric 
constant which is assigned the value 1.0 since interactions within the solute are ex

plicitly included in an QM calculation; and is the fractional surface area, exposed
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to the solvent, remaining after all rediictions dne to overlap with other atoms, based 
on their van der Waals radii. As a preliminary exercise, the following convenient rules
were applied in order to test the model:

• A H  atom does not screen an atom bonded to it.

• A non-H atom, such as nitrogen or carbon, screens each atom bonded to it by
20%.

Substitution of equation (5.15) into equation (5.3) yields the total energy of the system

^  =  + (5.17)
t  ^ ’’ I  J < .t  J '‘J

This equation has the form of the Born Energy (5.7), but effects polarisation and 
attenuation by use of local dielectric constants.

5.3.1 CNDO;SS-VCM

In the CNDO approximation, the diagonal Fock terms are now given by 

-  -P^f^'TAA +  P a a I a a  -  Q b I a b
B i ^ A )

1 -  7 p )  <5,47.44 + X! ~ TP’) (5.18)
D a /  b (#a ) ^

Note that equation (5.18) differs from (5.13) by the presence of a local dielectric
constant. The form of the electronic energy (5.11) remains unchanged, and the total
energy is given by

Etotai = E e -  + C a b  ~  (^  — 7^ )  Q b I a b
B  ̂ D b J

+  (5.19)

where the modified solvatons effect core-core repulsion. Setting the shielding parame
ters to zero, all individual D,, reduce to D, and equations (5.18) and (5.19) reduce to 
equations (5.13) and (5.14) of the original VCM, as required.
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Figure 5.3: SS-VCM calculated Protonation Energies (eV), relative to tha t of Methylamine, 
for the Amine Series.
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5.3.2 A nalysis

Mac Donaill and M orton-Blake [9] sim ulated the  behaviour of the am ines in a range 

of dielectric environm ents, employing the SS-VCM encoded in C N D O /2 (§4.4). The 

results are presented in Figure 5.3, which indicates th a t inclusion of solvent screening 

yields a m odel th a t is sensitive to  a greater range of the  dielectric param eter D .  Again 

the  correct ordering of am ine basicities w ithin a group, B u > P r> E t> M e , is obtained 

w ith in  the  aqueoTis environm ent (e 81, D  ^  9). T he gap between the primary, 

secondary and te rtia ry  am ines is increased. T here is now no overlap between the 

prim ary and secondary groups - in disagreem ent w ith the  experim ental values which 

show BU2 N has a basicity between th a t of MeNH 2  and  E tN H 2  (Table 4.1). Thus, from 

a situa tion  where the  difference in basicity between prim ary and secondary amines 

was im derestim ated  (VCM), a  situation  now exists where the separation between the 

groups is overestim ated (SS-VCM).

5.4 S tren g th s and W eaknesses o f  th e  V C M  and SS-V C M

F urther analysis of the equations given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 ha^ revealed several 

in teresting features. These are now discTissed.

5.4.1 T he V C M

T he physics of equation (5.7) w arrants further exam ination. The final term  of equation

(5.7) represents the  a tten u a tin g  effect of the solvent, and is achieved by adding the

second, fifth and six th  term s of equation (5.3);

^  ^  Q1Q3 ^  ̂  QiQ] + ^  ̂  QiQj = ^  ̂   ̂QiQj 2Qj
> j< i i j  i j< i  ̂ i j< i ^

Use of s  in defining Q ' corresponds physically to  having several solvent molecules 

between each atom . Since this is clearly not the  case in a  covalently bonded solute 

molecule, use of Z) =  ^ / e  is more realistic.

However, placing a solute in solution results in polarization of the solvent by 

inducing or reorienting dipoles in the solvent molecules. All such dipoles will in

te rac t w ith each other. As dipole-dipole in teraction  energies scale as they will 

be dom inated by nearest-neighbour interactions. T he VCM uses m onopolar solva- 

tons to  represent the polarized solvent instead of dipoles or higher order multipoles.
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Monopoles may in principle reasonably serve to effect the polarization of a local atom, 

but their effects on non-local atoms are exaggerated.

5.4 .2  T he Solvent Screened-V C M

Analysis of equation (5.18) shows the two major differences between the VCM and 

the SS-VCM.

1. Polarisation is given by — ^1 — Q a I aa  where D a is considered to be domi

nated by the local medium.

2. The attenuating effect of the solvent is obtained by adding the fourth and final 

ternis of equation (5.18), which yields ~ ^ Q b 1a b - This corresponds to
the interaction experienced by an electron in orbital fi E A  depending on the 
envirornnent of B alone.

It should be noted tha t the model uses a solvaton charge to represent attenua

tion, even though the local dielectric environment of an interacting pair of atoms may 
not be representative of the intervening environment.

Furthermore, this method of attenuating the intramolecular interactions is not 
symmetric and therefore not physically sound. The interaction “experienced by A ” 

depends on the environment of B  alone. The electrostatic potential experienced at A  
due to the presence of atom B  is

and so the energy of interaction between Q a and Qb is given by

Similarly, the electrostatic potential experienced at B  due to the presence of atom A  

is given by:

E a b  = Q a Va {B) =
D b  Ta b

(5.22)

(5.23)

and so the energy of interaction between Q a and Q s is given by
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The interaction energy should be symmetric, as it is primarily a result of the inter

vening environment - whatever th a t may be. W ithin the SS-VCM the attenuation 

is not symmetric, and so equal charges in different environments experience different 

forces for the same interaction, which is clearly unphysical. Hence, the calculations 

performed in this chapter use D b = D = constant i.e. no shielding of the attenuating 

dielectric parameter.

Moreover, studies by Mac Donaill [221], revealed spurious stabilizations and 

destabilizations of the total energy of the system. For a neutral molecule, Qi =  0, 

and in the classical VCM, Y,Q[ = —(1 — — 0. In the SS-VCM, however,

YlQ't = ~  '^ )Q i  /  0. In general, electrons spend more time on negativelyLJi

charged atoms than  on positively charged atoms, and shotild therefore see a net pos

itive field from the solvent. In the SS-VCM, however, if ^ an electron would
experience an overall repulsive potential from the solvatons i.e. experience a destabiliz

ing potential. A further consequence is th a t to a remote molecule in a supermolecule 

calculation, the neutral molecule will have a net coulombic charge. W hatever the 

merits of the method, it needs further work before being generally useful.

Given the shortcomings of using solvatons to simultaneously represent polar

ization and attenuation within the VCM and SS-VCM, the abihty of these models to 
predict the correct trends in solvated amine behaviour is all the more remarkable. It 
is therefore useftil to consider the relative contributions and detailed roles of polariza

tion and attenuation in solvation. A breakdown of the polarization and attenuation 

contributions to the solvation energy will be the next stage of this analysis.

5.5 M od ify in g  the  V C M

The particTilar sensitivity of amine basicities to the solvent environment makes them 

an ideal test system for any solvation model (Chapter 4), Both the original VCM 

and SS-VCM predict the correct qualitative trends in amine behaviour, despite sev

eral weaknesses in the underlying physics of the models. As an initial step towards 

analysing this apparent success, the relative roles of polarization and attenuation - 

which are separate phenomena - will be examined. A modified VCM and SS-VCM 

model was developed and encoded within CNDO.
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5.5.1 M odified C N D O ;V C M  equations

Starting with equation (5.18)

AA  “ 1“  P a A 'IA A  'y  '  Q b ^ A B  
B ( ^ A )

+ “ 7^) Q a I aa + X! (l -  7^) Q b I a b
\  D a J b { ^ a ) ^

the diagonal Fock terms were modified to give two separate equations, where the
Da for polarization experienced by an electron on atom A is not equal to the Dg
experienced by A for the purposes of attenuation.

In the first case, the solute atom sees its local solvaton, but no others. Atten
uating interactions are switched off by setting all D s^ ^ = l. Thus, the diagonal Fock 
term is given by:

~  ’̂ P u f j . ' lA A  “ t "  P A A I A A  'y Q s ' ) A S
B{¥=A)

+ ( l  -  ^ )  Q a I aa (5.25)

where the final term of equation represents the polarizing effect of the solvaton, and 
D ,4 is the effective polarising dielectric constant. Furthermore, all Da. can be equal, 
as in the VCM, or include solvent shielding as in the SS-VCM. Calculations using this 
modification are denoted by VCM(pol).

In the second case, the solvaton is not allowed to interact with its own atom, 
but is seen by all other atoms in the system. No polarizing interactions are included
i.e. all Da=^- Thus the diagonal Fock component is given by:

Pfxjj. a a  P a a '^a a  ' y '  Q b Ha b

B { ^ A )

+ f  1 (5.26)
s(#A) ^

where the siimmation of the fourth and final terms yields the attenuated atom-atom 
interactions. Db is the effective attenuation dielectric constant. Again, Dg can be 
defined by Db =  y/£ as in the VCM, or include solvent shielding as in the SS-VCM. 
Calculations using this modification are denoted by VCM(att),
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5.5.2 Polarisation  only

In small molecules, like the amine series, intramolecular attenuation may not be sig

nificant relative to polarization. Thus, to begin, all D b^ a were assigned a value of 

1.0, and equation (5.25) was applied i.e. attenuation effects were switched off. The 

D a param eters are calculated using two different methods

1. no shielding, as in the VCM.

2. all non-Hydrogen atoms shield those bonded to them by 20%, as in the SS-VCM. 

Amine protonation energies were defined as previously (§4.4):

where B is the amine, from which the protonation energy relative to methylamine, 
-AEp,  may be calculated:

The resulting relative protonation energies displayed no readily interpretable pattern. 

Consequently, the focus was narrowed to consider the subset of amines - methylamine, 
MeNH2 , and trimethylamine, MeaN - so tha t the physical response to the solvent 
environment might be followed in detail. This was deemed necessary as the physical 

basis of the behaviour had to be interpreted in order to correct the models. The 

behaviour predicted by the unshielded CNDO:VCM(pol) (Figure 5.4), and the results 

[222] for the shielded model, CNDO:SS-VCM(pol), are shown in Figure 5.5. These 

can now be compared with the trends predicted by the standard VCM(Figure 5.2) 
and SS-VCM (Figure 5.3) respectively.

Both the simulations omit intramolecular attenuation (all D b^ a =  1-0), includ

ing only solute polarization, and display a remarkable sensitivity to the environment, 
represented by D^- A reversal in relative basicities of MeNH2 and MeaN occurs at 

D ~  1.30 in the VCM(pol), and D a — 1-52 for the SS-VCM(pol). This may be 
compared to D  values of ~  3.3 and ~  2.1 in the VCM and SS-VCM respectively. 

The VCM(pol) predictions are in qualitative agreement with expected behaviour, but, 

qualitatively, differ markedly from those of the standard VCM and SS-VCM models. 

It must also be noted th a t the relative basicities revert to the in vacuo behaviour at

Ep = £;̂ o/̂ (BH+) -  Esoiv{B) (5.27)

-AEp =  -[£'p(Me3N) -  ^^(MeNHa)] (5.28)

D > 1.43 for the VCM(pol), and D > 1.66 for the SS-VCM(pol).
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The relative basicity reversion described above is unexpected given the previ

ously described (§4.4) “reasonable behaviour” of the VCM and SS-VCM. Investigation 

of the reversal to in vacuo behaviour predicted by the VCM(pol) and SS-VCM(pol) 

was carried OTit, and sample da ta  for methylamine is presented in column 2 of Table 

5.1. Analysis revealed the molecules possessed physically unreasonable atomic charges 

e.g. nitrogen has a partial atomic charge of -2.3225. Corresponding to ta l energies had 

been stabilized by ^60  eV.

As the results were qualitatively similar for both models, it can therefore be 

concluded th a t the instability is not a consequence of the shielding but of an exagger

ated solvent polarisation of the solute atom. i.e. a small change in the magnitude of 

the dielectric constant (from D = 1, e =  1 to D > 1.66, e > 2.76) leads to “ionic” 

charge densities within the covalently bonded molecules.

Atom

VCM 

D a  =  1 
D b  =  1

VCM(pol) 

D a  =  2 

D b  =  1

VCM(att) 

D a  =  1 
D b  =  2

VCM 

D a  =  2 

D b  =  2

VCM 

D a  =  10 

D b  =  10

N 5.2055 7.3225 7.9596 5.2940 5.4462

H 0.9199 0.2163 1.9958 0.8875 0.8332

H 0.9199 0.2163 1.9958 0.8875 0.8332

C 3.9217 0.8012 0.4498 3.8926 3.8478
H 1.0059 1.8113 0.5135 1.0067 1.0068
H 1.0059 1.8113 0.5135 1.0067 1.0068
H 1.0212 1.8212 0.5719 1.0249 1.0260

Etotai (eV) -613.916 -677.369 -123.644 -614.094 -614.262

Table 5.1; Atomic Population Densities and Total Energy of Methylamine calculated by the 
VCM, VCM(pol), and VCM(att) at various D a  and D b -
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Figure 5.4; Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimet hylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by VCM(pol). Solute polarization is included, but intramolecular atten
uation is omitted i.e. all =  l-O-
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Figure 5.5: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimet hylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by SS-VCM(pol). Solute polarization is included, but intramolecular 
attenuation is omitted i.e. all D b ^ a  =  1-
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Figure 5.6: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimethylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by VCM(att). Intramolecular attenuation is included, but solute polar
ization is omitted i.e. all D a  =  1-
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Figure 5.7; Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimethylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by SS-VCM(att). Intramolecular attenuation is included, but solute 
polarization is omitted i.e. all — 1.
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5.5.3 A tten u ation  only

The role of attenuation was then investigated. Calculations were performed with 
D a =  1.0 for all atoms i.e. switching off polarization effects. Within equation (5.26) 
all the attenuating dielectric parameters were given by D b =  D (as in the VCM) 
and with shielded D b values (as in SS-VCM). Sample data for the CNDO:VCM(att) 
simulations is presented in column 3 of Table 5.1. The system rapidly became unstable 
for small increases in Db i.e. energies became less binding by ~  490 eV, and oscillated 
wildly (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7).

The destabilization on attenuation is at first surprising. However the VCM and 
derived models (as here) effectively include full penetration of the bulk solvent betw'een 
interacting atoms of the same solute. This is clearly imreasonable as D b < Dsolvent 
for atoms within the same solute, and equates to increaised separation of the atoms.

In brief, polarisation alone leads to spurious stabilization, whereas attenuation 
for D b values eis low as 1.2 yield unstable systems. Attenuation in effect, separates 
the atoms, leading to lower interaction energies. By contrast, polarization stabilizes 
negatively charged atoms, where most of the electron density is.

5.5.4 D -Space Sensitiv ity

As shown above, polarisation alone leads to spurious stabilization of the total energy, 
w'hereas attenuation for D b values as low as 1.2 yield unstable systems. However, 
while polarisation and attenuation are separate phenomena, they are related. This 
suggested that D-Space i.e. the variation of total energy with respect to Dy\ and 
D b , should be investigated to explore the sensitivity of results to changing dielectric 
environments. Essentially the relationship between Da and D b is a two-dimensional 
problem.

The calculation of D^ - D b was performed for each of the molecules in the 
amine series. Essentially, the same trend was observed in each case, and thus for the 
purposes of this discussion, only those results pertaining to methylamine are presented 
(Figures 5.8-5.11).

From the plot of solvation energy against Da and D b shown in Figure 5.8, it is 
obvious that the physically unreasonable energies reported previously by Mac Donaill 
and Steel [222] only occur under extreme conditions. For example, calculations on
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Figure 5.6: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimethylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by VCM(att). Intramolecular attenuation is included, but solute polar
ization is omitted i.e. all D a  =  1-
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Figure 5.7: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimethylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by SS-VCM(att). Intramolecular attenuation is included, but solute 
polarization is omitted i.e. all =  1.
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Figure 5.8: Mesh Plot of the Methylamine Solvation Energy (eV) as a function of Dielectric 
Parameters, D a  and D b , calculated by VCM.
The Solvation Energy, Esoiv =  E - E(m  vacuo), shows instabilities under extreme conditions.
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Figure 5.9; Contour Plot of the Methylamine Solvation Energy (eV) as a function of Dielec
tric Parameters, D a and D b , calculated by VCM, illustrating the graduation of the “flat” 
energy surface of Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10: P a rtia l Atomic Charge on the Nitrogen Atom of M ethylamine as a function of 
Dielectric Param eters, D a  and D b , calculated by VCM.
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Figure 5.11: Energy of Solute Polarization (eV) for M ethylamine as a function of Dielectric 
Param eters, D a  and D b , calculated by VCM.
The energy of solute polarization is defined as the difference between the  SCF solvation 
energy and the in vacuo energy of the molecule.
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Finally, it m ay be noted th a t the  original VCM models are restored when all 

D a — D b  = D.  This corresponds to  the diagonal line passing through th e  flat region in 

Figure 5 .2 . Even a t high D  values, the com bination of the  polarizing (̂ 1 — Q a I aa 

and a tten u a tin g  X] ( l  ~  ; ^ )  Q b I a b  term s was shown to  yield reasonable solvation 

energies, and p artia l atom ic charges. Thus, the  apparently  reasonable results of the 

VCM and SS-VCM  discussed in the previous chapter are due to  opposing effects. 

T he polarisation  function, through which a  solute atom  sees its associated solvaton, 

in teracts using 'yAA- T his degree of in teraction corresponds to  two electrons in the 

sam e s o rb ita l - an  obvious overestim ation, This, in tu rn , is balanced by an excessive 

penetra tion  of the  solvent, deem ed to  envelop all atom s - even those isolated from the 

solvent. In sm all pseudo-spherical system s, such as trim ethylam ine, one m ight expect 

polarisation of th e  ou ter atom s to  be im portan t bu t a ttenuation  to  be unim portant. 

This can be effected by either sm aller D b  values, in association w ith s tandard  polar

isation, or se tting  D b ^ a =  1-0 and correspondingly reducing the D a values. These 

approaches will be im plem ented in the next section.

5.6 On th e  use o f  and j a d  in so lu te-so lven t interactions

In bo th  the  original VCM and the SS-VCM, the  solvatons were used to  model both 

solute polarisation  and dielectric a ttenuation  of electrostatic interactions. These are 

two separate  phenom ena, and it is open to  question as to  how physically reasonable 

such an approach can be. The closest approach of a polarised solvent molecule to  the 

solute is «  5-10A, and so a solvaton, Q'^, representing the polarised solvent associated 

w ith atom  A,  should not be located a t distances less th an  «  5-lOA.

T he po larisation  energy comes from the ( l  ~  Q a Ia a  term  in (5.18), 
which describes th e  in teraction  between an electron in orb ital // £ A  w ith  the  solvaton 

associated w ith A  representing the im m ediately polarised solvent. This overestim ates 

the s treng th  of in teraction  between a solute electron on atom  A and the  associated 

solvaton. ')aa is th e  quan tum  chemical representation of where t a  is the atomic 

radius of atom  A.  Generally, t a  -C5-10A, and the  m agnitude of "̂ a a  results in over

estim ation of the  solute polarization. Logically '^aa would be replaced by a small, 

system atically  calculated , param eter, 7;^^ <  '^aa- One procedure would be to calcu

late 0';4_4 as a  7^5  term , baaed on the  separation of the solute from the  solvent, using 

van der W aal’s radii, as suggested by K lopm an [174]. The van der Waals radius of the 

solute is the closest possible approach for a solvent dipole molecule, and thus is an
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Atomic Number 7aa(CND0) l A A

1 0.75 0.4149

6 0.5903 0.2824

7 0.7084 0.3392

8 0.8265 0.3747

9 0,9445 0.3903

17 0.5249 0.2861

14 0.3571 0.2419

15 0.413 0.2622

16 0.469 0.2757

Table 5.2: Standard CNDO 'yAA  and Klopman modified 7^^ values for a range of atoms.

appropria te  value for r^ . Furtherm ore, 7;^^ =  " i A s i f v d w )  approxim ates to  ^ for large 

r, as required.

T he increase in to  the van der W aals radius of the atom , and the consequent 

decrease in ~)a a  ' ) a a  ̂ represents placing the  polarised solvent associated w ith atom  

A at a more physically reasonable distance. The diagonal Fock term s, F ^ n  are now 

given by

Efi/j. ^ P / j . f j . ' y A A  “ f "  P a a 'JAA  'y  '  Q b ^ A B
B ( ^ A )

+  i ' ^ - j r ^ Q A l A A ^  -  Y T ^ Q b I a b  ( 5 .29)
V U a ^ B (^A ) ^

and the to ta l energy by

E to ta i  - £ '6—  ” 1"  C a B  'y  ^ A
A

1 -  — ) Q a I a a  + Z! f 1 “  7 ^ )  Q b I a b

(5 .30)

where is the modified electronic coulombic operator calculated using the  van der 

W aals radius of the atom . This m odification to  the  VCM is denoted by VCMK (VCM 

w ith K lopm an inspired ad justm ents), and SS-VCMK when shielding is inchided. The 

previous calculations exploring the  relative roles of polarization and a ttenuation  will 

now be repeated.
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5.6.1 M odified

As in Section 5.5.2, in itia l calculations were perform ed w ith D b ^ a =  1-0 for all atom s 

- th a t is, w ithou t intramolecTilar a ttenuation . W ith  a view to obtaining unambiguous 

in terp re ta tion  of th e  effect of changing the  model, solvent shielding is set to zero, i.e. 

all atom s are fully exposed to  the solvent. The solvent polarization param eters were 

given by = D  = yje for all atom s. A second set of calculations was performed 

where solvent exposTire was included by allowing all heavy (non-Hydrogen) atom s to 

shield those th ey  are bonded to  by 20%, £is in the  SS-VCM.

FigTires 5.12 and  5.13 depict the relative p ro tonation  energy of trim ethylaniine 

(MeaN) calcu la ted  by VCM K and SS-VCMK respectively. By com paring w ith the 

behaviour of th e  relative pro tonation  energies predicted by the VCM (pol) (Figure 

5.4) and SS-VCM (pol) (Figure 5.5) the  effect of 7;^^ in reducing the  m agnitude of 

polarization is clearly visible. The reversal in basicities occurs a t D a =  1-95 in VCMK 

and D a =  2.55 in SS-VCM K in com parison w ith  D a ~  1-30, and D a ~  1-52 for the 

VCM (pol) and SS-VCM (pol) respectively.

Once again a t D a =  2.55 (VCMK) or D a =  3.4 (VCMK), the  basicities re

verted to  the ir relative order in vacuo. It can be concluded th a t the polarization effect, 

although noticeably  reduced, is still overly strong. -Jaa  could be further reduced, or, 

as in the next section, a tten u a tio n  will be reintroduced.

5.6.2  M odified  'Ja b

Calculations were repeated  w ith  a ttenuation  re-introduced by allowing D b — D  i.e. 

no shielding of th e  a tten u a tio n  dielectric param eter.

The term s ( l  -  Q a I aa  and ( l  -  Q b I ab  respectively represent 

polarization and  a tten u a tio n  term s w ithin VCM and VCMK models. Table 5.3 allows 

the m agnitude of the  stabilizing polarization (column 4) and destabilizing a ttenuation  

(cohmin 3) term s to  be exam ined. In the  VCMK, which uses the modified ^ a a  ̂ the 

s tandard  CNDO ^̂ a b  param eter, the  polarization has been reduced to  such an extent 

th a t the a tten u a tio n  te rm  now dom inates, resulting in a  corresponding destabilization 

in the  energy | ( l  -  Q b J a b I >  | ( l  -  Q a I a a V
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Figure 5.12: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine (MeNH2 ) and Trimethylamine 
(MeaN) calculated by VCMK. Solute polarization is included but intramolecular attenuation 
is omitted i.e. all D b ^ a  — 1-
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Figure 5.13: Relative Protonation Energies for Methylamine and Trimethylamine calculated 
by SS-VCMK. Solute polarization is included but intramolecular attenuation is omitted ie. 
all D s j iA  =  1-
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D Attenuation Polarization E e - E to ta l

CNDO:VCM
CNDOiVCM

1

10

0

0.1815
0

-0.2845
-49.1099
-49.1226

-22.5622

-22.5749

CND0:VCM K(7i4,7AB)

CN D0:VCM K (7f^,7^B)

10

10

0.0538

0.0568

-0.0422

-0.0765

-49.1067

-49.1120

-22.5590

-22.5643

Table 5.3: Table showing magnitude of polarisation and attenuation contributions for the 
nitrogen atom of methylamine, as calculated by the VCM and by the VCMK. Attenuation 
is calculated by “  ; ^ )  Q b I A B -  Polarization is calculated by Q a IAA -  All

energies in atomic units. (1 a.u. =  27.21 eV =  2625 kJ/mol)

For convergence to  stabilized to ta l energies, it was necessary to  reduce the 

a tten u a tio n  te rm  to  levels com parable to  the K lopm an-type polarization term . Phys

ically, th is corresponds to  replacing the  a tten u a tin g  dielectric param eter, D q , by 

<  D b - However, a tten u a tio n  is modelled by 51 (1 — -ĵ i Q b I a b , and so a
B ^ A   ̂ ® ^

reduction in a tten u a tio n  can be modelled by either reducing D b  o r  reducing ^ a b - For 

ease of com putation , the  reduced a ttenuation  effect by em ploying 7 ^ ^  <  ')a b - is not 

being suggested th a t ')a b  is really this low, it is pTirely a com putational artifice to  aid 

exploration of the  effects of reduced a ttenuation . T he purpose is to  explore the pos

sibility th a t by ad justing  b o th  polarization and a ttenuation , energies of a  physically 

reasonable order of m agnitude will result.

One a rb itra ry  b u t system atic m ethod of ad justing  is to  com pare the  relative 

values of ')a a  as calculated  by s tandard  CNDO m ethods, and the  red^iced form, 7 ^^, 

from Table 5.2. A sim ilar level of reduction might then  be applied to  ')a b -

Since ' )a a  shows trends w ithin periods of the  periodic tab le, it was decided to

1. plot 7 yiyi(CND0 ) against atom ic num ber - F igure 5.14(a)

2. plot 7 1̂.4 (K lopm an) against atom ic m unber - Figure 5.14(b)

3. com pare the  slopes of )̂a a  by period - Figure 5.14(c)

O nly the  first 3 periods were used in the com parison since 7 ^̂  =  % d  =  Id d  7  ̂ I s s  

for heavier a tom s in CNDO. T he com parison in F igure 5.14(c) indicates the  average 

am ount by which polarization has been scaled, and so indicates the  am ount by which 

the a tten u a tio n  m ust be scaled. Hence, as 7 4̂ ^ =  0 .5 5 7 a/i(C N D O ), a  value of 7 ;^^ =  

0 .5 5 7 /ib(C N D O ) was appropria te  for a first order calculation.
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Scaling 'Jab does not affect the form of the CNDO equations (5.10) and (5.12), 
and so the diagonal Fock terms are given by

~  P a a IAA  ~  Q b IA B
BijLA)

+ ( i - - j ^ ) QAi HA+ E  (5.31)
O a /  b (^a) ^

and the total energy by

Efotai ~ Eg— + Cab ^ ' Za 1 -  7^ )  QaIaa  +  E  ( l  -  7T  ) QbJab 
D a  /  b ^ a  ^

1 ~ j - jQAiHA + E  1 -  7T
L>a /  0,4 V  L>b /

1 \  ^  1 

B^A

where 'y^B scaled electronic coulombic operator {' âb ^  0.557/ib).

(5.32)

Test calculations on the amine series were performed using D a = D b = D {no 
shielding). They showed that the recalibration of 7^^ partially redresses the balance 
between polarisation and attenuation terms, and yields the correct physical behaviour 
of increased stabilization during solvation (see Table 5.3).
i.e. 1( 1 - ^ )  Q a I a a I  > I E s  (1 -  Q b 1 a b \  over the full D range (see Figure 5.15).

Examination of the amine series basicities in Figure 5.15 reveals the correct 
order within a groTip i.e. stability of BTi>Pr>Et>Me, is observed at all values of D. 
The experimentally determined reversal in basicity on going from equivalent primary 
to secondary to tertiary amines in water is not reproduced. This is probably due to 
the imbalance in the scaling procedures - the Jaa are scaled individually, but all 7^5 
are scaled by the same amount. However, the modified 'yAA and j ab  have shown that, 
in principle, rescaling the polarization and attenuation components can still result in 
reasonable physical energies.
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Figure 5 .14: Diagram illustrating the relative values of 7^^ as calculated by standard CNDO 
methods and by using the van der Waals radius of the atom as suggested by Klopman.
(a) Graph illustrating the range of 74^(C N D 0) by Period
(b) Graph illustrating the range of 744 (Klopman) by Period
(c) Graph comparing the slopes of 7^^(C N D 0) and 74.4(Klopman) for periods 1, 2, and 3 
of the Periodic Table
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Figure 5.15; Relative Protonation Energies of the Amine Series Calculated by the VCMK 
using 7 ^^ and 7 ^^ within CNDO.
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5.7 C onclusions

In th is chapter, the VCM and SS-VCM were exam ined and analysed. The ability 

of the  VCM and SS-VCM to predict qTialitatively correct trends in solvated am ine 

behaviour was reviewed (§5.2 and §5.3). The VCM failed to properly separate  the pri

mary, secondary and te rtia ry  groups, while the  SS-VCM overestim ated th e  separation 

between the  groups.

Extensive sim ulations using m odifications of the VCM and SS-VCM were used 

to  investigate the relative roles and im portance of a ttenuation  and  polarization. The 

solvent effect on the to ta l energy is essentially a com petition between a polarisation 

I ( l  — Q  A'yAAl stabilizing and an a ttenuation  | I Z  — 7 ^ )  Q b 1 a b \  destabilizing\ \  U b J

term . In the  VCM th e  reasonable results appear to  be due to  a  fortTiitous balance 

between these two term s, as both  are overestim ated (§5.5.2 and §5.5.3). T he 7 .4 ^ in the 

polarization  te rm  represents too in tim ate an in teraction and lowers the  to ta l energy. 

T he (̂ 1 — com ponent a ttenuation  term  models an overly in tim ate penetration  

of the  solvent between solute atom s. However, the com bination of these two term s 

was shown to  yield reasonable solvation energies, and partia l atom ic charges (§5.5.4).

T he VCM was then  further modified to  reduce the  m agnitude of the  polariz

ing and a tten u a tin g  in teractions to  yield independently  reasonable polarisation and 

a ttenuation  term s. Im plem enting both  the reduced polarizing and a ttenuating  in

teractions sim ultaneously w ithin the  VCM yielded reasonable solvation energies and 

partia l atom ic charges. This confirms th a t it is the  sum of these two in teractions th a t 

is im portan t, ra th e r th an  the ir individual m agnitudes.

U ncoupling these term s proved enorm ously difficult since th e  opposing com po

nent term s only approxim ate physical reality. T he approach described in Section 5.6 

addresses the overestim ation of the  polarizing and a ttenuating  in teractions bu t leaves 

the shortcom ings of using solvatons to  sim ultaneously represent po larization  and a t

tenuation  (§5.4), as in the  VCM and SS-VCM, unresolved. H aving established the 

plausibility of the approach of separating  polarization and a ttenuation , a new model 

will be developed in C hap ter 6 , which elim inates these weaknesses.
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T H E O R E T IC A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  OF A  

N E W  SOLVATIO N M O D E L

6.1 In trodu ction

Chapter 5 dem onstrated th a t the polarization and attenuation terms can be modified

to approach more physically reasonable vahies, while still retaining the correct overall

solvated trends. However, this still does not address the main flaw of the SS-VCM -

the generation of a net virtual charge - namely, th a t Y. i^ Q b 7̂  0 for neutral solutes,
B  ®

leading to spurious electrostatic stabilizations or destabilizations of the total energy.

To address this problem, a new model is proposed, in which solvatons are 

responsible for polarization only. Dielectric attenuation is modelled explicitly. The 
model is denoted by VCMX {Virtual Charge Model with Explicit Attenuation,).

The standard VCM and SS-VCM models predict solvation energies. However, 
chemical reactions are spontaneous with decreasing free energy. Consequently, as well 

as separating polarization and attenuation, it would be advantageous to implement 

free energy calculations within the VCMX. As a first step the partitioning of the free 

energy of solvation is examined. The solvation energy of the VCM is interpreted in 

this context in Section 6.3. The new solvation model, VCMX, is derived in Section
6.4, and then compared to the estabhshed VCM, SCRF, and PCM  models in Sections

6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. Finally, a “unified theory” of continuum solvation models 
is proposed.

6.2 Synop sis  o f  G s o i v  P artit ion ing

All continuum solvation models, except the VCM and SS-VCM, calculate the free 

energy of solvation of a molecule. The free energy of solvation is partitioned into its 

component parts, and then compared to the terms in VCM.
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It was noted previously (§4.2), th a t the free energy of solvation, Ggoiv, is given

by:

soiy — “I” ^ G c a v i t y  ^ G d i s p —r^p (6 .1 )

where AGei is electrostatic free energy of solvation, AGcavUy is the free energy of cre

ating the cavity in which the molecule sits, and AGdisp-rep is the dispersion-repulsion 

contribution to the free energy.

AGcavity is the free energy of creating the cavity in which the molecule sits, 

and may be calculated using the Pierotti model [201]. AGdisp-rep is the dispersion- 
repulsion contribution to the free energy, due to the non-bonded interactions between 

the solute and the solvent. It may be calculated using the Floris m ethod [202] [203]. 
Alternatively, the final two terms may be combined into the non-polar contribution 

to the free energy, AG„p, which is estimated by experimental correlation of AGgoiv to 
the solvent accessible surface area of the molecule [27] [119] [191].

A G  soiv =  AGei +  AGnp (6 -2 )

The calculation of AGei will now be considered in some detail.

6.2.1 C alculating AGei

The electrostatic free energy of a molecule in solution, AGei, is given by the general 
equation [74]:

Ge/(interacting system) =  + Bint +  G”f  -F- G^^i (6.3)

where is the in vacuo energy of the molecule, E ^i  is the work of polarizing the 

solute, Eint is the energy of the solute-solvent interaction, G f  is the free energy of 

the pure solvent, and Gp î is the work of polarizing the solvent. The electrostatic free 
energy of the corresponding system with the molecule in vacuo is given by:

Gg/(separated system) =  E ^  + G f  (6.4)

since Gp^i =  0 in the absence of the solute, E^^i = 0 in vacuo, and Eint =  0 if the solute 
is not interacting with the solute. Hence, the electrostatic free energy of solvation.
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AGei, is given by the difference between the free energy of the interacting system (6.3), 

and the separated system (6.4):

Furthermore, for purely electrostatic interactions within the continuum approx

imation it can be shown th a t [224] [225]:

Next, a detailed analysis of the relationship between these terms and those in 

the VCM will be considered.

6.3 A n a lysis  o f th e  V C M  Solvation  E nergy

W ithin the original V irtual Charge Model [8], a molecule is represented by a group of 

partial atomic charges, Qi, and the polarized solvent by solvatons, Q[. The energy of 
a solute in a solvent is given by equation (5.3), repeated below:

where the internal energy of the in vacuo molecule, , is represented by the first 

two terms of equation (6.9):

AG„ =  +  E.„, + (6.5)

^  pol (6 .6)

so th a t the electrostatic free energy of solvation is calculated by

AGrf = £■", + + G *, = £■" + + jB ,,, (6.7)

which for a classical, non-polarizable solute, redTices to

(6 .8 )

( 6 . 10)

(6.9)
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and the energy of interaction between the molecule and the solvent, Emt,  is represented 

by the next two terms of equation (6.9):

= (6 .12)
X i  j ^ i

The VCM was derived by Constanciel and Tapia [8] after they noticed Klop- 

m an’s theory [174] made the strong eissumption th a t the self-energy of the virtual 

charges system, representing the work necessary to create and assemble the virtual 

charges, equals zero. Analyzing this contribution, they felt it should not be neglected, 

and represented it by the last two terms of equation (6.9):

£'“ ,(V'CA/) = E  E  ^  + E  ^  (613)
i  j < i  ' u  i

The difference between the descriptions of (6.6) and (6.13) has been 

analyzed by Blaive and Metzger [226] [227]. They derive (6.6) by considering the 
change in both the internal energy and entropy of the solvent [226], and analyze the 
VCM in these terms [227]. They conclude tha t (6.13) is the change in internal energy 
of the solvent, but contains no contribution from the entropy term. As such, it shovdd 

be more correctly denoted Up̂ i-

Hence, the electrostatic energy of the interacting solute-solvent system is given

by

E a ( V C M )  = (7 "  +  +  £■(„, +  (/» , (6.14)

The entropy of the in vacuo molecule, and the free energy of the pure solvent are 

not included. However, these terms are also not included in the energy of the system 

with the molecule in vacuo represented by an assembly of interacting partial atomic 

charges, given by equation (6.11). Subtraction of equation (6.11) from equation (6.14) 

yields the VCM electrostatic solvation energy:

A E e i { V C M )  =  E e i i V C M )  -  Eei{in vacuo)

=  £■", +  £,„, +  {/*, (6,15)

which, for a classical, non-polarizable solute reduces to

A E . , ( v c M )  =  - 5 : ( i - i ) | i - 5 : j : ( i _ i ) ^  (6,i6)
i  \  t  /  Z .I  I  i  j < i  ^  ' u
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Rewriting equation (6.5) for ease of comparison yields:

AG., =  +  [t/®, -  r S ® ,] (6.17)

As can clearly be seen, the contribution due to the change in entropy accompanying 

the polarization of the solvent is missing from equation (6.15). Inclusion of this term 

yields the correct electrostatic free energy of solvation;

However, the VCM was explicitly derived to reproduce the Born expression for 

the to tal energy, as given by equation (6.10). Addition of the entropic contribution 

to solvent polarization ais suggested by equation (6.18) breaks the form of the Born 

expression for the to tal energy. Consequently, this removes the restriction that the 

virtual charge must be defined in terms of an effective dielectric constant D  =  ^Je.

the electric field and the electrostatic potential of the solvent, and include by

other means.

6.4 D escr ip tion  o f  T h e  N ew  Solvation  M o d el - V C M X

As noted in the previoTis chapter, polarization and attenuation are two separate phe
nomena. To have solvatons modelling both phenomena simultaneously is highly ques

tionable, and results in spurious stabilizations in the SS-VCM. Such an approach only 

appears to work when all charges are completely surrounded by the medium i.e. full 

penetration of the solvent between all atoms, as modelled by the VCM. A new model, 
separating polarization and attenuation is now proposed.

Solvatons are allowed to interact with their own atom only (Figure 6.1), thus 

affecting polarization only. No solvaton-other atom  or solvaton-solvaton interactions 

are included, as they mimic the attenuating effect of the solvent. Instead, all atom- 

atom interactions are explicitly attenuated. Hence, in the new model, attenuation 

requires no explicit modelling of solvatons, which removes the problem of spTirious 

stabilizing or destabihzing interactions in the SS-VCM, as described in section 5.4. 
The new model is denoted as VCMX ( Virtual Charge Model with Explicit Attenuation).

(6.18)

(6,19)

We are free, therefore, in the next section to define the solvatons to correctly reproduce
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Figure 6.1: Interaction of Real and V irtual Charges in the New V irtual Charge Model 
with Explicit A ttenuation. Only interactions represented by arrows are included. Solvatons 
in teract with their inducing atom s only.

T he theoretical framework of explicit a ttenuation  (§6.4.1) and the  independent 

role of solvatons (§6.4.2) will now be described in detail, and the solvation energy as 

calculated by the VCMX will be derived (§6.4.3).

6.4.1 T h eoretica l Fram ework o f E xplicit A tten u ation

For a  physically realistic model, it is reqTiired th a t th e  in teraction energy of two charges 

be sym m etric. This is not the case in the SS-VCM (§5.4). However, in the  new model, 

a charge A experiencing the field of B  will yield the sam e energy as a  charge B  in 

the  field of A.  This is achieved by reverting to  the classical approach of explicitly 

a tten u a tin g  the  in teraction between the two charges:

E a b  =  E b a  =  (6.20)
f { e)  Tab

where f { e)  is a  function of the intervening solvent, which represents the attenuating  

effect of a solvent. A t this stage, no assum ptions are m ade as to  the  form of f{e) .

In a  sim ple homogeneous solvent, over large ta b ,  f{^)  reduces to  esolvent- In 

general, / ( e )  will be a function of the intervening environm ent, and m ay be represented 

by an effective dielectric constant; the equality / ( e )  =  sab  is introduced. Use of 

^AB =  ŝolvent corresponds physically to  having several solvent molecules between each 

atom . Since th is is clearly not the  case in a covalently bonded solute molecule, use 

will be m ade of Eab <  ŝolvent- However, w hatever the  intervening environm ent, f {e)  

m ust be sym m etric i.e. E a b  =  £ b a -
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6.4 .2  T h e R ole  o f Solvatons

The molecule is regarded as a series of partially charged atoms treated as Born-like 

“ions” , whose associated VCMX solvaton charges, are given by:

which correctly reproduces the reaction potential of the solvent around each atom:

where as before, is some measure of the distance between Q a and the polarized 

solvent represented by Q'^- The interaction energy is given by:

“Desolvation” effects [176], corresponding to exclusion of the solvent by other 

atoms in the molecule can be easily accommodated by the use of solvent shielding to 

reduce the effective local dielectric constant, S a  < s s o l v e n t -  For example, the formula 
given previously (§5.3) can be used:

where D s is the dielectric constant of the bulk solvent; D m  is the molecular dielectric 

constant; and a  a is the fractional surface area of the molecule exposed to the solvent.

reorienting dipoles in the solvent molecules. Thus, the physical situation is a solvent 

consisting of dipoles, one associated with each atom. All S T ich  dipoles will interact 

with each other. However, as dipole-dipole interaction energies scale as they 

will be dominated by nearest-neighbour interactions. In the VCMX, for simplicity, 
monopoles are used to represent the solvent, and exercise a polarizing effect on the

(6 .21)

( 6 .22 )

.4 .4
(6.23)

The corresponding cost of polarising the solvent is given by:

(6-24)

which takes accoimt of both internal energy and entropy changes in the solvent (§6.3).

s:a  =  O iA D s  +  (1 — ola) D m (6.25)

Placing a solute in solution results in polarization of the solvent by inducing or
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atom. No solvaton-solvaton interactions are allowed - an improvement on the VCM 

which overestimates the solvent-solvent interactions by allowing all monopole solvatons 

to interact in a m anner which scales as

6.4 .3  D erivation  o f th e  V C M X  Solvation  E nergy

W ithin the VCMX, the energy of the in vacuo solute molecule is given by:

where Sij = 1, and equation (6.26) reduces to the standard form. Hence, the elec

trostatic free energy of the separated solvent and m  vacuo solute system is given by 

equation (6.4):

The electrostatic free energy of the molecule in solution is given by eqTiatioii (6.3):

Each of the terms can be interpreted within the framework of the VCMX model. The 

energy of the molecule, , is given by (6.26), with Sij > 1 to include the attenuating 
effects of the solvent. The energy of the solute-solvent interaction, Emt, and the work

'M (6.26)

Ge/(separated system) =  [U^ — T S ^ ]  ■+ G f

Ge/(interacting system) =  E ^  + E^^i -h E m  + G f  -h G^^i

of polarizing the solvent, Gp^i, are given by equations (6.23) and (6.24) respectively. 
Substitution of these terms into equation (6.3) yields:

Ge; (interacting system)

+  +  [ E  — 1 +  [ - |  E  — 1 +  G f (6,28)
L i J L i .

Now, the electrostatic free energy of solvation, AGei, is given by the difference 
between the free energy of the interacting system (6.28), and the separated system

(6.27):
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Finally, substitu tin g  the form ula (6.21) for the  solvaton charge, Q[,  into equation 

(6.29) yields:

AG., = -  E E  (l -  ^  s  (' -  7 ) ^  (6-30)
i j < i  \  i ^ f c j /

Again, for a  classical, non-polarizable solute, equation (6.30) reduces to:

= (esi)
i j<ii \  U /  U i

the classical electrostatic  free energy of solvation as calculated w ith in  the  VCMX.

I 'h e  new model described above will now be com pared to  the  established VCM, 

SCRF and PCM  models.

6.5 Com parison o f the V C M X  and VCM

Physical and chemical in tu ition  suggest th a t the new VCMX is m ore likely to  provide 

a be tte r description of solvation in several ways:

1. T he phenom ena of polarization and a ttenuation  are com pletely separated.

2. The solvatons reproduce the correct electric field and electrosta tic  potential of 

the solvent - equation (6 .22).

3. Use of S a b  to  effect a tten u a tio n  is sym m etric. Furtherm ore, shielding can be 

in troduced w ithout any spurious in teractions due to  in teractions w ith the set of
Qf

all solvatons 7  ̂ 0, as solvatons are seen by their local a tom  only.
I

4. Polarized solvent molecules are m ost realistically represented by dipoles, and so 

the  solvent-solvent in teraction  energy oc r ~ ^ .  In the  VCM, th is is represented 

by equation (6.13) which overestim ates the  interaction. A t a monopole level of 

approxim ation it is reasonable to  allow no solvaton-solvaton interactions, as in 

the  VCMX, thereby redTicing the m agnitude of the  solvent-solvent interaction 

energy.

5. The VCM X calculates the  electrostatic free energy of solvation using (6.31). 

This is a more useful guide to  the energetics of solvation because free energy is 

the u ltim ate  arbiter.
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The magnitTide of the VCMX electrostatic free energy of solution, AGg/ in

(6.31), will be equal to the magnitude of the VCM solvation energy, AEei in (6.16), 

under the specific conditions ^/e^ = = Di — Dij = D = \/£solvent- "^his is due to
the numerical slight of hand used in the VCM, where the solvatons are defined as

so that the solvation energy takes the form, o f the Born Energy. Use of the “correction”

(6.18). This goes some way to explaining why the VCM reproduces “reasonable” 

solvation energies for the amine series - while based on electrostatics, it correctly 

determines the equation for the free energies.

The VCMX, on the other hand, derives the electrostatic free energy of solvation 

from the classical principles of solvation. Consequently, it has a sounder basis in the 

physics of solvation than the VCM, with the corresponding advantages listed above.

The Self Consistent Reaction Field (SCRF) model [7] [81] [173] is one of the oldest and 
simplest solvation models, and one of the most widely used. The solute is represented 

as a dipole, and the polarized solvent by a reaction field. The underlying physics is 

well imderstood [228]. Since the dipoles themselves, are based on point charges, it 
should be possible to interpret the SCRF in terms of point charges, and in terms of 

the solvaton type models.

6.6.1 V isu a lisa tion  o f th e  Solvation E nergy

The solvation of a dipole can be viewed in two ways (Figure 6.2):

1. The isolated in vacuo charges in 6.2(a) come together to form an in vacuo dipole 

in 6.2(b), which is then solvated in 6.2(c). This process corresponds to the 

solvation process in the SCRF model. The solute is represented by a dipole, //, 
and the polarized solvent is represented by

Hence, the solute-solvent interaction energy is proportional to a dipole-dipole 

interaction.

(6.32)

factor D  =  y/e compensates numerically for the lack of S ^ i  as highlighted in equation

6.6 C om parison  o f  th e  V C M X  and SC R F
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2. Alternatively, the isolated in vacuo charges in 6.2(a) are solvated individually in 

6.2(c), and then come together to form a solvated dipole in 6.2(d). This process 

corresponds to the solvation process in the VCM and VCMX. The solute is 

represented by a group of individtial charges, Qi, and the polarized solvent in 

VCMX is represented by solvatons, Q[

= Q^ (6.34)

Hence, the solute-solvent interaction energy is proportional to a charge-charge 

interaction.

For a detailed comparison between the SCRF and VCMX, a critical examination of 

the simple case of two charges forming a dipole, and their interaction with the solvent, 
will be used. The process is illustrated in Figure 6.3, and the four different scenarios 

are described in Sections 6.6.1.1 -  6.6.1.4 respectively.

(a) (b)

(a^

(d)

A-B

Figure 6.2: Visualisation of the Solvation Energy.
(a) in vacuo charges, (b) form an in vacuo dipole, then (d) the dipole is in solution, 
(a) in vacuo charges, (c) charges in solution, then (d) the dipole is formed in solution.
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6.6 .1 .1  Infin itely  Separated  Charges

The general case of four charges {Qa =  —Q b , Qc =  —Qd ), forming an infinitely large 
rectangle in space is now considered (Figure 6.3(a)). The to tal energy of the system 

is given by the self energy of the charges:

E to ta l  ̂ Q̂ l
2n

(6.35)

where rj is the radius of the charged particle.

(a)

© < ^ ©

->©
>

> 0

0 ^ ©

© < -^0

Figure 6.3: Diagram  illustrating different spacial configurations of charges in space.
(a) The four charges are infinitely far apart, (b) and (c) are interm ediate configurations, 
(d) All four charges are in close proximity.
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6 .6 .1 .2  C harges Form  Interacting D ipoles

In Figure 6.3(b), t a b  =  f C D  ' f ' AC =  ^ b d  and the system of charges may be con
veniently approximated by two point dipoles, and h cd ,  interacting. This is

essentially the dipole-dipole interaction modelled in the SCRF,

The to tal energy of the system can be broken down into three simple compo

nents.

1. The self energy of charges Q a and Q b , and the energy of their interaction. This 

yields the self energy of the dipole îab (see Appendix A for proof).

Q a , Q b , Q a Q b _  fJ-AB
r-3 

A B

+  ^  (6.36)
2 t a  2 t b  Ta b  r j

2. The self energy of charges Q c  and Qp,  and the energy of their interaction. This

yields the self energy of the dipole /.icd (see Appendix A for proof).

Q h ^ Q l ^  QcQ^ ^  ^  (g 37)
2rc 2ro tcd r̂ cD

3. The interaction between the two dipoles, ilab and fico- This will now be ana
lyzed in more detail.

S tarting with a point charge analysis, the interaction energy between charge 

Q a and charges Q c  and Q p  is given by:

E  =  Q a Va {Qc , Q d ) (6.38)

where Va is the potential at A  created by the charges Q c  and Q d - It is given as

K4 =  —  +  —  (6.39)
rAC rAD

and using Pythagoras’ Theorem,

■r'AD =  ( r l c  +  ^c d ) '  =  =  tac ( l  +  A^) '  (6.40)
V ^AC /

hence, the potential becomes
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which can be expanded using the binom ial theorem , provided 1 (as in this case):

Q c . Q d f ,  1 > 2  ,
VA =  —  +  —  { l - - y  +  0 ^  +  ...] (6.42)

fAC Ta c  \  ^  /

Now, rem em bering th a t r ^ c  ^  s o  th a t <C 1, and hence, higher order term s

(corresponding to  quadnipole, octupole, etc. interactions) can be ignored, and th a t

Q c  =  - Q d , the  energy is given by

E  =  Q A y A i Q c ^ Q n )

Q a
Q c  Q j i  _  1^2

-fAC rAC V 2
Q a Q c  _  Q a Q c  _  1^2 

rAC r A c  V 2 
Q a Q c  _  Q a Q c  1 Q a Q c  ̂ 2 

Tag r-Ac 2 t a c
1 Q aQ c '̂ cd

2 t a c  r^AC
1 ‘̂AB^J■CD

2 ’"AC
(6.43)

Similarly, the  in teraction  energy between charge Q b and charges Q c  and Q d 

is given by:

E  =  Q b Vb { Qc , Q d ) =  (6.44)
2 r%D

Sum m ation of equations (6.43) and (6.44) yields the  in teraction energy, Ei„.t

I flAB^^CD , '^fJ-ABfJCD ‘̂'AB^^CD l CAr : \
Erni =  2 - 7 3 ------ +    =  - 7 3 ------ (6-45)

^ ^AC ^ ^BD ^AC

which is the classic electrostatic  energy of two dipoles ^.a b  and î q d  in teracting  [228]. 

Hence, the  to ta l energy for the  system  is given by:

P _  fJ'AB I ^‘h D  I fJ'ABt^CD^total — —o 1----5------1-- Q  (D.4D)
/y’ O  /v » 'J  /v^O
^AB ^CD ^AC

where, the  first two term s are the  dipole self-energies, and the  final te rm  is th e  energy 

of their interaction.
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T he general equations (6.45) and (6.46) can be in terpreted  in term s of the 

SC R F by equating the charges Q/i and Q b  w ith the sohite, and charges Q c  and Q d 

w ith the  polarized solvent. Consequently, //,^g =  jj, is the dipole of the solute molecule, 

and ficD  =  fi* is given by

reaction field of the  polarized solvent. T he solute-solvent in teraction  energy is then 

given by:

where a is the  cavity radius, in agreem ent w ith the  s tandard  no ta tion  [7].

6 .6 .1 .3  A ltern ative  A rrangem ent o f Charges

For the  o ther in term ediate case shown (Figure 6.3(c)) ^  and the  system

of charges represents the  arrangem ent of charges in the VCM model. Here, Q a  and 

Q b  are the  partia l atom ic charges of the  solute. Q c  =  Q'a  and  Q d  =  Q'b  are the 

associated solvatons, given by

The energy of in teraction between the solute and the polarized solvent is given by:

(6.47)

where //* the  dipole m om ent of the “apparent surface charges” , which generate the

(6.48)

_  Q 'aQ a  , Q 'b Q b  , Q 'aQ b  , Q aQ 'b  
— ---------------1------------ 1-------------- 1----------- (6.49)

'f'A f'B T'AS r  AB

The to ta l energy of the system  includes the  self-energy of the charges, and is given by 

the Born energy, equation (6.10):
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6.6 .1 .4  Infinitesim ally Separated Charges

If the charges are then allowed to move much closer together, as in Figure 6.3(d), the 

to tal energy will be the self energy of the charges plus the energy of interaction:

This is the general equation, and is strictly accurate for all situations. No approx

imations can be made to simplify this formula, as at short range the higher order 

electrostatic interactions (quadrupole, octupole, etc.), make significant contributions 
to the to tal energy of the system.

6.6.2 A nalysis  o f  Em t

Both of the intermediate arrangements of charges discussed in Sections 6.6.1.2 and 

6.6.1.3 have been considered representative of the SCRF and VCM models respectively. 

Solvation phenomena can be modelled by allowing Q c  and Q d  to represent the solvents 
response to the presence of charges Qa and Q b  respectively. It should be noted that 
while every solvation model defines Q* or Q' differently, this does not affect the validity 
of the general relationships derived above.

The two definitions of the solute-solvent interaction energy given by equations 
(6.48) and (6.49) are based on interpreting the same charge-charge interactions, and 

consequently, must be equivalent when Q' =  Q*. In other words, if the solvaton Q' is

(6.51)

defined

(6.52)

then the VCM will reproduce the SCRF solute-solvent interaction energy:

Q'aQA Q'bQb Q'aQb ^  Q aQ'b (6.53)
r s  Ta b  t a b
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Both the VCM and SCRF affect attenuation by sohite-solvaton interactions, 

in contrast to the new VCMX model described in Section 6.4. In VCMX the energy 

of interaction between the atomic charges and their associated solvatons is given by

^  Q a Qc , Q b Q d Q a Q'a , Q b Q'b la ka\^int — I — I-----------  (,D.04J
^AC rsD rA tb

where Q[ is the solvaton charge, representing the polarized solvent, and r, is the atomic 

radius.

Use can be made of equations (6.43) and (6.45) to compare the SCRF, which 

describes solvation in terms of dipole interactions, and the VCMX which describes 

solvation in terms of charge interactions. The solute-solvent energy interaction in 

SCRF is given by
p  _  1 /MS/'-CD 1 fJABfJ'CD

^ M e ^ ^BD
_   ̂y i QAQc ^  1 ^2Q b Q d

2 Va c  2 t b d

2 a 2 a
where Q* is the “apparent surface charge” on the cavity, representing the polarized 
solvent; and a. is the cavity radius.

The factor in equation (6.55) is due to the inclusion of “attenuating in

teractions” between Q a < -------- > Q d and Q b < ------------ >  Q c  (see Figure 6.3).
W ithin the VCMX, equation (6.54) contains only polarizing interactions - attenuation 

has been explicitly separated.

6.6.3 A nalysis  of AGei

W ithin the SCRF model, AGei can be calculated by applying equation (6.45) to the 
standard formula (6.8):

A G .  =  =  I ' M  =  (6.56)
z z z Vac

Converting this to charge-charge interactions by use of equation (6.43) yields:

_  1 ^ Q a Qc  ̂ Q a Q d  ̂ Q b Qc , Q b Q d

2 V Ta c  a d  f 'BC r-BD 

1 {QaQ*a ^  QaQ*b ^  QbQ*A ^  QbQ*b

Q a Q*b Q b Q*  ^

2 V t a  T a b  t a b  t b

(6.57)S - Q a Q \  1 
V  2r^ 2 Tab  Tab
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Since the SCRF model reduces the molecule to a simple dipole in which, by 
definition, Q a  = — Q b  and Q*^ = —Qbi attenuation interactions in the square
brackets of the above equation are symmetric. Thus equation (6.57) becomes

AG„= 5 :  ^  (6.58)
A A B < A

which is equivalent to that calculated by the VCMX model in equation (6.31). This 
result is expected as AGei should be the same regardless of the model used, since they 
are capturing the same physics of solvation. Hence, the only differences between the 
two models are in the definition of Q* or Q'. Within the SCRF, the polarized solvent 
dipole, //*, can be viewed as a pair of “apparent surface charges”, Q*, of magnitude

Q: =  (6 -59)

Conversely, the VCMX defines the solvatons as

Q' =  -  ( i  -  ^ )  Q  ̂ (6.60)

Hence, the electrostatic free energy of solvation of a dipole, as calculated by both 
the SCRF using dipoles, and the VCMX using monopoles, can be made numerically 
equivalent by scaling Q* to Q '.

It should be noted that while the simplicity of the SCRF model has the ad
vantage of automatically including symmetric attenuation, it also limits the model in 
several important ways:

1. The SCRF provides an overly simplistic portrayal of the molecule as just a dipole 
(/ =  0) - for higher order terms use PCM (/ =  oo).

2. The SCRF employs spherical or elliptical cavities - this is not very realistic for 
most molecules.

3. The SCRF offers no possibility of including shielding.

The VCMX has none of the above problems, yet is equally simple to employ.
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6.7 C om parison o f V C M X  and PC M

In contrast to the simpHcity of the SCRF, the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) 

[177] is one of the most complex continuum solvation models. It has been widely 

applied [131], and therefore, a comparison between the VCMX and PCM is of interest.

6.7.1 R ev iew  of P C M  T heory

In the Polarizable Continuum Model Eint is given by the interaction between the solute 

charge distribution, p, and the reaction potential, Vr, due to the polarized solvent:

Ernt = I  p{r)VR{r)dr = J 2 Q a  I (6.61)
./E ^ . / ' £  \ r 5|

where the Q a are the partial atomic charges forming the solute, and cr(s) is the 

dielectric polarization charge distribution on the cavity surface, E.

Applying the boundary element method, a is represented by a discrete number 
of point charges g, associated with cavity surface elements. A s,, of appropriate area. 
The reaction potential at the surface element is thus given by

Vh{ s, ) ^ Y . —  (6 -62)

Furthermore, it is possible to define the apparent surface charge, Q*, as the charge 

distributed over the cavity area associated with any given atom:

= (6-63)
i^A

6.7.2  A nalysis  o f  Eint

W ithin the PCM, the solute-solvent energy of interaction, E^t, as given by equation 

(6.61), can be interpreted as

= E E = E + E E (6-64)
A B 4 l"A A ^AB

which is exactly equivalent to th a t given by the VCM and SCRF as shown in equation 

(6.53). In other words, the interaction energy as calculated by the PCM contains both 

polarizing and attenuating interactions. This is in contrast to the new VCMX which 

includes only polarization interactions, cis shown in equation (6.23).
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6.7 .3  A nalysis  o f  AG el

Using the s tan d ard  form ula (6.8) yields the form of electrostatic  free energy, AGei, 

calculated by the  PCM :

A G . ,  =  i £ . „ ,  =  E % ^  +  5 ^ E
^ A ^ A B<A

Q aQ*b Q b Q a

T a b  r-AB
(6.65)

By choosing Q*Ĵ  =  — ^1 — Q a , AGei calculated by the  PCM  is exactly equivalent 

to  th a t given by the  VCMX in equation (6.31) - as expected.

In reality. Q \  is defined w ithin the PCM  so th a t the to ta l charge induced on 

the surface of the  cavity is proportional to  the to ta l charge of the  solute:

f  a{s)ds =
•'S ,■ A \  £  /  A

(6.66)

This ensures th a t, even though a ttenuation  is affected by use of th e  apparent surface 

charges, there  will be no spurious stabilizing or destabilizing in teractions - one of the 

m ajor flaws of the SS-VCM. T he values of the individual Q*̂  are given by equation 

(3.24)

=  =  a , .
i €A i e A  V  /  s -

and since Vtot — Vp +  Vr , Q*a has been shown [229] to  depend in a  complex m anner on 

both  the  partia l atom ic charges and on the  “apparen t surface charges” themselves. An 

initial estim ate (step 1 in the  convergence procedure - see Section 3.5.5) is prodiiced 

by setting  Vtoi =  Vp yielding the  simplified form ula [176]

^  =  - 1 1 - / - . ) + ! :  ^ ( 1  -  u )
^A B-itA ^AB

(6.67)

where Ja is the  fractional surface area of the sphere centered a t A  (used to  construct 

the cavity) th a t is not exposed to  the  solvent. T he final term  of the  above equation 

is necessary to  ensure the \a lid ity  of equation (6.66). Inclusion of (1 — / a ) shows the 

PCM  apparen t surface charge, by definition, includes shielding.
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However, the inclusion of shielding implies tha t atoms Q a and Qb , with the 

same partial atomic charge but different levels of exposure to the solvent, will have 

different values for their associated “apparent surface charges” , Q \  and Q*q . Thus, 

analysis of equation (6.65) shows th a t the attenuation interactions shown in the square 

brackets are not symmetrical unless fA = fB-

Consequently, the VCMX has a more sovmd physical basis than the PCM, as 

all explicitly attenuated interactions are symmetric, regardless of the level of shielding 

employed in calculating Q '. Furthermore, the VCMX is simpler to implement, as the 

necessity for tesselating the surface and performing nested SCF cycles is obviated.

6.8 “U nified  T h eo ry ” o f C ontinuum  Solvation

Each of the models described in this Chapter - VCM, SS-VCM, VCMX, SCRF, and 
PCM - represent the physics of solvation is a different manner. The detailed com

parison given above allows correlations between the various decriptions of the solute- 
solvent interaction energy, Eint, and the electrostatic energy of solvation to be drawn. 

The equations which represent Eint and AEei are given in standard notation in Tables 
6.1 and 6.2 respectively.

Under the specific conditions of equal solvaton charges and apparant surface 
charges i.e. Q[ = Q \,  and th a t for the VCMX Eab  has an equivalent form, then the 

following conclusions can be drawn:

• The m agnitude of Eint calculated by the VCM, SS-VCM, SCRF, and PCM are 
equivalent. T hat calculated by the new VCMX differs as only solvent polariza

tion is inchided.

• The m agnitude of AGei calculated by the VCMX, SCRF, and PCM are equiva

lent. The VCM and SS-VCM calculated electrostatic energy of solvation, AEei, 

has an equivalent functional form to AGei only when is defined by equation 

(5.1).



Ta  r A B

(SS-VCM) =  + E a E b m ^

E m ( VCMX)  = E a ^
Einj(SCRF) = = 5k5f + 5k5£ +

^  r A  r u  r ^ B  '^AB

£,„,(PCM) =  k p ( r ) V R { r ) d r  = Y . A Q A k ^ ^ = E A ^  + E A E B < A Q a Q b  _ j_  Q b Q \
t a b  t a b

Table 6.1: Solute-Solvent Interaction Energies, as calculated by the VCM, SS-VCM, VCMX, SCRF and PCM .

AE„(VCM) =  E a ' ^ + E a E b ^ a ^ + E a ^  + E a E b <a ^ ^

AB„(SS-VCM) =  E a ^ + E a E b ^ a ^ + E a ^  + E a E b <a ' ^

AG,,(VCMX) =  ^ Y . a E b <a { ^ -  + E a ^
AG„(SCRF) =  !£,„,  =

AG„(PCM) =  =  E ^ ^  +  ; E . , I : b< ^ [ ^  + ^

Table 6.2: The E lectrostatic Energy of Solvation, as calculated by the VCM, SS-VCM, VCMX, SCRF and PCM.
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6.9 Conclusions

A new solvation model - the Virtual Charge Model with explicit a ttenuation (VCMX) 

- has been proposed. Solvatons are used to affect polarization only, and all atom-atom 

interactions are explicitly attenuated. Theoretical analysis has shown th a t it corrects 
the m ajor flaws of the VCM and SS-VCM. Comparisons with the commonly employed 

SCRF and PCM continuum models were favourable. Furthermore, it is possible to 

reproduce the SCRF dipole model in a solvaton framework. Unlike the SCRF, the 

VCMX offers the possibilty of including shielding.

A “Unified Theory of Continuum Solvation” was also derived. This clearly 

illustrates the solvation energies of the various models in standard notation, and their 

equivalent solvaton discription.

The subsequent chapter will detail the implementation of the VCMX within 

the various semi-empirical simulation techniques described in Chapter 2.
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ENCODING THE NEW  SOLVATION MODEL

7.1 Introduction

The underlying concepts of the Virtual Charge Model with Explicit A ttenuation 

(VCMX) were described in the previous chapter. The model separately models so

lute attenuation and polarization, avoiding the artifacts and problems of the earlier 

solvation models.

The balance between polarization and attenuation proves critical in reasonably 

modelling the physics of solvation. In the original VCM, both contributions were 

greatly overestimated (§5.5). Calculations including polarization alone led to spurious 
stabilizations of the to tal energies, whereas attenuation alone led to greatly reduced 
to tal energies. The VCM performed as well as it did because each component while 

unreasonably modelled, was in opposition, and the net energy was reasonable. Under 

these circumstances uncoupling the polarization and attenuation is a delicate matter.

In this chapter, the VCMX is encoded within the CNDO/2 m ethod (§7.2), and 

later (§7.5) within the more sophisticated MNDO and AMI semi-empirical quantum 
chemical simulation techniques (§2.5). Methods for yielding red^iced attenuation and 

polarization are developed in such a way as to yield physically reasonable results. 

Calculations on amine basicities and alcohol acidities are compared to experimental 

data.
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7.2 CNDOrVCMX

7.2.1 Introduction

In C hapter 6, the VCMX was shown to be a significant theoretical improvement, 

at least in principle, over other continuum solvation theories. The mathematical 

framework - equations (6.21) to (6.31) - of the new VCMX is now incorporated 

within the CNDO method (§7.2.2). By using the standard CNDO parameters in 

the CNDOiVCMX, the model can be directly compared to the CNDO:VCM (§7.2.3). 

The possibility of separately scaling the polarization and attenuation interactions is 

discussed in Section 7.2.4.1, and implemented in 7.2.4.2. The VCMX is compared to 

the SCRF in Section 7.2.5, and another possible method of param eterization is dis

cussed, but not implemented. The VCMX is then applied to the simulation of amine 

basicities (§7.2.6), and alcohol acidities (§7.2.7). Finally, a summary of the behaviour 

of the CNDO:VCMX is provided in Section 7.2.8.

7.2.2 Encoding CNDO:VCMX

The inclusion of polarization and attenuation within the CNDO framework is now 
considered. To begin with, attenuation only is included in the CNDO diagonal Fock 

components, given by equation (2.49), which becomes

 Z b I a b  -  + P a a I a a  + X!  P b b I a b  (7.1)
B ^ A  ^ b ^ a

where the “electron-other core” and “electron-other atom electron” interactions given

Both the Fock m atrix and the energy are then adjusted by the interaction of the solute 
with the solvatons

by the second and final terms above have been explicitly attenuated by . The

electronic energy is then given by the usual equation

F/xij. — “  2 ^ i i tx lA A  +  P a a I a a  + Y . b ^ a  { P b b  — Z b ) J a b

(7.3)

f 1----) Q a Q aI aQ'
A \  /

(7.4)
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where the final term  of (7.3) represents the interaction of an electron in orbital /v, 

on atom  A  with its associated solvaton simulating the immediately polarized solvent. 

The electron does not see solvatons on other atoms. The final term  of (7.4) represents

Eint +  Gpoi =  (6.2). The to tal energy is given by

Etotal =  K - + E E  (7.5)
A B < A

where C a b  is the “core-other core” interaction energy which, again, has been explicitly 

attenviated.

The separation of the polarization and attenuation effects has two distinct 

advantages. Firstly, the spurious net solvaton charge in the SS-VCM due to i^ Q b 7̂
B

0, is eliminated and the anomalous electrostatic stabihzations or destabilizations are 

removed. Secondly, the additional flexibility allows the nature of the intervening 

environment between any two atoms A and B to be considered. At this stage no

statem ent is made as to how eab niay be evaluated.

7 .2 .2 .1  P ra c t ic a l  D ifficu lties

The reintrodTiction of explicit attenuation by the use of a Eab  term raises a number 
of practical difficulties. Consider the interaction between two classical point charges, 

given by

Q a Q b {Z a — P a ) { Z b — P b ) Z a Z b Z a P b Z b Pa , P a P b c;\ = ----------------------------- = -----------------------------------+ ---------  (7.6)
r  a b  ^ a b  f  a b  'Ta b  f  a b  r  a b

and its quantum  analogue within CNDO given by

Q a Q b  _  Z a Z b  ^  p  .  V  p  -  I p  p  .
^ A B  ^ A B  u h li 1/

As can clearly be seen, the distance dependence of the core-core interaction is cal

culated using not ^a b - This is equivalent to treating the cores as classical point 

charges. Explicit attenuation of this term  yields the following form for the total energy 

of the system:

+ E  E  — —  (7-8)
.4 B < A
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T he physical consequences of explicitly a tten u a tin g  the  cla,ssical core-core interac

tion  are solvation energies th a t are of the order of 10^ kJ too large - see columns 

C N D O :V CM X (r^B) of Table 7.1.

An analysis of the  core-core and core-solvaton core in teractions in the VCM 

revealed

^ +  ZAZ's'iAB +  +  Z'^Z'qJa B =  Z a Z b
1 \ 

- I a a ] +
Ta b  /  £  J

(7.9)
Ta b

and, since th e  core charges Z a  and Z b  contain core electrons as well as the nuclear 

charge, it m ight be argued th a t a 'yAB type term  is more appropria te  th a n  - i - .  Hence,
^  A B

the  a tten u a tio n  of the core-core term  will be m odelled by

Etotal -E'e-+  X ] X ] [ Z a Z b I a b  + Z a Z b  ( --------------------------------------(7-10)
^ B<A ^^AB \T a b  / j

T he a tten u a ted  core-core in teractions are governed by ')a b , and th e  final term  is a 

“correction factor” d^ie to  th e  difference between and its quan tum  representation, 

7 ,4 S, which tends to  zero a t large r^B- In the case where all D a = D ab  =  y/^, 

the VCMX reduces to the  VCM. Henceforth, th is equation will be im plem ented as 

s tan d ard  w ithin the  VCMX.

7.2.3 Comparing CNDO:VCM and CNDO:VCMX

T he predictions of the VCM X are now com pared w ith those of the  VCM  for the amine 

series. As indicated in Section 6.5, the  VCMX and VCM should resu lt in the same 

energy of solvation, under the  following conditions:

1. No shielding of any kind is included in the  sim ulation, so th a t 

V^soivent = V^A = AB = Da = D ab = D, for all atom s.

2. T he electron repulsion integral, 'yaq', which governs the in teraction  of the elec

trons on atom  A  w ith its associated solvaton in the VCMX model, is set equal 

to  th e  s tan d ard  CNDO electron repulsion integral J a a , as used in the VCM.

3. T he “in vacuo solvation” energies, which contain no solute polarization, are 

com pared i.e. the energy calculated when the  solvation term s are added, bu t the 

density  d istribu tion  of the  molecules rem ain fixed. The SCF electronic energies 

will differ due the use of ^  in th e  VCM Fock m atrix , and the use of ^ in the 

VCMX of equation (7.3).



Experimental Values [196] 
A G ,„,„(B ) A G .„,,(B H  + )

CNDO;VCM(in vacuo) 
A E , i (B) A E , i (BH + )

CNDO:VCM 
A E , i (B )  A B ,,(B H +)

CNDO:SS-VCM(P) 
A E „ ( B )  A E ,,(B H + )

CNDO:SS-VCM 
A E ,,(B ) A E ,,(B H  + )

MeNH2 - 11.21 -283.26 -13.85 -461.57 -33.08 -494.02 -30.07 -492.72 -32.31 -490.21
EtNH 2 -10.92 -270.70 -15.47 -430.41 -37.21 -473.78 -33.15 -471.69 -36.27 -467.35
PrN H 2 -10.50 -263.59 -16.09 -414.92 -39.05 -464.62 -34.90 -462.55 -38.01 -457.83
BuNH2 -10.08 -261.50 -16.20 -406.85 -39.49 -459.81 -35.33 -457.74 -38.42 -452.84
MejNH -10.08 -255.22 -11.03 -403.44 -27.20 -447.00 -22.14 -443.99 -25.44 -437.82
E t2NH -9.16 -236.40 -13.83 -359.40 -34.10 -417.09 -26.43 -412.72 -31.78 -403.95
PrzNH -7.36 -226.35 -14.91 -337.20 -37.36 -403.27 -29.26 -399.10 -34.76 -389.74
BU2NH -5.61 -221.33 -15.14 -325.55 -38.14 -395.72 -30.01 -391.60 -35.45 -381.95
MesN -5.61 -227.61 -8.92 -362.10 -22.54 -410.72 -15.24 -403.90 -19.45 -389.37
E tjN -4.81 -203.34 -13.09 -313.96 -32.47 -376.71 -20.36 -368.45 -28.13 -352.29
PrsN -3.35 -192.05 -14.47 -288.46 -36.79 -360.34 -23.48 -352.87 -31.78 -336.26
BU3 N -14.80 -275.24 -37.85 -351.20 -24.41 -343.86 -32.62 -326.96

CNDO:VCM X(rAs) CNDO:VCMX(in vacuo) CNDO:VCMX CNDO:SS-VCMX
A G ,,(B ) A G ,,(B H +) A G . i ( B ) A G „(B H +) A G ,,(B ) A G „(B H  + ) A G ,,(B ) A G ,,(B H  + )

MeNHz -3604.52 -4804.81 -13.85 -461.57 -33.98 -495.34 -33.01 -494.75
EtNH 2 -5195.49 -6371.55 -15.47 -430.41 -38.24 -475.37 -36.93 -474.54
PrNH 2 -6785.58 -7950.67 -16.09 -414.92 -40.14 -466.31 -38.81 -465.49
BuNHa -8374.11 -9533.94 -16.20 -406.85 -40.60 -461.50 -39.27 -460.69
MeaNH -5039.87 -6202.20 -11.03 -403.44 -28.03 -449.07 -26.43 -448.02
EtzNH -8223.89 -9352.12 -13.83 -359.40 -35.13 -419.66 -32.70 -418.20
P r2NH -11403.92 -12515.06 -14.91 -337.20 -38.52 -405.97 -35.96 -404.59
BU2NH -14580.91 -15683.68 -15.14 -325.55 -39.35 -398.43 -36.78 -397.07
MegN -6484.18 -7618.05 -8.92 -362.10 -23.28 -413.50 -20.91 -411.21
EtsN -11280.06 -12375.18 -13.09 -313.96 -33.50 -380.15 -29.52 -377.48
PrsN -16049.65 -17124.03 -14.47 -288.46 -38.01 -363.93 -33.64 -361.53
BusN -20815.03 -21879.14 -14.80 -275.24 -39.14 -354.78 -34.73 -352.42

Table 7.1: Comparison of VCM and VCMX Solvation Energies (kJ/raol). Calculations performed a t e =  81. V CM X (r^fl) denotes VCMX calculations with explicit attenuation 
of the core-core interaction given by equation (7.8). All other VCMX calculations are performed using equation (7.10). VCM (in vacuo) and VCMX(in vacuo) are the “in vacuo 
solvation” energies. SS-VCM(P) denotes SS-VCM calculations with shielded polarization interactions only. SS-VCMX denotes VCMX calculations with shielded solvatons, and is 
the equivalent calculation of SS-VCM(P). The SS-VCM calculations apply solvent shielding to  both polarization and attenuation interactions.
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The results of the simulations are given in Table 7.1. Several conclusions can 

be drawn:

• Solvation energies are overestimated by ~  10  ̂ kJ when the core-core interactions 

are explicitly attenuated, as in equation (7.5) - see Columns CND0:VCM X(r^5).

• Application of the standard VCMX core attenuation equation (7.10) results in 

reasonable solvation energies of the correct order of magnitude - see Columns 

CNDO:VCMX.

• As emphasized in Section 6.5, the unshielded “in vacuo" solvation energies of 

the VCM and VCMX are equivalent under the conditions listed above.

CNDO:VCMX(zn vacuo) = CNDO:VCM(zn vacuo)

This is achieved despite the fact tha t the VCMX calculates the electrostatic free 

energy of solvation, AGei, while the VCM calculates solvation energy, AEei- The 
lack of entropic contributions in the VCM is compensated by use of D =

Further calculations, including the simple shielding m ethod described previ
ously (§5.4), reveal several points of interest. Calculations including shielding within 

VCMX (denoted SS-VCMX in Table 7.1) do not correctly reproduce the experimental 

variation in solvation energies. The experimental trend of solvated amine stability, 

prim ary >  secondary > tertiary, is correctly reproduced. However, within a given 

group, the solvation energy decreases in the order Bu > P r > Et >  Me - the reverse of 

the experimental trend. This was imexpected, since the SS-VCM yields qualitatively 

correct trends in amine solvation (see Section 4.4). However, equivalent shielding of 

polarization terms only in the SS-VCM (denoted SS-VCM(P) in Table 7.1) also fail 
to reproduce the correct ordering.

As shown in Section 5.5, the VCM greatly overestimated the magnitude of both 

the polarization and attenuation contributions. By comparing the CNDO:VCMX 

and CNDO:VCM under the condition sa  = sab  = ^solvent, the magnitude of the 
polarization and attenuation within the VCMX are correspondingly overestimated. 

In the following section the issue of reducing the magnitude of these phenomena to 

physically realistic values will be addressed.
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7.2 .4  Param eterization  o f  th e  V C M X  

7.2.4.1 G eneral Approach

One of the significant features of the VCMX is the separation of the polarization and 

attenuation phenomena. This allows both aspects of solvation to be independently 

reduced to more physically realistic values. Reduction of the attenuation will be dealt 

with first.

The overestimation of the attenuation interactions in the VCM is due to the 

use of S a b  =  ^solvent- This assumes th a t there are several solvent molecules between 
atoms A  and B .  Where full penetration of the solvent does not occur, a lower value 

for S a b  appropriate.

S a b  shoTild be calculated systematically, however there is no obvious way of 

achieving this. To gain insight into the effect of reducing the attenuation, a spread of 
values for E a b  were chosen - the maximum being the static dielectric constant of the 

solvent, Estatic, and the minimum being the high frequency dielectric constant of the 
solvent, Soo- For simplicity, the attem iation param eter £ a b , is assumed to be constant 
for all A - B  interactions. The methods of assigning values to E a b  are listed below:

^ A B  ^so lven t ^s ta t ic

9  c. _  £,0.5
^ A B  ^solvent

q  -  _  ^0 .3 7
^ A B  ^solvent

A c    ^ 0.25
^ A B  ^solvent

5. Ea b  =  n ^  =  E oo

where n  is the refractive index of the medium. The value e a b  =  ^solvent was chosen 

as it recreates the behaviour of most other contimuim models i.e. using Esoivent to 

affect both polarization and attenuation. The use of e a b  =  ^^oivent corresponds to 
th a t used in the VCM. The lower values calculated by methods 3-5 correspond to 

more physically realistic values e.g. 5.0, 3.0, and 1.78 in water {e  =  79) respectively.

The polarization of the solute is achieved by the interaction of the solvaton 

with the solute;
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To lessen the magnitude of this interaction, either Sa or 7 ^q/ must be reduced. Sa 

represents the exposure to the solvent. ')aq' reflects the proximity of the atom to 

the manifestation of the solvent. Since shielding is not being considered, and using 

l A Q '  =  l A A  (^he standard  electron repulsion integral) is not appropriate (§5.6), it is 

the which will be modified.

Studies of the radial distribution functions of water show th a t the first hydra

tion shell occurs at a distance equal to the van der Waals radius of the outer atoms of 

the molecule plus the van der Waals radius of the water molecule [230]. Ideally, the 

effective distance between the atom and its solvaton, Taq', would be set equal to the 

van der Waals radius of the atom, plus the van der Waals radius of the solvent. 

Then 7 4 Q/ would be calculated as a function of the van der Waals radius within the 

' ) a b  formula, as suggested by Klopman [174].

Even with sa  =  79 and sab  as low as n? =  1.78 for water, use of 7'aq' =  

within CNDO:VCMX yields positive values for AGei, and thus AGsoiv, for the amine 
series. This resTilt indicates th a t either taq ' =  r^dw is to large, or even e = is too 
high. It is more plausible th a t taq' = r^dw significantly underestim ates the polarizing 
effect of the solvent.

7.2.4.2 CNDO:VCMX Parameterization

Given the complexity of the uncouple polarization and attenuation model, empirical 

fitting of 'yaq' to empirical da ta  is considered. A systematic approach to modifying 

the value of J aq', would be to treat rAQ' as an empirical param eter which could be 

fitted to reproduce the experimental solvation free energies of hundreds of molecules 

in numerous solvents. Such a task is beyond the scope of this work. However, the 

principle can be evaluated by testing on a restricted set of molecules. A series of 

calculations with fixed sab  was employed.

Here, the approximate values of taq ' are obtained by minimizing the error 

between the experimental and calculated values of AGsoiv, for the amine series in 

water. A summary of the presented results is given in Table 7.2, which lists the values 

of rAQ' which yielded the best fit to the linear free energy graphs C .l-C .lO  (given in 

Appendix C; two examples being repeated below) for a given Ea b - By reducing £aBi 

less polarization of the solute is required to reproduce the experimental AGgoiv values. 

This is manifested by an increased distance between the solute and the solvaton, taq ',
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£ a b 'f'AQ ' AG,,„i„{expt)  ' '  '
AGsolvi<^O.lc) / p T T + \

AG,,„i„{expt)  \  ' '

79 0. ‘̂ '̂l̂ vdw 1.045 1.6895

8.9 0.39t' vdw 1.0044 1.4985

5.23 OAlr^dw 1.0593 1.365

3.03 0.747*^^^ 1.0233 0.9742

1.78 0.93t’ vdw 1.0506 0.7617

Table 7.2: CNDOiVCMX Parameters

with a corresponding redTiction in ')aq'-

The magnitnde of AGgoiv for the protonated amines shows little dependence 

on the values of r^Qi , and thus Jaq ', as chosen above. Their solvation free energies 
are primarily determined by the value of Ea b - A linear correlation between the calcu

lated and experimental solvation energies was always observed. The value which most 

accurately reproduces the experimental AGsoiv is Sab — 3 (Table 7.2, slope~ l).

Conversely, the solvation free energy of neutral amines shows a strong depen

dence on taq ', and thus 7aq'- This is not surprising given th a t the polarization of 
the molecule by the medium is the dominant stabilizing interaction. At low sab  val
ues, minimal polarization is required to reproduce the experimental AGsoiv values. At 

large s a b , (where the attenuation is overestimated), a correspondingly high level of 
polarization is required to stabilize the molecule (§5.5). Consequently, at high eab 

the calculated AGsoiv values do not reproduce the correct experimental AGsoiv values 
within a given group - primary, secondary, or tertiary  - and the points on the linear 

free energy graphs (e.g. see C .l and C.3) lie almost perpendicular to the “ideal” fit - 

a line of slope~ l. At low dielectric values, {e — v} = 1.78, as in Figure 7.1), with the 

exception of the m ethyl-substituted amines, the calculated AGsoiv values are in good 
agreement with experimental data.

VCMX works well for charged systems. Neutral molecules show a much greater 

dependence on the specific values of the model parameters Eab  and taq ', and due the 

magnitude of AGsoiv, it is difficult to capture the subtleties of solvation. However, the 
general approach of separating polarization and attenuation has been validated.
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^G»oiv(cxpt) (kJ/m ol)
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•16.0

Figure 7 .1: Com parison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX param eters e a b  - 1.78 , e a  —  79 , ' j a q '  -  

were used.

(kJ/mol)
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Figure 7 .2 : Com parison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. The VCMX param eters s a b  =  1.78, E a  =  79, 
lA Q '  0.93r^dtx) were used.
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7.2.5 Comparison of VCMX and SCRF

As noted previously, SCRF is a widely used technique, and comparison between it and 
the VCMX is of interest. Furthermore, comparison will allow the VCMX to reproduce 
SCRF, and develop it further by the introduction of shielding. The theoretical basis 
for the comparison has already been thoroughly outlined (§6.6). When solvating a 
simple dipole, the only theoretical difference between the two models is the definition 
of the “apparent surface charges” , Q*, and the solvatons, Q'. The SCRF model may 
be approximated by defining the solvatons as

However, implementation of the VCMX and SCRF theories within a quantum 
mechanical simulation code like CNDO, can also lead to some STibtle differences in the 
interpretation of various distance parameters. Hence, comparison of the two models 
requires the following conditions:

1. No shielding of any kind be included in the VCMX.

2. The magnitude of the VCMX solvaton is set equal to the SCRF apparent surface 
charge, given by equation (7.11).

3. As the SCRF model simulates both the polarization and attenuation using Q*, 
the vahie of Sab within the VCMX is chosen such that

(7.11)

as compared to those in the VCM and VCMX, given by equation (6.21):

(7.12)

which yields a value of sab ~  53 for water {e = 79).
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4. The AGsoiv vahies are calculated by the SCRF model using //, =

5. W hen comparing the VCMX to the VCM in Section 7.2.3, the in vacuo solvation 

energies must be compared. Again, this requirement is imposed because of 

differences in the way solute polarization and attenuation are implemented.

In the VCMX, the electrostatic component of the free energy of solvation, AGez, is 

given by equation (6.31):

AGe, = - x : E f i - —1 —

Implementing points 1 to 3 converts (6.31) into

* j<t  ^2e  +  l /  7'i j   ̂ \ 2 £ + 1 J  2ri

QiQi  ̂ QiQj
2ri rij. 2e +  1 ,

which is equivalent to th a t given by equation (6.58) for the SCRF.

(7.13)

Inserting the dielectric constant for water {e =  79) into equation (7.12), yields 

the corresponding value for Eab ~  53. However, this equation is silent on the issue of 
the proximity of the polarized solvent to the solute. There is a difference between r^e 

(the distance between atoms A and B, and the length of the bond in a simple dipolar 

molecule) and the cavity radius, Tc, which gives the distance between the atom and 

its associated apparent surface charge in SCRF. This cavity size issTie manifests itself 

in the VCMX as 'Jaq'-
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7.2.5.1 Calculations on th e HF m olecule

This problem has been previously noted in Section 6.6.1.2, equation (6.40), which uses 

Pythagoras’ Theorem to relate the two:

To explore this issue of cavity size, the case of the simple HF molecule in water is 

considered. For the HF molecule j 'a b  =  0.9168A [206], and by choosing T c  =  2.0533A 

an effective value for e a b  — 1-78 was achieved. This allows ease of comparison between 

the SCRF and VCMX which will use the param eters defined in Table 7.2 for s a b  ~  

1.78.

In Figure 7.3, the variation of A G e i  for HF against plotted for both the 

SCRF and VCMX yields two straight lines, of different slopes. Polarization is greater 

in the VCMX. The value of Vc chosen yields an effective value of s a b  =  1-78 in water 
(which imderestimates the attenuating effect of the solvent - Table 7.2, slope< l), and 
yet the values for A G e i  calculated by the SCRF are lower than the values of VCMX. 
This reveals th a t the SCRF model substantially underestim ates both the polarizing 

and attenuating effects of the solvent.

2(c-1/2c+1)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6  0.6  1 1.2

-O.OS

-0.15>«»

-02

-0 25

■0.3

Figure 7.3: Comparison of the Electrostatic Free Energy, A G ^ i (eV), of HF, as calculated 
by the VCMX and SCRF.
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T he different slopes in Figure 7.3 are due to  the different in terpreta tions of the 

d istance between the  atom  and the  polarized solvent charge w ith in  these quantum  

models. W ith in  the  VCM X the in teraction between the  atom  and its solvaton is 

governed by ' ) a q ' =  /(0.93r^rft„). In th e  SCRF, for a  simple dipole like HP, the 

d istance between th e  atom  and its apparen t surface charge is the  cavity radius. This 

could provide an alternative m ethod of scaling (or r^Q/). T he value of "^a q ' could 

be ad justed  until th e  values of bo th  models coincided. However, th is approach 

was not pursued in th is study  for two reasons:

•  This proposed m ethod would scale the  VCMX to reproduce the SCRF values. 

It is much more useful to  reproduce experim ental values.

•  By its very nature , th is m ethod of scaling would result in a  different value of

for each atom , and possibly even for each atom  in different environm ents. 

W hile th a t level of accuracy is desirable in the  long term , it is beyond the scope 

of the curren t study.

7.2.5.2 SC R F  sim ulation  o f A m ine Basicities

The behaviour of the  am ine series is investigated using SCRF. Using the  cavity radius 

calculated au tom atically  by the  G EO M O S-SCRF code results in under estim ation of 

^ G s o i v  for the  p ro tonated  form of the am ine series. Consequently, no reordering of 

the series occurs on placing th e  molecules in solution, as seen in Figure 7.4.

It can be concluded th a t  the SCRF significantly underestim ates bo th  the po

larizing and a tten u a tin g  effects of the solvent. It also has no capacity  for including 

shielding effects. Consequently, the VCMX is a STiperior solvation model.
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Figure 7.4: Relative Amine Basicities as calculated by the SCRF.
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7.2 .6  Sim ulation o f A m in e  B asicity

H aving proven the  superiority  of the  VCMX over the SCRF, the  m odel is now applied 

to  the  benchm ark case of am ine basicities. T he therm odynam ic cycle of Silla et al. 

[161] [200], outlined in Section 4.2 will again be used.

AGp, =  AGpg +  AG,oz,(BH+) -  -  AG,„z,(H+) (7.14)

The free energy of p ro tonation , AGps, for the am ine series was calculated w ithin the 

VCMX using th e  values eab  — £a =  79, r^Q' =  0.74, which are the most

appropria te  param eters for w ater as a solvent. As can be seen from Figure 7.5 no 

reordering in the  relative p ro tonation  energies in solution (—AAGp^) occurs on gomg 

from equivalent prim ary to  secondary to  te rtia ry  amines.

The corresponding values are shown in Table 7.3 along w ith  the  experim ental 

values of Aue et al. [196] for com parison. Analysis shows th a t th e  AGps  values for the 

individual am ines are overestim ated by a minim um  of -348.6 k J/m o l. The m agnitude 

of the  error between the experim ental value, A G ps(ExPT), and the  calculated value, 

AGps, is due to  the  inaccurate values for the gas phase p ro tonation  energy, AGpg, 

calculated by CNDO. T he values are over estim ated by a  m inim um  of -344.8 kJ/m o l 

for m ethylam ine, and a m axim um  of -401.6 k J /m o l for tripropylam ine. This introduces 

an unacceptable level of error into the  calculation for AA G ps  which has a  maximum 

value of 4.9 k J/m o l, and a m inim um  value of -3.4 kJ/m ol.

However, Tising instead  the  experim ental gas-phase free energy of protonation, 

AGpg(ExPT), to  calculate AGps still does not reproduce the correct ordering within 

the am ine series as shown in FigTire 7.6. T he order reversal (bo th  w ithin and between 

a group) which occurs in w ater has been over estim ated, and a  com plete inversion pre

dicted. In o ther words the  s tab ih ty  w ithin a  group is predicted to  be M e> E t> P r> B u , 

and between groups, p rim ary> secondary> tertiary .
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It should be noted th a t use of AGpg(CNDO) and AGpg(ExPT) lead to the ex

act opposite in predicted trends for amine behaviour. Clearly, the use of AGpp(CNDO) 
is undesirable, and the use of AGpg(ExPT) is inappropriate, as the experimental free 

energies of protonation lie between these two extremes. It appears th a t an appropri

ate method of calculating AGpg is crucial in predicting the correct trends in amine 

basicities. This agrees with the ah initio level study of Sillia et al. [200], which con

cluded th a t calculation of accurate AGpg is required when studying amine basicity. 

Consequently, the accurate simulation of amine basicities requires the VCMX to be 

incorporated within other, less approximate, semi-empirical methods.

Finally, the effect of increasing the level of polarization and attenuation were 

explored. W hen =  5.0 or Sab  =  8.9 (and their corresponding 7aq') are employed, 
the values of AGps still do not appear to reorder. However, this is entirely due to the 

overestimation of AGpg by CNDO. When the experimental values for AGpg are em

ployed, total inversion occurs. At Eab  =  79 the value of A G 5o/^(BH''‘) is overestimated 
to such an extent th a t even using AGpg calculated by CNDO results in reordering.

This also explains the apparent ability of the VCM to reproduce experimental 
AHg trends. It calculates

AEp  =  E{ BH+)  -  E{ B)  = AEp, -  AEpg (7.15)

The use of D =  y/e to affect attenuation, and the standard integral in calculating 

polarization leads to the overestimation of AEpg. The use of the AEpg as calculated 
by CNDO is similarly overestimated by the order of ~  400 k j/m ol. It is the massive 

overestimation of the two opposing terms, leading to a cancellation of errors, which is 

responsible for the “reasonable” resTilts previously reported [9].
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Experimental Values [196] Additional Values
A G s o i v ( B ) A G , „ , „ ( B H + ) T A S p g A G p g A G p s A A G p s A G „ p ( B ) A G n p ( B H + )

MeNH2 -11.21 -283.26 -35.15 -878.6 -60.8 0.0 7.5 7.6
EtNH2 -10.92 -270.70 -35.15 -891.2 -61.0 -0.2 8.2 8.3
PrNH 2 -10.50 -263.59 -35.15 -897.0 -60.3 0.5 8.9 9.0
BuNH2 -10.08 -261.50 -35.15 -899.1 -60.7 0.1 9.6 9.7
M 6 2 N H -10.08 -255.22 -34.14 -906.3 -61.5 -0.7 8.4 8.5
Et2NH -9.16 -236.40 -34.14 -925.5 -62.9 -2.1 9.8 9.9
Pr2NH -7.36 -226.35 -34.14 -933.9 -62.8 -2.0 11.2 11.3
Bu2NH -5.61 -221.33 -34.14 -938.5 -64.2 -3.4 12.6 12.7
MeaN -5.61 -227.61 -32.43 -923.8 -55.9 4.9 9.3 9.4
EtsN -4.81 -203.34 -32.43 -952.7 -61.2 -0.4 11.4 11.5
PrsN -3.35 -192.05 -32.43 -961.9 -60.8 0.0 13.5 13.6
BusN 15.6 15.7

CNDO:VCMX
A G e , ( B ) A G , , ( B H + ) A E p g A G , „ , „ ( B ) A G , „ , „ ( B H + ) A G „ A G p s A A G p s

MeNH2 -18.99 -295.00 -1258.5 -11.49 -287.40 -1223.4 -409.4 0.0
EtNH2 -21.07 -279.55 -1289.6 -12.87 -271.25 -1254.5 -422.9 -13.5
PrNH 2 -21.69 -271.95 -1301.4 -12.79 -262.95 -1266.3 -426.5 -17.1
BuNH2 -21.82 -268.25 -1307.0 -12.22 -258.55 -1271.9 -428.3 -18.9
M 6 2 N H -14.47 -257.63 -1298.9 -6.07 -249.13 -1264.7 -417.9 -8.5
Et2NH -18.19 -235.45 -1340.2 -8.39 -225.55 -1306.0 -433.3 -23.9
Pr2NH -19.27 -224.07 -1358.0 -8.07 -212.77 -1323.9 -438.7 -29.2
Bu2NH -19.54 -218.49 -1366.7 -6.94 -205.79 -1332.6 -441.5 -32.1
MesN -10.99 -229.65 -1328.2 -1.69 -220.25 -1295.8 -424.4 -15.0
EtaN -16.59 -205.24 -1374.5 -5.19 -193.74 -1342.1 -440.7 -31.3
PraN -17.91 -191.71 -1395.9 -4.41 -178.11 -1363.5 -447.3 -37.9
BusN -18.32 -185.21 -1406.6 -2.72 -169.51

Table 7.3: Relative Amine Basicities in Water as calculated by the CNDOrVCMX without 
inclusion of Solvent Shielding. All energies in (kJ/mol).
Experimental values from reference [196] are shown. The additional values for AGnp were 
extrapolated from data in reference [119]. CNDO:VCMX values were calculated by using 
£ A B  =  =  S s o l v e n t ,  l A Q '  = f { 0 . 2 6 r y d w )  and applying the following relationships:

AGpg =  A£)pg(CNDO) -  TASpg{ExPT)

AGsoiv =  AG ei(VCM X) +  AGnp(ExPT)

AGps = ^Gpg + AGsoiviBE^) -  AGsoiv{B) -  AGso/.(H+)

AGso/i;(H+) =  -1089.9 kJ/mol [196]
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Figure 7.5: Flelative Free Energies of Protonation {—AAGpg) for the Amine Series calculated 
b y  the CNDO:VCMX using S a b  = =  ^ s o l v e n t ,  7 a q '  =  /(0.26r^d^). No solvent
shielding was incorporated.
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Figure 7.6: Relative Free Energies of Protonation (—AAG'ps) for the Amine Series calculated 
by the CNDOiVCMX. The parameters e ^ b  — £ a  — ^soivenu l A Q '  —  / ( 0 - 2 6 r „ d u i )  were 
used. No solvent shielding was incorporated. The experimental gas phase free energy of 
protonation was used in the formula:
AGp, =  AGpg(ExPT) +  -  AG«o,„(B) -  AG,„^^(H+)



E x p t  [196] 

AAGp,
^AB =

AAG -
^AB — 

AAGp,

^0.25

AAG^^^ps
^AB — 

AAGp,

^0.37

AAG -
^AB = £0-5 

AAG -
^AB

AAGp,
=  e

AAG -
MeNHa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EtNHa -0.2 -16.3 2.2 -13.5 5.0 -10.0 8.6 -9.3 9.3 -8.6 9.9
PrNHs 0.5 -20.9 3.6 -17.1 7.3 -12.2 12.3 -11.2 13.2 -10.2 14.3
BuNH2 0.1 -23.1 4.8 -18.9 9.1 -13.2 14.8 -11.9 16.0 -10.6 17.3
MeaNH -0.7 -12.3 1.4 -8.5 5.2 -1.9 11.8 0.4 14.1 3.1 16.8
EtaNH -2.1 -32.0 3.8 -23.9 11.9 -11.6 24.1 -8.3 27.5 -4.6 31.2
PraNH -2.0 -38.8 6.4 -29.2 16.0 -14.9 30.3 -11.1 34.1 -6.9 38.4
BuaNH -3.4 -42.6 6.8 -32.1 17.2 -16.4 32.9 -12.2 37.1 -7.5 41.9
MegN 4.9 -22.2 4.9 -15.0 12.2 -2.8 24.4 1.4 28.6 6.5 33.7
EtgN -0.4 -43.7 0.9 -31.3 13.3 -12.0 32.6 -6.5 38.2 -0.2 44.5
PrsN 0.0 -52.1 4.8 -37.9 18.9 -16.1 40.8 -10.0 46.8 -3.1 53.7

Table 7.4: Relative Amine Basicities in Water as calculated by the CNDO:VCMX, using CNDO and Experimental AGp  ̂ values, without 
inclusion of solvent shielding. All energies in (kJ/mol).

AGp, =  AGpg(CNDO) +  AG,o;^(BH+) -  AG,„i^(B) -  AG,„,„(H+)

AG^J =  AGp,(ExPT) + A G ,o iv m + )  ~  AG,„;„(B) -  AG*„,„(H+)
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7 .2 .7  T estin g  P ortab ility  - S im ulating A lcohol A cid ities

As seen in the previous Section, the amine series displays a remarkable sensitivity to 

the environment. Correctly predicting the basicity of the amine series requires both 

gas and solution free energies to be calculated accurately. A further test - the acidity 

sequence of alkyl-substituted alcohols - was performed to test the portability of the 

param eters given in Table 7.2. Since the available experimental da ta  is for hydration, 

the param eters which best reflect water - £yiB=3.03, £^^=79, - were used in

the simulation. The results are given in Table 7.5.

A linear free energy diagram (Figure 7.7) of the neutral species reveals tha t 

the free energy of solvation is overestimated by a factor of ~  1.7, compared to the 
experimental values [231]. This not surprising, as the rj\Q ' param eters chosen were 

not optimal for this system. However, the trends experienced by the alcohols are very 

similar to th a t experienced by the amines - as indicated by the shape of the curve 

(Compare to C.7). W ith the exception of methanol (MeOH), the calculated A G so iv  

values yield an approximately linear fit to experimental data. This approximate lin
earity a t £ =  3 is in improvement over tha t predicted for neutral amines (approximate 

linearity at e =  1-78), and is due to the increased m agnitude of A G g o iv  for alcohols, 
with a corresponding decrease in the sensitivity to model parameters.

(kJ/moi)

-22 -21.5 -21 -20.5 -20 -19.5 -19 -18.5
I-------------------------------- 1-------------------------------- 1---------------------------------1-------------------------------- 1-------------------------------- 1-------------------------------- 1-------------------------------- L _ 3 2 , o

y = 1.752X 
R  ̂= -1.5752♦  MeOH

♦  BuOH

♦  PrOH

♦  EtOH

1- -38.0

Figure 7.7: Comparison of experimental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral alcohols. The VCMX parameters s a b  "= 3.0, S a  =  79, ^ a Q' — 
were used.



Experimental D ata 
AG,„,„(ROH)[231] AG„,[232] A G ,, [234] [235]

Other D ata [236] 
AG„p(ROH) AG„p(RO-)

MeOH -21.38 1564.8 87.2 3.22 -0.50

EtOH -20.96 1551.0 90.8 3.93 0.29

PrOH -19.92 1546.0 92.3 5.40 2.09

BuOH -18.87 1541.4 92.3 7.66 4.14

CNDO:VCMX MP4:PCM [236]

AGeKROH) A G ,,(R O -) A G ,,,,(RO H ) A G ,„,,(R O -) A G -

MeOH -36.57 -430.04 -33.35 -430.54 77.7 86.7

EtOH -41.19 -421.18 -37.26 -420.89 77.5 90.5

FrOH -42.25 -412.54 -36.85 -410.44 82.5 92.6

BuOH -42.71 -410.18 -35.05 -406.03 80.5 98.3

Table 7.5: Alcohol Acidities as calculated by CNDO:VCMX, using Experimental AGag Values, without inclusion of solvent shielding. All 
energies in (kJ/mol).

AGas =  AGag(ExPT) +  AGsoiv{RO~) -  AG,oz^ROH) +  AG,„i^(H+)

The acidities calculated by [236] using the Polarizable Continuum Model at the MP4 level of correlation inclusion are also provided for 
comparison.
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Furthermore, the solvated free energies of deprotonation, A G  a s ,  were calculated 
according to

 ̂+  AGsoURO-)  -  AG^oUROH)  +  AGsoiv{H^) (7.16)

where the experimental values for deprotonation in the gas phase, AG^g^^ [232], and 
proton solvation, [233], were employed. The simulated acidity of the
series is MeOH<EtOH<PrOH>BuOH. The trend shown by the experimental AGas 
values [234][235] is MeOH<EtOH<PrOH=BuOH. Comparison reveals that the correct 
trend is predicted, although the stabilization of BuOH relative to PrOH is slightly 
overestimated. Tunon et al. [236] employed the Polarizable Continuum Model at 
the MP4 level of correlation inclusion to study this system, and their results are also 
reproduced in Table 7.5. Despite the level of complexity in the MP4:PCM model, they 
do not predict the correct trend in solvated alcohol acidity, in contra.st to the VCMX.

VCMX predicts qualitatively correct free energies of solvation for both neutral 
alcohols and their negatively charged conjugate acids. The trends in alcohol acidities 
are also qualitatively correct, provided the experimental gas phase deprotonation en
ergies are used. This supports the assertion that the VCMX can be generally applied.

7 .2 .8  A n alysis  & D iscussion

The application of the VCMX within CNDO has lead to a greater understanding of 
the physics of solvation. The effects of the separate phenomena of polarization and 
attemiation have been isolated and studied. Previous calculations were performed 
using unrealistically high values for Ea b , as the solvent can not penetrate between 
the atoms of compact molecules. The reduction of eab also prevents the need for 
over-polarization of the molecules in reproducing the experimental values for the free 
energies of solvation.

The calculated AGgoiv values for charged molecules provide a linear correlation 
with experimental values. For neutral molecules, the small magnitude of A G s o i v  makes 
correctly simulating the subtleties of solvation more difficult, although quahtatively 
correct trends are produced.

Even properties which have a strong dependence on gas-phase terms can be 
correctly reproduced by employing experimental gas-phase data. This is evidenced 
by the correct qualitative trends in the free energy of amine protonation and alcohol 
deprotonation calculated above.
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T his validates th e  general approach of separating polarization and attenuation , 

and th e  po rtab ility  of th e  param eters derived in Table 7.2.

W hile acknowledging th a t the  sim plistic m ethod of scaling the  E a b  and 7 ^ 4  

param eters discussed in Section 7.2.4.2 is far from ideal, the results presented above 

give credence to  the  notion th a t the  model, while not yielding quan tita tive  values, is 

capable of predicting the  correct solvation trends.

C om parison between the  SCRF and VCMX show th a t the  SCRF significantly 

underestim ates b o th  th e  polarizing and a ttenuating  effects of the solvent. It also has 

no capacity  for including shielding effects. Thus, the  VCM X is shown to  be a superior 

solvation model.

7.3 In clu sion  o f Solvent Screen ing in th e  new  V C M X

All the VCM X equations in bo th  th is and the previous chapter use the  local dielectric 

constant, to  describe the  m agnitude of the solvaton. Thus the  theory  of the  VCMX 

allows for different local dielectric constants associated w ith individual atom s and 

their solvatons, w ithout in troducing the  spurious stabilizations of the  SS-VCM model. 

However, th e  results in Section 7.2.4.2 were generated w ith all s a  being equivalent. No 

accoTmt was taken  of th e  a to m ’s accessibility to  th e  solvent. To take full advantage 

of this benefit of the  VCM X, a detailed look a t possible m ethods of incorporating 

shielding will now be undertaken.

7.3.1 R ev iew  o f P rev iou sly  E m ployed Solvent Screening M eth od s

Approaches to  incorporating solvent shielding fall into one of th ree categories - em

pirical param eterisa tion , use of accessible surface areas, and those based on solvent 

accessible vohmies. T he difficulty in im plem enting the  last approach [237], which re

quires explicit solvent molecules, m ean it is not of interest here. T he approaches to 

including solvent shielding in some of the  s tandard  continuum  solvation models are 

now detailed  below.
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7.3.1.1 T he G eneralized Born M odel

In the generalized Born approach of Still and co-workers [191]:

^G so lv  — ^ G e l  + ^ G n p  — E e -  + /^G pd (7,17)

where Ee- is the ground state  electronic energy of the molecule, and AGpoi is the sum 

of terms given by Coulombs Law in a dielectric and the Born equation, known as the 

Generalised Born equation [163]:

where fcB  is not defined uniquely, but is adjusted empirically to take account of the 

exposure of solute atoms to the solvent. A simple form proposed by Still et al. [191]

where aij = and D  =  provides superior interaction energies [191]

to th a t of the standard Born equation, which overestimates the interaction of buried 
partial charges with the dielectric.

7.3.1.2 T he V C M

The exposure of an atom to the solvent has been implemented within the SS-VCM [9] 
by use of the following formula:

constant which is assigned the value 1.0 since interactions within the solute are explic

itly included in an QM calculation; and Ofj is the fractional STirface area, exposed to the 

solvent, remaining after all reductions due to overlap with other atoms, based on their 

van der Waals radii. While equation (7.20) allows accurate solvent accessible surface 

areas to be used, Mac Donaill and Morton-Blake [9] applied the following empirical 

rules:

(7.18)

(7.19)

Di =  aiDs  +  (1 — Oii)DM (7.20)

where D s  is the dielectric constant of the bulk solvent; D m  is the molecular dielectric

• A H  atom  does not screen an atom bonded to it.
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• A non-H atom  screens each atom bonded to it by 20%.

An alternative m ethod of including solvent shielding within the VCM has re

cently been proposed by Lipinski and Chojnacki [238]:

where / a is the empirical screening factor for the environment of atom  A. Imple

m entation within Lipinski’s semi-empirical GRINDOL method [239] qualitatively re

produced the role of the solvent in modifying the electronegativity and hardness of 

bonded atoms [240].

7 .3 .1 .3  T h e P C M

As discussed in Section 6.7, within the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) [177], it 

is possible to define the apparent surface charge, Q*, as the charge distributed over 
the cavity area associated with any given atom:

Hence, the m agnitude of Q* is directly related to the cavity STirface area, and, therefore, 

shielding effects are autom atically included. In practice, Q*̂  depends in a complex 

m anner on both the partial atomic charges and on the “apparent surface charges” 
themselves, as shown in equation (3.24). However, a first order approximation of their 

m agnitude is obtained from the simplified formula [176]

(7.21)

Q*A = Y.<i-̂ (7.22)

(7.23)

where f  a is the fractional surface area of the sphere centered at A  (used to construct 

the cavity) th a t is not exposed to the solvent.
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7.3 .2  T est C alcu lations o f th e  Shielded V C M X

As an initial test, the approximate method of Mac Donaill and Morton-Blake [9] was 

employed within the VCMX. The change in amine basicity on solvation w£is exam

ined, and the predictions compared to those of the IPCM model which automatically 

includes solvent shielding.

7 .3 .2 .1  E m pirical Sh ield ing M eth od

Safi et al. [198] have examined the change in amine basicity over a range of dielectric 

environments. They employed the DFT:IPCM  model, and their results are graphically 

depicted in Figure 7.8. The reordering both within and between primary, secondary, 

and tertiary  groups is underestim ated, and only occurs in high dielectric environments. 

In comparison, the unshielded VCMX yields separation between groups at e >  35 (see 

Figure 7.6). This rapid reordering is almost certainly due to the overestimation of 
the size of the solvaton charge. Inclusion of the empirical solvent shielding method 
[9], yields a greater sensitivity to the environment (see Figure 7.9). Consequently, 
reordering of the amine basicities both within and between groups occurs at £ >  50, 
in better agreement with the results of the DFT:IPCM  model. As can be seen, at 

the values of e^ b corresponding to solvation in water, the inclusion of shielding makes 

very little difference to the values of AGsoiv{B), AGsoiv{BH'^) or AGps- The reasons 
for the more noticeable effect of shielding in the VCM, as compared to the VCMX, 

are:

1. 'yAA is much larger than  'yAQ'  ̂ and so the effect of the shielding parameters is 
magnified.

2. As D = ^/e, the magnitude of the shielded term  (l ~  ;p) more than 

(!-«■

Hence, within the VCMX, it is only at low values of ea th a t the effects of shielding 

can be seen.
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Figure 7.8: Relative Free Energies of Protonation (—AAGps) for the Amine Series calculated 
by the DFTrlPCM .
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Figure 7.9: Relative Free Energies of Protonation (—AAGps)  for the Amine Series calculated
by the CNDO:SS-VCMX using experimental AGpg

=  ^ so lven t, ' lAQ' ^  f{0 -2 6 r„ d w )  were used.
values. The parameters .̂0.25
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7.3 .2 .2  Q u an tita tive  Sh ield ing M ethod

A more accurate estim ation of the solvent shielding effects was then employed. The 

values of Qj in eqtiation (7.20) were assigned on the basis of the area of overlap between 

bonded atoms. The area of atom i which is shielded by atom j  was calculated using 
trigonometry:

Area = I  2nrf sin 9d6 = 27rr^(l — cos 6) (7-24)

where is the radius of the atom, and 9 is the angle between the point of overlap 

and the bond which holds i and j  together. The fraction of z’s surface area which is 
shielded from the solvent by j  is given by

27T7’  ̂ 1
A ,  =  7— - c o s ^ )  = - ( 1 - c o s ^ )  (7.25)

47rrf 2

The to tal fractional area of atom i which is shielded from the solvent is given by 
summing over the bonded interactions:

<^i= = \  Z  (1 -  COS0) (7.26)
bonds bonds

Letting Vi be the van der Waals radius of the atom (values taken from [241]), 

gives complete shielding of the nitrogen atom in secondary and tertiary  protonated 

amines (see Table 7.6). This corresponds to no direct polarization of the nitrogen 

atom by the solvent. However, the net charge on the atom will vary as the electron 

density distribution in other parts of the molecule is polarized within the SCF cycle.

At low values of Sa -, shielding reduces the polarization of the secondary and te r
tiary protonated amines to such an extent th a t the attem iation interactions dominate, 

and the molecules are correspondingly destabilized. A graph of amine basicities (Fig

ure 7.10) illustrates the point. This re-emphasizes the conclusions of Section 5.5, th a t 

the balance between polarization and attenuation is critical in predicting reasonable 

behavioTir.
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Figure 7.10: Relative Free Energies of Protonation {—AAGpg) for the Amine Series calcu
lated by the CNDO:SS-VCMX using van der Waals radii to estimate the solvent-accessible 
surface area. The parameters s a b  =  = ^ s o l v e n t ,  l A Q ’ = f { 0 . 2 6 i y d w )  were used.
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Em pirical [9] ^vdw Ti —

RN H 2 2 0 . 0 68.3 53.4

R N H J 2 0 . 0 86.7 69.0

R 2 NH 40.0 81.6 59.8

RsNH ^ 40.0 99.9 75.5

R 3N 60.0 94.8 66.3

R 3NH+ 60.0 1 0 0 .0 81.9

Table 7.6: Level of shielding for the nitrogen atom in primary, secondary and tertiary amines. 
The values of Oj for the nitrogen atom, as calculated by a range of methods are shown.

Since, in the  VCMX, the  solvaton is placed a t a distance taq ' < 'Tydw (sfie Table 

7.2) from the  atom , the  use of ry^w in equation (7.26) is questionable. Reducing the 

value of Tj to  a more appropria te  value e.g. Tj =  0.67ryd^ yields reasonable behaviour 

of the  full range of e, b u t does not improve on the predictions of the simple model [9], 

and so equation  (7.26) will not be used further in this study.

7.4 INDOrVCMX and MINDO:VCMX

T he VCM X has been successfully im plem ented w ithin the  CNDO framework, and 

alcohol acidities qualitatively  reproduced. However, correct sim ulation of am ine ba

sicities requires accurate  values for the  gas phase free energy of pro tonation . CNDO 

is unable to  provide AGpg vahies of sufficient accuracy. A logical next step, there

fore, is to  incorporate th e  VCMX w ithin less approxim ate sem i-em pirical m ethods. 

Of these, INDO [78] is the  only m ethod which is also param eterized to  reproduce ab 

m itio  sim ulations, and thus the  VCM X will be incorporated in this framework first. 

Similarly, the  INDO variant, M INDO [82], param eterized to  reproduce experim ental 

results, will also be used as a  basis for the  VCMX. These m ethods differ from CNDO 

only in the  reten tion  of one-centre m onatom ic differential overlap i.e. th e  exchange 

integrals {h.a ^a \^a (̂ a ) i which m ay be quite large.
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7.4.1 Encoding INDOiVCMX

The in vacuo equations of INDO introduced in Section 2.5.3 are reproduced here for 

convenience. The diagonal Fock components are given by:

r 1 1
F^A^iA Y .  Z b I a b  + Y .  + Y .  Pb b 1a b {7.27)

B ^A  1/ L /  J

Incorporating explicit attenuation into the Fock components of equation (7.27) 
yields the equivalent INDO:VCMX and MINDO:VCMX equation:

A1
“  Y   Z b I ab  + Y . Pu

B^A ^AB

+ Y j  P b b I a b
B^A

(7.28)

Again, the “electron-other core” and “electron-other atom electron” interactions given 
by the second and final terms above have been explicitly attenuated by The

electronic energy is then calculated in the standard way.

^ f . L l '

(7.29)

Introducing the polarizing effects of the solvent by adding the interaction of the solute 

with the solvatons

+ YP>'
1

+ Y h  ----  {P b B — Z b ) lA B
B^A £ab

1
-F ( 1 -  —  ) Qa {s aSa \sq'Sq') 

Ca -

(7.30)

where (s^ s^ |sq/Sq/) plays the role of in CNDO.

Ee- = K- -  \Y{^  ~ ) QaQa{saSa\sQ'Sq')2 ^ V Ea '
(7.31)

where sa is the s orbital on atom  A,  and (s/iS/i|sq'Sq/) is the repulsion integral gov

erning the interaction between electrons on atom A  and its solvaton. This term is 

calculated as a ftmction of the van der Waals radius, r^dw, within the formula.
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The to ta l energy of the gas-phase system is obtained by adding the core-core 
repulsion:

E t o t a i  =  E e -  +  C a b  (7.32)

C a b  must be attenuated within the VCMX model. The fimctional form of C a b  is 

different in INDO and MINDO. INDO calculates C a b  by use of r A B  and so, as in 
CNDO, attenuation is included by use of

A B < A
+ 1  Z a Z b I ab

f A B  V ^AB

=  ^ e - + X!  Z a Z b I a b Z a Z b  i  (7.33)
A  B < A  ^ f A B  / J

where the attenuated core-core interactions are governed by 'Ja b , and the final term is

a “correction factor” due to the difference between 'Ya b  and which tends to zero
t a b  ’

at large t a b -

MINDO, on the other hand, calculates the core-core interaction energy by use 

of f  a b  1 f a b ) ■ Explicit attenuation of this term  yields spurious values for the total 
energy of the system (§7.2.2.1), and so the above equation is again used.

E t o t a i  =  E e -  +  C a b  ~  -------- )  Z a Z b I a b  (7.34)
a  b < a  ^ ^ A B ^

Having formulated the equations for the INDO:VCMX and MINDO:VCMX 

methods, the issue of param eterization must now be addressed. Appropriate values 

for attenuation ( e a b ) and polarization {"fAQ')  will be found by comparison of simulated 

and experimental solvation free energies for amines, as in Section 7.2.4.2.
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£ a b

A (C(X /C) 

A G s o i v ( e x p t )  )

79 0.26r^d^ 1.0309 1.8532
8.9 0.9821 1.6362

3.03 0 0.9979 1.0409

"Fable 7.7: INDO:VCMX Parameters 

7.4.2 INDOrVCMX Parameterization

I'he  treatm ent of hydrogen atoms is the same at both CNDO and INDO levels of the

ory. Consequently, the hydrogen atom-solvaton distance, v a q ' (H), of the CNDOiVCMX 
was incorporated within INDO:VCMX. For all other atoms, ryiQ/(X) was adjusted to 
values appropriate to INDC). As in the Section 7.2.4.2, the solvation energies of the 

neutral amines were used as a guide to the appropriate level of polarization. Linear 

free energy graphs of simulated against experimental solvation free energies for amines 
were plotted (see Appendix I)). The optimum values are listed in Table 7.7. However, 
it was noted th a t even a t low S a b  the points within any neutral amine group - primary, 
secondary or tertiary  - lie perpendicular to the “ideal” line of slope~ 1 (see Figure 

7.11). This failure was analysed in the next Section.

-12 0 -10 0

AGMiv(expt) (kj/mol)

-8 0  -6.0 -4 0 - 2.0

> Bu2NH
■ Pr3N

Primary •  Secondary ■ Tertiary |

0.0

y = 0 9979X 
= -1.8381

M eN H2♦
■ Et3N

EtNH2 ♦

PrNH:

' -4.0

- - 6.0

- -8.0 o

- - 10.0

-14.0

O
<

Figure 7.11: Comparison of experimental and INDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX parameters eab  — 3.0, £a =  79, 7/\q'(H)  ̂ 0.74r ,̂ji(,, 
7ylQ'(X) =  0.86r„d„ were used.
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7.4.3 Analysis of INDO:VCMX AGsoiv for Neutral Amines

The failure of INDO:VCMX to predict the correct trends for AG'5o/i;(B) within a group 

was analysed. Comparison of equations (7.3) and (7.30) show th a t the CNDO terms

P A A ' ) A A  2

are replaced by

A

The inchision of all one-centre two-electron integrals has a two-fold effect:

1. The atomic electron repulsion integral, 7 1̂̂! has been replaced by an orbital level 
repulsion integral, (//,/i|i^i/). Comparison reveals

7^yi(CND0 )=  (s5|ss) <  (ss|pp) <  {pp\pp).

2. Inclusion of electron exchange terms These represent the stabilization
of interacting electrons with opposite spins.

The consequence of lowering the magnitude of electron repulsion for all except s orbital 

electrons, combined with the additional stabilization of exchange interactions, yields in 

vacuo molecules th a t are much more polarized than  those simTilated by CNDO (Table 

7.8). In fact, the in vacuo partial charges on the atoms of the heavier substituents 
(ethyl, propyl and butyl) calculated by INDO are greater than those calculated by 

CNDO:VCMX in water (Table 7.8). The increased polarization of the amines is in 

the order M e< E t< P r< B u . Since partial atomic charges are a crucial component 

of the solvation energy, applying the VCMX within INDO, even at low e a b -, only 
exacerbates the problem of over polarization of the molecules, resulting in the wrong 

ordering within any given group - primary, secondary or tertiary. Consequently, the 
linear free energy diagrams show the points of any given group lying perpendicular to 

the “ideal” line of slope~ l.
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INDO MINDO CNDOiVCMX

N 5.2477 5.2079 5.3946
H 0.9152 0.9313 0.8564

H 0.9152 0.9313 0.8564

C 3.8330 3.8459 3.8283

H 1.0378 1.0299 1.0266
H 1.0387 1.0299 1.0266

C 3.9696 3.9812 3.9996
H 1.0209 1.0200 1.0052

H 1.0209 1.0200 1.0052

C 3.9391 3.9441 3.9623
H 1.0253 1.0252 1.0110
H 1.0253 1.0252 1.0110

C 3.9468 3.9492 4.0159
H 1.0192 1.0180 0.9965
H 1.0192 1.0180 0.9965
H 1.0268 1.0230 1.0080

Table 7.8: In  Vacuo Atomic Population Densities for Butylam ine, as calculated by INDO and 
MINDO. Solvated Atomic Population Densities, as calculated by CNDO:VCM X {e^B =  3.0) 
are provided for comparison.

7.4.4 MINDO;VCMX Calculations

The MINDO methodology also yields in vacuo molecules th a t are much more polar

ized than  those simulated by CNDO, as shown in Table 7.8. As in INDO, the in 
vacuo atomic charges of the heavier substituents are greater than  those calculated by 

CNDOiVCMX in water. Applying the VCMX within MINDO further exaggerates the 

over polarization of the molecules. At high Sab  values, the wrong order of solvation 

free energies for the neutral species occurs both between and within a group (see Fig

ure 7.12). At mid to low range values {eab <  8-9), the calculated A G 5 o/t;(B) decrease 
on going from equivalent prim ary to secondary to tertiary  amines, in accordance with 

experimental trends (see Figure 7.13). However, the wrong order within a group in 

still (always) observed.
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AGsoK,(expt) (kJ/mol>
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of experimental and MINDO:VCMX calculated free energies of 
solvation for neutral amines. I ’he VCMX parameters E a b  =  79, E a  =  79, 7 /ig'(H) — O.lr̂ dwD 
7 >ig/(X) = 0.18rt,du; were used.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of experimental and MINDO:VCMX calculated free energies of 
solvation for neutral amines. The VCMX parameters e a b  — 8.9, e a  —  79, 7 /ig'(H) =  
0.24r^d«;, 7/Q'(X) = 0.39r ,̂du, were used.
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7.4.5 Analysis & Discussion

The values of AGsoiv for neutral amines do not show the correct trends due to over 
polarization of the heavier members of the amine series by INDO and MINDO.

Analysis of the AGgo/t;(BH+) values calculated by both INDO:VCMX and 

MINDO:VCMX reveal similar behaviour to th a t experienced in the CNDO:VCMX 

model. The m agnitude of solvation free energies for the protonated molecules shows 

little dependence on the values of r^Q' chosen. Their values are primarily dependant 

on Sa b - Linear free energy graphs reveal th a t duplicating the attenuating affects of 

water requires sa b  — 3.

Again, employing shielding has minimal effect at high sa  values, and does not 

improve the fit of the AGsoiv values to those determined experimentally for amines in 
water.

7.5 MNDOrVCMX and AM1:VCMX

Both INDO and MINDO failed to predict the correct values for neutral amine free 
energies of solvation. This was due to the imbalance of including one-centre two- 

electron integrals, while neglecting the two-centre two-electron integrals. NDDO based 
models include both these interactions, and therefore, could possibly yield reasonable 
solvation energies.

At the MNDO [84] and AMI [89] level of theory only 3- and 4-centre two- 

electron integrals are neglected. The effect of this additional complexity on the VCMX 
will now be examined.

Incorporating explicit attenuation into the Fock components of equation (2.62) 

yields the equivalent MNDO:VCMX equations:

1 r 1
 Z b { î Hi\ s b Sb ) +  Y.P>^^
^a b  L 2B^A

B

Y .Y .
B ^ A  A ^AB

(7.35)

Again, the “electron-other core” and “electron-other atom electron” interactions given 

by the second and penultim ate terms above have been explicitly attenuated by —̂AB
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The electronic energy is then calculated in the standard way.

(7.36)

Both the Fock m atrix and the energy are then adjusted to include the polarizing effects 

of the solvent, by adding the interaction of the solute with the solvatons

C a b  =  Z a Z b {s a Sa \s b Sb ) +  Z a Z b {s a Sa \s b Sb ) (7.39)

and AM I uses equation (2.65). Explicit attenuation of either of these terms yields 

spurious values for the total energy of the system, as in CNDO:VCMX, and so equation 
(7.33) is again used.

Application of this system of equations exacerbated the previoiis imbalance 

discussed in Section 7.4. No values of t a q '  =  f i r v d w )  could be found th a t reproduced 
reasonable solvation energies for the amine series at high or mid range s a b - Calcu

lations were performed at e a b  =  but the inclusion of all two-centre two-electron 

integrals of the type { / .M '^ A l ^ B c r B ) ,  leads to further inconsistencies in the behaviour of 

^ G s o i v ,  as shown by Figure 7.14.

O ther groups have also found th a t at this level of quantim i simulation theory, 

application of atomic level solvation parameters, like ' ) a q '^  is inappropriate [242] [243]. 

The successful implementation of the PCM within ah ini t io  simulation techniques, 

reqTiires j a q '  for different orbitals. The theory of orbital level solvation is detailed in 

the next section.

+ E  L  E  Px.{M^cy)
B ^ A  A  \_^AB o - # A

Q a { s a S a \ s q ' S q i )  (7.37)

/i  "

MNDO calculates the core-core interaction energy, C a b , as

Q  a Q  a ( s  a S a \s O' Sqi ) (7.38)
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of experimental and MNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of 
solvation for neutral amines. The VCMX parameters s a b  =  8.9, E a  =  79, 7yiQ'(H) =  rydw^  

l A Q ' O ^ )  - 1.05r„du; were used.

7.6 O rbita l L evel V C M X  T h eory

Previously, the solvaton has bt^en defined using classical physics to give equation (6.21)

which has been described at the semi-empirical level by applying Mulliken’s population 
analysis [244]

(7.40)

to give

-  E  I)

which results in Q' behaving as the combination of two non-interacting solvatons - one 
of the core charge of A, and the other of the electron charge of A.
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Alternatively, Q' can be described as a series of non-interacting solvatons of 
each orbital, fi, of A, and of its core charge, Z a - These can then be combined using 
Mullikens approximation, equation (7.40), to yield

as in the classical interpretation.

The orbital level solvaton can be integrated into the Fock equations for a va
riety of semi-empirical simulation techniques. All start by adding the atom-solvaton 
interaction to the HFR equation (2.38)

The atom-solvaton interactions are treated as A-B  interactions. By applying the ZDO 
at a level consistent with the various methods, these equations can be simplified.

Within CNDO they become:

which is exactly that given by equation (7.3).

Treating the atom-solvaton interactions as an A-B  interaction also yields the 
three previous equations at the INDO and MINDO level of approximation. Again this 
is exactly equivalent to that given by equation (7.30) earlier in the chapter. Conse
quently, these methods will not benefit from the inclusion of orbital level solvatons.

(7.41)

(7.42)

(7.43)

A
P a a I a q ' (7.44)

(7.45)

Ff^x = (7.46)
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However, at the MNDO or AMI level of approximation, application of the ZDO 
leads to

(/iylZ^slAcCro) =  B

Consequently, equations (7.41) to (7.43) become:

+

— F  +fXl/ fJ,iy '

F^\ =

Evaluation of {ij.a i 'a \^Q'<̂ q') is non-trivial. As p orbitals are directional, evaluation 
of this integral must also be directional. Since the solvaton is a virtual charge, the 
direction of interaction must be towards the solvent. This requires the formation 

of a molecular surface, and the determ ination of the surface normal for each atom. 

This procedure is carried out in the PCM before apparent surface charges can be 
calculated. Such com putational complexity undermines the purpose of this model - 

to find a simple, computationally inexpensive method of correctly predicting surface 

trends.

O ther studies have also reported difficulties. For example, within implementa

tions of the PCM, evaluation of (/j,^z/^|Aq/ctq/) is problematic. Initial attem pts focused 

on apphcation of the Dewar-Sabelli-Klopman formula [245] [246],

{fJAl^A\>^B<^B) =  {r^B  + PA,h + PB,h) ~^

where pA,h and PB,h empirical parameters, used to reproduce the correct average 

values of one-center integrals when the distance between A  and B  vanishes. However, 

it was found th a t application of a simplified formula

 \  Z a {p â 1̂ a \sq'Sqi)
A LV s a J

1 \  ^
1 --------------P\(r{fJ‘AfJ'A\^Q'(^Q') (7.47)

X! -) Z A i f l A l ^ A l s Q ' S Q ' )
A LV Ea /

1 \1---- ) X! P\(tOj>A1̂ a \^Q'<^Q')
Xa

(7.48)

(7.49)
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within MNDO [247] and AMI [230] gave better results. Wang and Ford [242] further 

simplified this formula, by applying the solvent perturbation at the CNDO level.

where is the Kronecker delta symbol; unity if /i =  v, and zero otherwise. How

ever, they and others [243] found th a t the neglect o f the off-diagonal density-matrix 

elem,ents leads to poor reaction potentials. Current versions now employ full NDDO 

level formulae, (see e.g. [248]), which yield good results [249] [250] when the molecular 

surface is placed a t a suitable distance from of the atom.

In the PCM, the apparent STirface charges affect both polarization and atten

uation, Calculation of the apparent surface charges is expensive. The PCM  can be 

viewed as a more complex, but less flexible solvation model than  the VCMX.

Implementation of the orbital level theory within VCMX would extend its 
applicability to less approximate simulation techniques. It requires the simulation of 

a molecTilar STirface, which is discussed in the next section.

7.7  C alcu la tion  o f M olecu lar Surface

There are three main approaches to the calculation of a molecular surface based on 

the molecular strTicture of the solute. All the methods begin by simulating a set of 
interlocking spheres with their centres on the solute atoms. The boundary surface is 

then determined by one of the following methods:

1. calculating the exposed regions of the spheres - the van der Waals surface [251].

2. tracing the centre of a solvent sphere rolling on the van der Waals surface - 

solvent accessible surface [252].

3. tracing the smooth surface created by rolling the solvent sphere on the van der 

Waals surface - molecular surface [253].

The last two approaches have the advantage of eliminating voids which are inaccessible 

to solvent molecules, which might otherwise be counted as solvent accessible surfaces.
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Studies of the radial distribution functions of water show that the first hydra
tion shell occurs at a distance equal to the van der Waals radius of the outer atoms of 
the molecule plus the van der Waals radius of the water molecule [230]. Consequently, 
the atomic charges in the solvent (on the oxygen atoms in water) occur at a distance 
of 1.2 times the van der Waals radius of the outer atoms of the molecules. However, 
the radii of the atomic spheres are generally treated as empirically fitted parameters 
based on atom type.

Within the PCM several values for the atomic radii have been proposed. Ini
tially, the van der Waals radius, and then 1.2 times the van der Waals radius was 
used. However, further studies showed that the use of an unique scaling factor is not 
accurate [163]. Different scahng factors for neutral molecules [214], and for ions [254] 
were then suggested. Currently, more complex schemes with variable atomic radii de
pending on the partial charges of atoms [255], or on the hybridization and environment 
of the atoms [256] are employed.

7.8 E stim a tio n  o f  e a b

Finally, the systematic calculation of Eab based on the actual dielectric environment 
between atoms A and B is considered. The attenuation parameter Eab can be applied 
at several different levels:

1. Sab is set equal to a constant value, as in molecular mechanics calculations i.e. 
the same for all molecules in all solvents.

2. Sab is taken to be a simple function of solvent parameters, as used in Section
7.2.4.2 i.e. the same for all molecules in a given solvent.

3. Eab depends on the distance from the solute to the bulk solvent.

4. Eab is calculated for each individual atom pair, A and B, within a molecule.

In quantimi chemical simulations where inhomogeneity of the solvent is important, 
the third method is most commonly used. A brief overview of such functions is given 
in Section 7.8.1. For the orbital level solvation theory described in Section 7.6, an 
appropriate level of description for eab is given by the last method, described in 
Section 7.8.2.
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7.8.1 P re v io u s  m e th o d s  o f e s tim a tin g  eab

The presence of a sohite induces a local disturbance in the distribution of the solvent - 

the cybotactic regions. These local anisotropies induced in the solvent may be reduced, 

in the first approximation, to the combination of two effects: dielectric saturation and 

electrostriction. The non-linear effect is characterized by the quantity:

where E  is the electric field, and is the incremental, field dependant dielectric 

constant:

=  ^0 +  127t̂ £'^ (7.51)

which can easily be transformed into e{r) for spherical ions [178]. The earliest expres

sions were given by Debye [257], Sack [258] [259], Onsager [7] and Kirkwood [260]. 
Currently, one of the most widely used functions is tha t of Block and Walker [261]:

e{r) =  £oe“̂  (7.52)

where k =  alogso and a is the ionic radius.

7 .8 .2  R e f ra c tio n  a n d  th e  D ie lec tr ic  C o n s ta n t

Alternatively, the dielectric constant can be interpreted as a measure of the refraction 

of the electric field by the dielectric medium [262]. Figure 7.15 shows the electric field, 

E , crossing the boundary between two media. The normal, n, is perpendicular to the 

boundary surface. The normal and tangential components of the electric field, En and 

£ ||, are also shown.

At any dielectric boundary, when there are no free charges a t the surface, the 

normal components of the electric displacement D =  eE  must be continuous.

£ )„ (medium A) =  (medium B) 

D ^ c o s O a  =  D b c o s O b  

s a E a c o s Oa  =  s b E b c o s Ob (7.53)
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boundary

medium A medium B

normal

Figure 7.15: Illustration of the electric field, E, its normal component, E^,  and its tangential 
component, jEy.

Similarly, the  tangentia l com ponent of E , th a t parallel to  the  surface, is con

tinuous across the boundary.

(m edium  A) =  (m edium  B)

E A s m 0 A  = E B s i n d B  (7-54)

Hence,

sin6>^ E b  

s m P B  E a

Now, m aking use of P y th ag o ras’ Theorem , and equations (7.53) and (7.54) yields

E l = E l + El

=  {Eb cos 6b )  ̂+  {Eb sin Ob )'̂

=  { ^ E a c o s O ^  + { E A s i n 9 A f

E b  = E a cos^ 0A +  sin^ 9a ^ '  (7.56)
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which is then substituted into equation (7.55) above to give

sin6*g
sin 6 a s

cos^ 6a  +  sin^ 6a
2

(7.57)

This can then be combined with the classic laws of refraction

sm (Ja 
sin 6 b
sin 6 apparent distance A r

real distance r

—  =  f c o s ^  +  sin^ j  (7.58]

If 6a =  0°, th a t is, the dielectric boundary is perpendicular to the electric field, then

which gives a clear indication of the amount of refraction occuring at the boundary. 

It should be noted th a t in passing from larger values of e to  smaller ones, the lines 
are bent towards the normal, as shown in Figure 7.16. This is the opposite of the 

behaviour predicted by Snell’s Law of optical refraction, and consequently, equation 

(7.59) precludes the possibility of total internal reflection [228].

and

AA r =  — r (7.59)

(a) medium A medium B (b) e e

e < £
r >  Ar

Figure 7.16: Refraction of the electric field.
The real distance is given by r, and the apparent distance by A r =  |^ r .
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medium Bmedium

Ar

h
< ►

Figure 7.17: Interaction of two charges in different dielectric media.

7.8 .2 .1  In teraction  o f Tw o C harges in D ifferent D ielectric  M edia

The case of two charges, and in different dielectric media, A and B, with 

dielectric constants Ea and Eb respectively, is illustrated in Figure 7.17.
The real distance between qa and Qb is

Tab  = rA + TB

The apparent distance between Qa and qb as seen from Qb is

Ib  =  +  I' B

From equation (7.59)

AA va  =  — t a
^B

Hence,

I b  =  — ^ A  + t b  
£b

(7.60)
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This can be used to calculate the potential at B, Vb {(Ia )i due to qa 

Qa
VBiQA) = ,

s b I'B
(7.61)

S B { ^ r A  +  r B )

Hence, the energy of interaction between qa and qb is

E  =  qB^BiqA)
Qb Qa  Qa Qb (7.62)

€ b  { ^ t a  + t b )  ^ a t a  +  S b T b  

Similarly, the apparent distance between qa and as seen from qa is

I a ^ — v b  +  t a  (7.63)

The potential at A, VA{qB), due to qb is given by 

VAiQB) = £a â
Qb

S a  { ^ T b  +  Va )  

which yields the energy of interaction between and qb

E  =  qAVAiqB)
Qa Qb  Qa Qb

(7.64)

(7.65)
£ A ( ^ r B  +  rA^ ^a Ta +  Sb Tb

It can clearly be seen that this method yields the same energy of interaction of qA and 
qs regardless of the frame of reference used to calculate it. This is essential for any 
model trying to capture the physics of the situation, as the interaction is symmetric.
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Figure 7.18: Interaction of two charges in a medium of varying dielectric permittivity 

7 .8 .2 .2  G eneralization  o f th e In teraction  of T w o C harges

In Figure 7.18 the dielectric medium between two points A  and B,  is divided up into 

equal segments of length r. Each segment should, in theory, be small enough tha t 

there is no variation of the dielectric permittivity, within its boundaries. On going 

a distance d = r from point A  no dielectric boundary has been crossed, so the apparent 

deptli, /i, of segment 1, is equal to the real depth

(7.66)

At d = 2r one dielectric boundary has been crossed, and the apparent distance is now 

given by

h  =  — h + r 2
£ 2

=  — r +  r
£2

(7.67)

At d = 3r a. ftirther dielectric boundary has been crossed, and the apparent distance 

is now given by

7 ^2 , ^k  =  — h  +  rs 
S3

=  — r H r +  r
£3 £3

(7.68)

Similarly, at d = Ar a, further dielectric boundary has been crossed, and the apparent 

distance is now given by

I4 —  — 13 +  T4
£4

=  — r H r H r +  r
£■4 £ 4  £ 4

Hence, a t d = nr, the apparent depth is given by

(7.69)

1 " 
l'n = — Y ]  £ir (7.70)
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The practical implication of equation (7.70) is as follows - the apparent depth 

cis seen by A  is given by

U = (7.71)
i=i

while the apparent depth as seen by B  is given by

=  — (7. 72)

Hence, Ia Ib unless ca = £b -

This model provides a firm theoretical basis for the calculation of Eab- The 

calculated values of the dielectric param eter will be symmetric (as required), and 

specific to each individual pair of atoms. However, its implementation must wait until 

£i, €2 , etc. can be better defined.

7.9 C onclu sion s

VCMX within a CNDO framework reproduces the behaviour of the VCM when in 
vacuo solvation is considered. The new model has also been shown to be superior to 

the SCRF in capturing the physics of solvation.

CNDOiVCMX predicts reasonable solvation energies, and qualitatively correct 

trends in amine basicities and alcohol acidities when experimental gas-phase data  is 
employed. This validates the general approach of separating polarization and attenu

ation, and the portability of the param eters derived in Table 7.2.

Incorporating the VCMX into any less approximate semi-empirical models did 

not improve the behaviour of the model.

STiccessful application of the VCMX model within MNDO and AMI requires 

orbital level solvation. This necessitates the calculation of a molecular surface to yield 

directional solvatons, and a corresponding increase in the accuracy in the calculation 

of Ea b - a  dielectric refraction theory is proposed to this end. The CNDO:VCMX 

model will now be applied to simulation of conformer and tautom er equilibria.
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CONFORMER AND TAUTOMER EQUILIBRIA

8.1 Introduction

The low com putational cost of implementing the VCMX make it ideal for simulat

ing solvent effects on larger biological systems. Several small systems, which model 

im portant biological components, were examined in this chapter.

It has long been known th a t H-bonds, and to a lesser extent hydrophobic 

interactions, play an im portant role in determining the structure of peptides [263] 
[264]. Since there is the possibility of an internal electrostatic H-bond in glycine, 

a comparative study of solvation models in predicting glycine conformations is of 
interest.

Less than  1 in 10® glycine molecules exist in the completely neutral form in 

aqueous solution [265]. Furthermore, in the pH range of biological interest [266] glycine 
exists only in the zwitterionic form (see Figures 8.1 and 8.2). Consequently, only this 

form will be studied here. The simplest oligopeptide is the glycyl dipeptide (Figure 

8.9), which also has the ability to intramolecularly H-bond. It, therefore, is also of 

interest in assessing solvation model reliability.

These two simple systems provide a further test of the ability of the VCMX to 

accurately simulate solvation effects. The results are given in Sections 8.2.1 and 8.3.1. 

Both glycine and the glycyl dipeptide have been simulated by the Virtual Charge 

Model previously [221]. A brief overview of the relevant conclusions are presented 

in Sections 8.2.2 and 8.3.2. Some of the simulations have been repeated for ease of 

comparison with the VCMX. Calculations using the commercial package SPARTAN 

[267] [268] also are presented.
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A very im portant group of medium sized biological molecules are the nucleic 

acids - A, T, C, G, iC, iG - each of which is capable of undergoing tautom eric trans

formations. This is particularly critical in the case of iG where the enol forms are 

preferred at low e, while the keto form is prefered at high e [269]. Simulating this 

tautom eric equilibrium provides an interesting application of the VCMX, and is per

formed in Section 8.4.

8.2 Zwitterionic Glycine

All atoms in a peptide group lie in one plane which indicates the conjugate character 

of the peptide bond between the N and C atoms. The conjugation involves the tt- 
electrons of the C =  O bond and the unshared pair of electrons on the nitrogen atom. 

The partial double bond character of the peptide bond is also emphasized by the fact 

th a t its length (1.32 A) is significantly less than the length of a single bond between the 

N and C atoms(1.47 A). A consequence of the conjugation is th a t two torsional angles, 
0 and are sufficient to completely specify the conformation, and are expressed in 

accordance with the lUPAC-IUB convention on peptide conformations [270].

A fundamental chemical concept is th a t bond angles and lengths are indepen

dent of molecular conformation [266]. In previous work, Mac Donaill [221] constrained 
the experimental bond lengths and angles [271] so tha t all bonds of the same type had 

the same length. The values chosen are given in Table 8.1, and will be employed by 

the new V irtual Charge Model with Explicit A ttenuation (VCMX) when predicting 

of conformer stability.
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Bond Experimental [271] Constrained [221]

C l-01 1.250 1.250
C l-02 1.251 1.250
C1-C2 1.526 1.526
C1-C2 1.526 1.526
C2-H4 1.090 1.090
C2-H5 1.089 1.090
C2-N 1.476 1.476
Hl-N 1.054 1.039
H2-N 1.037 1.039
H3-N 1.025 1.039

Table 8.1: Experimental and Constrained Bond Lengths for Zwitterionic Glycine.

Figure 8.1: Eclipsed Glycine Zwitterion.
Oxygen (Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)

Figure 8.2: Staggered Glycine Zwitterion.
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8.2.1 C N D O :V C M X  Sim ulations

Calculation of the in vacuo zwitterion using CNDO/2 predicts th a t the eclipsed form 

(Figure 8.1) is more stable than  the staggered form (Figure 8.2). Direct experimental 

evidence is impossible to obtain since glycine does not exist as a zwitterion in the iso

lated state. However, steric forces would appear to favour the staggered conformation 

(in ethane) by about 3kcal/mol [272], and since 5 kcal/mol is the typical energy of a El- 

bond [273], the eclipsed conformation (in which an intramolecular H-bond is possible) 

is expected to be the minimum energy structure for zwitterionic glycine. Furthermore, 

microwave spectroscopic studies [274] [275] on the isolated neutral molecule show it 

to exist in a H-bonded form very similar to the eclipsed structure predicted for the 

zwitterion.

Solvation calculations were initially performed using Eab =  (corresponding 

to Sab =  3.0 in water), and r^Q' =  O.lArydw The behaviour of glycine over a range of 
e values is shown in Figures 8.3. The staggered form shows increased relative stability 

in high dielectric environments, however it is never predicted to be more stable than 

the eclipsed form. This is because Eab =  3 underestimates the attenuating effect of the 
dielectric environment by ~  3% (see Table 7.2). Consequently, the intramolecular H- 
bond of the eclipsed conformer is not broken, and it remains the more stable conformer.

A second set of simulations were then performed using sab =  (which yields 

^AB — 5.0 for water), and rAQ> =  0A7rydw- Under these conditions the staggered 
conformer becomes more stable in environments with e > 20, as shown in Figure 8.4. 

This highlights the im portance of the attenuating effects of the solvent. Even this 

minor increase in Sab was sufficient to cause a sharp reversal in the relative stabilities 

of the two forms.

The VCMX indicates th a t a reversal in relative stabilities only occurs in medium 

to high dielectric environments (e >  20). This suggests th a t the stability of the stag

gered form in crystalline glycine (e ~  4) is due to additional intermolecular interactions 

present in the solid phase.

Inclusion of solvent shielding does not noticeably effect the reversal in con

former stability. This is not surprising, given tha t the glycyl residue has the least 

conformationally dependent solvent exposure of all amino acid residues and its atoms 

are those least shielded from the solvent (having no side groTips) [276] [277].
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8.2.2 C N D O :V C M  Sim ulations

The energy difference between the staggered and eclipsed conformations was calculated 

for a  range of dielectric values (1 < Z) < 10; 1 <  e < 100). The VCM (Figure 8.7) and 

SS-VCM (Figure 8.8) predicted the staggered conformation for zwitterionic glycine to 

be the most stable form in aqueous solution.

Furthermore, the staggered conformation is rapidly stabilized as £■ is increased 

from 1. VCM calculations suggest th a t even the weak dielectric constant (e ^  4) of 

crystalline zwitterionic glycine sufficiently weakens the intramolecular H-bond so that 

the staggered conformation is adopted. Mac Donaill [221] concludes th a t the polariz- 

able environment is alone sufficient to account for the observed staggered crystalline 

structure. However, as previously shown in Section 5.5, the VCM grossly overestimates 

polarization interactions, and this may accovmt for the rapid reversal.

8.2.3 S P A R T A N  Sim ulations

The SPARTAN packages PC  SPA RTAN  plus [267] and PC  SPA RTAN  pro [268] were 
employed to simulate the solvation of glycine using the constrained geometries of Mac 

Donaill [221] and the geometries optimized at the HF-631G* level. Calculations were 
performed for the in vacuo species using AMI, and for the hydrated species by using 
the AM1-SM2 [267] and AM1-SM5 [268] models.

Initially, the constrained geometry of Mac Donaill [221] was used to simulate 

the glycine zwitterion. To check the effect of the “averaged” bond lengths used in the 
constrained model, a second set of simulations was performed, where geometry of all 

conformers was optimized at the HF/631G* level. Only the 0 and -0 bond angles were 
constrained - to prevent the conversion to the most stable conformer during geometry 

minimization. The bond lengths within the molecules were allowed to vary freely. 

As expected, this did not result in any great deviation from the constrained values 

suggested by Mac Donaill [221].
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Glycine

Conformer

Cor

AMI

istrained Ge< 

AM1-SM2

Dmetry

AM1-SM5

631-G^
AMI

Optimized

AM1-SM2

Geometry

AM1-SM5

Eclipsed

Staggered

-47.573

-50.593

-272.554

-275.387

-102.574

-104.584

-47.767

-51.623

-200.611

-235.012

-75.862

-88.750

Table 8.2: In vacuo and Solvated Conformer Energies (kcal/mol) for Glycine as Simulated 
by the SPARTAN Package.

The empirical SM2 and SMS solvation models do correctly predict th a t the 

staggered glycine conformer is more stable in an aqueous environment. However, the 

SM2 model solvation energies of —224.981 kcal/mol and —224.794 kcal/m ol for the 

constrained eclipsed and staggered forms respectively, are unreasonably high. Consid

erably more realistic estim ates are provided by SM5, which gives —55.001 kcal/mol and 

—53.991 kcal/m ol for the restrained conformers, and —23.095 kcal/mol and —37.127 

kcal/mol for the 631G* optimized conformers respectively.

8.2 .4  A nalysis  & D iscussion

Solvation lessens the stability of the eclipsed conformation by the expected attenuation 
of an electrostatic interaction such as a H-bond, by a dielectric environment. W ithin 

the VCMX attenuation can been reduced (see Section 7.2.4.2), and if too low a value of 

S a b  is applied no change in the relative stability of the zwitterionic glycine conformers 

is observed. Using the param eters E a b  =  t a q ' =  0.47r^du)7 VCMX predicted
the staggered conformer to be more stable in medium to high dielectric environments 

( e  >  20). This is in contrast with the VCM which predicts the staggered conformer 

to be more stable even in low dielectric environments (e >  4). The VCM prediction 

of reversal in low dielectric environments is due to the overestimation of the solvent 

polarizing effects inherent in the model, as discussed in Section 5.5. The empirical SM2 

and SM5 solvation models do correctly predict th a t the staggered glycine conformer 

is more stable in an aqueous environment, the only solvent for which they have been 

parameterized.
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8,3 T he G lycyl D ipeptide

The dipeptide conformation with (0 =  0, =  0) of Figure 8.9 is usually denoted

by C5 since it corresponds to the five-membered ring. Similarly, (0 =  105 '0 =  240) 

which contains an intramolecularly H-bonded seven membered ring is denoted C7 (see 

Figure 8.10). Both the C5 and C7 structures are predicted for dipeptides by most 

in vacuo com putational methods: molecular mechanics [278], semi-empirical quantum 

mechanics [279], as well as ab initio HF methods [280].

A recent molecular dynamics simulation of the glycl dipeptide in water [281] 

predicted nine m eta-stable strTictures. Five were extended structures, and four were 

/5-turn structures. The most stable was the extended conformer (0 =  102 ■0 =  186). 

Similarly, the conformational energy surface of the glycyl dipeptide in water (see Figure 

5.7 of [221]) was calculated by the CNDO:VCM. The minimum energy conformer is 

found to be a C7-like structure which closely corresponds to th a t (0 =  102 if) = 186) 

predicted by the Nakajima et al. This structure (0 =  120 xp = 180) is designated a^ 
C7*, and is shown in Figure 8.11.

Simulation of solvent effects will foc\is on the relevant stabilities of the C5, C7, 
and C7* conformers in varying dielectric environments. The constrained experimental 
bond lengths in the dipeptide suggested by Mac Donaill [221], and shown in Table 8.3 

were used. As before, the system will be investigated by use of the VCMX, VCM and 

SPARTAN.

Bond Constrained 

Length [221]

C ’-O 1.230
C ’-N 1.325

C ’-C 1.530

C ’-H 1.102

Q 1 1.000

N -H 1.000

1 O 1.453

Table 8.3: Constrained Bond Lengths for the Glycyl Dipeptide.
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Figure 8.9: C5 Glycyl Dipeptide.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)

Figure 8.10: C7 Glycyl Dipeptide.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)

Figure 8.11: C7* Glycyl Dipeptide.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)
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8.3.1 C N D O :V C M X  Sim ulations

The new Virtual Charge Model with Explicit Attenuation (VCMX) is now applied to 
the prediction of glycyl dipeptide stability. As in the previous section, calculations 
were initially performed using sab = (corresponding to sab = 3.0 in water), and 
’̂AQ' — 0.74rydw The behaviour of the C5, C7, and C7* dipeptide conformers over a 

range of e values is shown in Figure 8.12. The C7* conformer shows increased relative 
stability in high dielectric environments, however it is never predicted to be more stable 
than the C7 form. This is because, as mentioned previously, eab =  3 underestimates 
the attenuating effect of the dielectric environment by ~  3%. Consequently the 
intramolecular H-bond of the C7 conformer is not broken, and it remains the more 
stable form.

A second set of simulations were then performed using Eab  =  (which
yields eab — 5.23 for water), and taq' =  0.47rydw Under these conditions the C7* 
conformer becomes more stable in environments with £ > 20, as shown in Figure 8.13. 
This, again, highlights the importance of the attenuating effects of the solvent. This 
is in contrast to experimental data [282] which predicts C7* stabihty even at e = 4.8. 
Since this is a low e phenomenon, the effects of shielding might be important, and so 
calculation using the SS-VCMX were performed.

The effect of including solvent shielding can be seen by comparing Figures 8.14 
and 8.15. As discussed previously (see Section 7.3.2), shielding has httle effect at high 
dielectric values. However, in sharp contrast to glycine, shielding has a noticeable 
effect on the dipeptide energies at low dielectric values. In Figures 8.13 and 8.14, the 
relative stability of the C7 structure rapidly increases before gradually decreasing and 
eventually becoming less stable than C7*. The rapid stabilization is almost certainly 
due to the parameterization of the VCMX being based on experimental hydration 
data, which is inapplicable at low dielectric values. For general applicability of the 
VCMX, the model should be parameterized against low dielectric experimental data, 
or by fitting to the SCRF as described in Section 7.2.5.

It must be emphasized that the VCMX correctly predicts the qualitative trend 
of increasing C7* stability, although reversal only occurs at e > 20. The model provides 
a valid description of medium to high dielectric environments, and it can be extended 
to low dielectric values by inclusion of shielding.
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Figure 8.12: Relative stability (kJ/m ol) of glycyl dipeptide conformers over a range of 
solvent dielectric values. Calculations were performed by the VCMX with 
and r 4 Q/ =  0.7Ar^dw
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Figure 8.14: Relative stability (kJ/m ol) of glycyl dipeptide conformers over a range of 
solvent dielectric values. Calculations were performed by the VCMX with 6a b  —  ^
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Figure 8.15: Relative stability (kJ/m ol) of glycyl dipeptide conformers over a range of 
solvent dielectric values. Calculations were performed by the SS-VCMX with ^

and r^Q/ =  0.26r^d^.
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Figure 8.18: Relative stability (eV) of glycyl dipeptide conformers over a range of dielectric 
values, as calculated by the VCM.
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values, as calculated by the SS-VCM.
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The solvation energy may be regarded as being composed of the solvation 
energy of the “in vacuo solute” , and that due to polarization of the solute as a conse
quence of electron redistribution. Partitioning of the solvation energies for these two 
structures as a function of e shows that the in vacuo solvation energy stabilizes the 
C7* conformation and to a lesser extent C7 (see Figures 8.16 and 8.17). The solvation 
energy due to solute electron redistribution, however, strongly stabilizes C7* while 
strongly destabilizing C7 relative to the C5 structure. Hence, VCMX calculations 
suggest that polarization of the solute by the solvent is important and that it may 
not be justifiable to treat the solvation energy as arising solely from the polarization 
of the solvent by the solute, as in most force field methods.

8.3 .2  C N D O :V C M  Sim ulations

Figures 8.18 and 8.19 display the energies of the C7 and C7* structures relative to 
the C5 structure plotted against the dielectric constant e of the solvent. It shows the 
C7 structure to be destabilized by solvation while the C7* structure is stabilized, and 
that for D > 2.2 the C7* structure is the more stable.

Hence, the VCM predicts that even solutes as “inert” as CCI4  [D =  1.5, £ = 
2.2) and CHCI3  {D =  2.2, £ =  4.8) reduce the stability of the C7 structure while 
simultaneously increasing the stability of the nearby C7* structure at (0 =  120 ip =  
180). This explains why a characteristic i.r. absorption band for the C7 H-bond 
complex is not observed for many dipeptides. The predicted sensitivity of the C7 
structure to very slight increases in D also explains why the introduction of even 
a small percentage of water into dichloroethane significantly reduces the amount of 
H-bonded dipeptides [283].

8.3 .3  SP A R T A N  Sim ulations

Application of the AMI, SM2 and SM5 models to the simulation of the glycyl dipeptide 
conformers shows similar behaviour to that discussed in §8.2.3. The correct solvated 
trends are predicted by the SPARTAN packages, but the solvation energies of the 
dipeptides predicted by the SM2 model are massively overestimated.
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Dipeptide Constrained Geometry 631-G* Optimized Geometry
Conformer AMI AM1-SM2 AM1-SM5 AMI AM1-SM2 AM1-SM5

C5 -59.489 -216.723 -74.087 -70.318 -214.541 -81.760

C7 -62.340 -208.049 -75.752 -73.266 -214.818 -83.623
C7* -56.856 -227.884 -72.353 -69.028 -225.774 -80.990

Table 8.4: In vacuo and Solvated Conformer Energies (kcal/mol) for the Glycyl Dipeptide 
as Simulated by the SPARTAN Package.

8 .3 .4  A n a lysis  & D iscu ssion

The VCM predicts the Cl* conformer to be more stable than C7 even in low dielectric 
environments (e > 4), in agreement with experimental data. The VCMX also predicts 
a reversal in C7 and C7* stability, but only at £ > 20. The differences between the 
two models are due to the parameterization of the VCMX, and the over polarization 
of the VCM.

Analysis of the trends in solvation energy of the C7 and C7* structures served to 
emphasize the fundamental difference between the two. The in vacuo solvation energy 
stabilizes both conformations, while solute electron redistribution strongly stabilizes 
C7* and strongly destabilizing C7 relative to the C5 structure.

8.4 isoG uanine Tautom eric Equilibria

The nucleic acids form an important biologically active group of molecules. As all 
interactions in the body occur within the condensed phase, simulation of solvent effects 
on the relative stability of nucleic acid tautomers is critical to understanding the 
behaviour of the molecules.

The standard nucleotide alphabet - A, T, C, G - occur as only the keto or amino 
forms up to >99.99% under physiological conditions. This explains their selection as 
the nucleic bases used in replicating biological systems. Experimental data has shown 
that isoGTianine and its tautomers (Figures 8.20, 8.21, and 8.22) are particularly 
sensitive to medium effects, and so are not suitable for inclusion in the standard 
nucleotide alphabet. However, their sensitivity to the environment make them an 
ideal test case for the VCMX.
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Figure 8.20: isoGuanosine - Keto Tautomer.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)

Figure 8.21: isoGuanosine - Enol Tautomer 1.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)

Figure 8.22: isoGuanosine - Enol Tautomer 2.
Oxygen(Red), Nitrogen (Blue), Carbon (Black), Hydrogen (White)
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8.4 .1  C N D O :V C M X  sim ulations

Simulations of the iG tautom eric equihbrium were performed by the VCMX using 

and r^Qi =  OAlrydw- The equilibrium constant for the tautom eric conver-— £0,37

sions are given by:

KT1 exp (8 , 1)

and

K t 2 =  exp
E{iGt2) -  E{iG)

(8 .2 )

where E(iG) is the energy of the isoGuanine keto tautom er (Figure 8.20); E (iG l) is the 

energy of the isoGuanine enol tautom er 1 (Figure 8.21); and E(iG2) is the energy of 

the isoGuanine enol tautom er 2 (Figure 8.22). Hence, increasing Kt values represent 
increased stability of the keto tautom er.

Figure 8.23 shows th a t the stability of the keto tautom er is increased relative to 
both  of the enol forms, but th a t it never becomes the preferred state  of the molecule. 
This is in contrast to the experimental values where the enol forms are preferred at 

low e, while the keto form is prefered at high e [269].

Analysis of the experimental da ta  shows tha t solvation gives the range of Kt 

values to be 0.01 <  Kt < 10. Defining Kt as:

RTln(KT) =  -A G

K ti =  exp
AG,oi,{iGtl) -  AGsoUzG) 

R T
(8.3)

and

K t 2 =  exp
A G  s o i v { ' i G t 2 )  — A G s o i v i } G )

m '
(8,4)

The results are given is Figure 8.24 which show th a t solvation effects the stability of the 

keto tautom er by ~  10̂ ® K t units. Consequently, it is not the VCMX underestim ating 

the solvent effects on the tautom eric equilibria which is responsible for the lack of keto 

stability in the absolute energy relationships of Figure 8.23. Rather, it is diie to the 

poor representation of the tautom eric in vacuo energies within the CNDO.
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Figure 8.23: Relative stability of isoGuanine tautoraers, based on the energies of the 
molecules, over a range of dielectric values. Calculations were performed by the VCMX 
using S a b  =  and r ^ Q /  =  0.47r„d^. Increasing K j values indicate increasing stability of 
the keto tautomer.
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Figure 8.24: Relative stability of isoGuanine tautomers, based on the solvation free energies 
of the molecules, over a range of dielectric values. Calculations were performed by the VCMX 
using e a b  —  and r^Q/ =  0.47r„di„. Increasing Kx values indicate increasing stability of 
the keto tautomer.
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8.5 C onclusions

The VCMX correctly predicts the reversal from the in vacuo conformer stability for 
the glycine zwitterion, and the glycyl dipeptide, in high dielectric environments. The 
VCM also predicts the this reversal in low {e > 4) dielectric environments. The 
differences between the two models are due to the over polarization of the VCM, and 
the parameterization of the VCMX. Improved parameterization, to take account of 
low dielectric environments, would probably yield better VCMX predictions.

The tautomeric equilibrium of iso-Guanine was found to shift towards the keto 
tautomer in solution, in agreement with experimentally observed trends. However, the 
absolute tn vacuo energies are not well described by CNDO. Development of the orbital 
level VCMX theory, and its application within less approximate simulation techniques, 
is required if quantitative trends in biological solvation are to be predicted.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of this thesis was to develop a simple, tractable solvation model with a view to 

employing it for simulations of large biological systems. A new model. V irtual Charge 

Model w ith Explicit A ttenuation (denoted VCMX), was developed. This model is 

theoretically superior to other continuum solvation models, offering the following ad

vantages:

•  polarization and attenuation of the solute by the solvent are separately modeled 

and the role of each of these separate phenomena can be clearly distinguished. 

This more accurately represents the actual physics of solvation.

•  the effect of an atom ’s differing exposure to the solvent can be addressed by in
cluding solvent shielding without introducing spurious effects (as in other mod

els).

A key precursor to the development of the VCMX was the disassembly of the 

standard  V irtual Charge Model (VCM) of Constanciel and Tapia [8]. The VCM has 

recently enjoyed renewed interest as it has been incorporated into the GRINDOL [239] 

program. The previously reported reasonable behaviour [9] of the VCM was shown to 

be due to the fortuitous canceling of errors:

• the lack of entropic contributions within the VCM model is accounted for by 

using a “correction factor” D  =  ^/e\

•  the magnitude of both the polarization and attenuation interactions is grossly 

overestimated, but the combination of the two yields “reasonable” solvation 

energies;

• the qualitatively correct relative protonation energies of solvated amines pre

dicted by the VCM arise from the overpolarization in solvation energies referred 

to above being offset by the overestimation of the gas phase basicities predicted 

by CNDO.
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Subsequent detailed theoretical analysis of the VCMX and other continuum 

solvation models lead to a “Unified Theory of Continuum Solvation” . To the knowl

edge of this author, no such theory interpreting different solvation models, in terms 

of solvatons, has been proposed before in the literature and this is a significant new 

development.

A notable further theoretical development of the VCMX was the derivation of 

an orbital-level solvaton theory. The complexity of the derived orbital level VCMX 

theory is appropriate for application to high-level semi-empirical or ah initio meth

ods. Such an implementation would extend the range of applicability and reliability 

of VCMX simulations. However, the complexity and time constraints of such an im

plem entation fall outside the remit of this study.

One of the main issues yet to be resolved is the determ ination of a reasonable 
attenuation function. A refraction model offers one possible approach - however its 

implementation must wait until the molecular dielectric environment, Sa b {J')i can be 
better defined.

The performance of the VCMX was assessed by comparison with experimental 
data. The VCMX was shown to qualitatively predict the correct behavioural trends of 

alcohol deprotonation energies in solution. Accurate reproduction of trends in amine 
protonation energies in solution were found to depend on accurate in vacuo estimates 

which were not available using CNDO. However, it is envisaged th a t defect will dis
appear (or be reduced) with more robust quantum  chemical methods. By contrast, 

the m ethod was successful in reproducing the solvation free energies of the protonated 

amines. Turning to more complex systems, the relative stability of various conformers 

of glycine and its dipeptide in water were correctly predicted. Anomalous behaviour 

of the conformers in low dielectric environments was attribu ted  to the VCMX pa- 

ram eterisation. Finally, simulation of the nucleic acid isoGuanine, using the VCMX, 

showed th a t the keto form is stabilized by high dielectric environments, in agreement 

with experiment.
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Further development of the VCMX model should address the implementation 

of the orbital level theory described in Section 7.6. O rbital level interactions are 

directional and, thus, requires m athem atical construction of a “molecular surface” 

and the normal “to the surface” for each atom. The electrostatic interactions between 

each atom pair might be attenuated by a dielectric refraction technique - such as 

th a t described in Section 7.8. Naturally, future VCMX calculations will benefit from 

improved param eterisation.
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MONOPOLE AND DIPOLE SELF ENERGY

T he self energy of an  ion w ith  radius rj, is the  work required to  increase the charge 

from zero to  Q, as given by [6]

W Q = ( ' ^ U q  =  f -  (A .l)
Jo r , 2rj

This approxim ation is only valid if Q  is large [284]. The calculation can be generalized 

to  the case of charging the  ion by bringing up a  succesion of Ue electrons. T he work 

of bringing up the first electron is zero, and so the  work of forming the ion is given by

A sim ilar approach can be applied to  the  calculation of the  self energy of a 

dipole, //.. The size of th e  spherical cavity which contains th e  dipole is given by a. 

The dipole is formed by bringing up small fractions of d ipolar charge, 6fi, one a t a 

time. Again, the work of bringing up the  first charge is zero. For ease of com putation, 

all further charges are brought up parallel to  the  first (see F igure A .l). This yields 

interaction energies of the form [228]

^  (A.3)
^12

Each (5/i will in teract w ith  the  charge already a t the  dipole site as it is brought up. 

By sum m ing over all interactions, the self energy of the  dipole can be found

\  0,3 2 0,3 ~  2o ,3 2o,3  ̂ ^n = (J

Figure A .l: The interaction of two parallel dipoles.
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\
\

/

Figure A .2: Representations of dipole size.
The dashed spherical cavity is representative of a point dipole. The two smaller circles 
represent the size of individual ions of which the dipole is composed.

A lternatively, the  dipole can be viewed as the com bination of two point charges 

as in F igure A .2. T he energy of the  dipole is given by the self energy of the  charges 

and the  energy of their interaction:

l\,' — _j_ _j_ Q aQ b
^ t a  t b  Ta b

By definition, for a  dipole

Q = Q a = - Q b a,nd r = rA = tb

and from Figure A .2 it can be seen th a t 

Tab — 0  and

which by su b stitu tio n  into equation (A .5) gives

^  a a fl, a 0 , 2  ^3

(A.5)

(A.6)

T he two energies differ by a factor of ^ due to  the different representations of 

the  size of th e  dipole. T he use of the spherical cavity is only appropria te  for a point 

dipole. T he second m ethod is more representative of a real dipole, and so it is this 

equation which is applied in Section 6.6.1.2.
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GEOMOS PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Read in input 
parameters

Access relevant 
atomic data 

and parameters

Generates the 
Overlap matrix

Generates the 
Hamiltonian

Calculates the Fock 
matrix within an 

SCF cycle

Output

Figure B .l: Flowchart of the GEOM OS code.
Subroutines th a t have been significantly modified are denoted by *. The loop over 
HUCKCL.F, SCFCLO.F and C P R IN T .F  indicated by the bold arrow is a new structure 
which allows sim ulation of solvent effects over a range of dielectric perm ittivities. The cur
rent, modified version of the GEOM OS code used in th is thesis comprises 47,902 lines of 
code.

moscf.f

main.f

intgri.f

huckcl.f

scfcio.f

cprint.f

bases.f
coulmb.f
coefft.f

input.f
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CNDOiVCMX LINEAR FREE ENERGY DIAGRAMS

aGmiv (expt) (kj/mol)

•120 -100 -8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0
0.0

- - 2.0
Me3N

y = 1.045x 
R̂  = 0.3134

- -4.0

- - 6.0Me2NH
Et3N

Et2NH Pr3N - -8  0

Bu2NHMeNH2
-1 0 0Pr2NH

-12 0EINH2 ♦ 
PrNH2

BuNH2

♦  Primary •  Secondary ■ Tertiary
-14.0

Figiii'c CM: C'oinparison of experim ental and CNDO:VCM X calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. T he VCMX param eters e a b  =  ^solvent-, 79, ^ a q ' — 0.26r^dw 
were used.

A G ^(exp t) (kJ/mol)

-220 -210 -200 -190-280 -270 -260 -250 -240 -230■290
-300

- -320y = 1.6895x 
= 0.9861

• -340

- -360

- -380

- -400

- -420

- -440

' -460

• -480

♦ Primary •Secondary  ■ Tertiary
L -500

Figure C.2: Comparison of experim ental and CNDO:VCM X calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated am ine species. T he VCMX param eters s a b  =  ^solvent, ~  79, 
-fAQ' " 0.26rvdw were used.
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AG.o(v(expt) (kJ/mol)

0.0•2.0- 6.0 -4.0- 12.0 - 10.0 -8.0
0.0

• - 2.0
y= 1.0044X 

= 0.518

- -6.0

• -8.0

- - 10.0

■ - 12.0

♦  Primary •  S econdary ■ Tertiary
L -14.0

Figure C.3: Com parison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. T he VCMX param eters e a b  ^  ^ ^ o l v e n t ^  —  79, ' f A Q '  0.39r^du, 
were used.

^GMiv(oxpt) (kJ/mol)
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-250

• -270y = 1 4985X 
= 0.9938 - -290

-310

- -330

- -350

• -370

-390

- -410

- -430

♦  Primary •  S econdary ■T ertiary
L -450

Figure C.4: Com parison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated am ine species. T he VCMX param eters e a b  ~  ^ ^ o i v e n t ^  =  79, 
7xq ' ^  were used.
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(kJ/mol)

- 12.0 0.0- 10.0 - 8.0 -6.0 -4.0 - 2.0
0.0

- - 2.0

- -4.0y = 1.0593X 
R  ̂= 0 5622

- -6.0

-  -8.0

-  - 12.0

♦ Primary •  Secondary ■ Tertiary
L -14.0

Figure C.5: Comparison of experim ental and CNDOiVCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. T he VCMX param eters e a b  -- =  79, 7 a q ' -  ^)A7rydw
were used.
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♦  Primary •  Secondary  ■ Tertiary

Figure C.6: Compaxison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. T he VCMX param eters £ab — ^^solventi ~  79, 
lA Q ' =  0A7rvdw were used.
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AG^ivi^xpt) (kJ/mol)
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0.0

- - 2.0

y=  1.0233X 
= 0 6553

- - 6.0

- 12.0

♦  Primary •S e c o n d a ry  ■  Tertiary
I- -14,0

Figure C.7: Comparison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX param eters e a b  ^  ^  79, ^ a q ' - 0.74r„d„
were used.

AGMiv(oxpt} (kJ/mol)
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y = 0.9742X 
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- -270

- -290

4  Primary •  S econdary ■Tertiary
L -310

Figure C.8: Comparison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. T he VCMX param eters E a b  =  ^ ^ s o ^ e n t i  =  79, 
lA Q '  =  0.74rt,du) were used.
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AG,o,v(expt) (kJ/mol)
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Figure C.9: Comparison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX param eters e a b  ~  79, '^ a q ' =- 0.93r„diu were
used.
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Figure C.IO: Com parison of experim ental and CNDO:VCMX calculated free energies of 
solvation for the protonated amine species. T he VCMX param eters c a b  =  n ? ',  e a  =  79, 
lA Q '  =  0.93r„diD were used.
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INDO:VCMX LINEAR FREE ENERGY DIAGRAMS

'^G ^v(exp t) (k j/m ol)
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- - 10.0

- - 12.0

- -14.0

- -16.0

♦  Primary •  Secondary ■ Tertiary

Figure D.l: Comparison of experimental and INDOiVCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX parameters e a b  — ^solventj =  79, 7 >iq'(H) - 
Q.‘2 6 ry d w ,  ^  0.36r„diy were used.
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Figure I).2: Comparison of experimental and INDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. The VCMX parameters s a b  =  ^solvent, =  79, 
1 A Q ' { ^ )  ^ 0.26r^d^, 7 yiQ/(X) O.'SGrydw were used.
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Figure D.3: Com parison of experim ental and INDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX param eters s a b  — ^  79, 7^0'(H) =
0.39r„d«;, 7/ig'(X) ^  OASrydw were used.
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Figure D.4: Com parison of experim ental and INDO:VCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. T he VCMX param eters e a b  -  ^^olvent’ ~ 
7 ^g/(H ) ^  0.39r^d„, 7 >iq'(X) -  OASrydw were used.
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Figure D.5: Comparison of experimental and INDO:VCMX calcnlatecl free energies of sol
vation for neutral amines. The VCMX parameters s a b  ^VllenV -  79, 7^g'(H) -  
0.74rvdw, lAQ'{y^) ^  0.86r^diy were used.
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Figure I).6: Comparison of experimental and INDOrVCMX calculated free energies of sol
vation for the protonated amine species. The VCMX parameters Sa b  =  ^^sohenv ~  
7 ^q/(H) 0.74r„d«), 7yig'(X) = 0.86r^d^ were used.
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